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NASA Aerospacepl!t 
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Welcome the the First NASA Aerospaceport Design Competition! This event is an industry simulation game for high school students.
Teams of students prepare designs for airports of the the future, which are major hubs for both aircraft and spacecraft carrying cargo
and passengers for commercial operations. The Competition is designed so that success requires members of the teams to understand
and apply a vast array of knowledge and provide creativity, drawing, writing, and communication skills. They will:
• consider how future air and space vehicles will operate
• depict functional buildings to service vehicle and user needs
• design the ground transportation infrastructure involved with a major port
• include features that will be pleasant and helpful to passengers, cargo shippers, and employees develop concepts for
computer and robot systems to operate the aerospaceport
• estimate costs and schedules for developing the aemspaceport
• prepare a written documents describing the design
The competition is modeled after and parallels the International Space Settlement Design Competition. Both competitions are exercises
of creativity, technical competence, aesthetics, management skills, teamwork, and presentation techniques. Aerospaceport
Competitions offer the same magnitude of challenge as the Space Settlement Design Competitions, but provide an option for
practicing the same industry skills without the complication of learning about and designing for the space environment.
About the Competition
These materials (see the other pages, too!) will get you started in the Competition. Your team must Iggig.¢.[ with the Competition
organizers to receive key Competition materials not included here. The 1997-1998 National Aemspaceport Design Competiton is
conducted in two phases:
Phase 1: Qualifying Competition (at your high school) Your team represents a major aerospace or construction company. The
Preliminary Request for Proposal (RFP) summarizes the requirements for the Aemspaceport desired by the customer. When your
team registers for the Competition, you will receive the Final RFP, with details of what your design must include. Create and submit
your design for the Aerospaceport, in hopes that your company will be awarded the lucrative contract to construct it. Submit your
written (on paper!) design description by April 2, to judges who will evaluate the proposals and select eight Finalist teams to attend
the Finalist Design Competiton at NASA - Dryden Flight Research Center in California, June 20-22, 1998.
Phase 2: National Finalist Competition at NASA - Dryden in California The eight Finalist teams will be paired to form four competing
companies. Your company will prepare designs at NASA - Dryden, June 20-21, for a different Aemspaceport scenario. You will
work in conditions that resemble those experienced by members of high-pressure proposal teams in industry, with assistance from
real working engineers and managers. Designs will be presented June 22 to an audience that includes the judges and competing
companies.
Presenters will answer the judges' questions about their designs. Judges will select a winning design, and provide a debriefing
describing merits and weak points of the proposals. Aemspaceport Design Competitions will be conducted in future years with
different scenarios and sets of design requirements each year. Subtleties of site selection and changes in vehicle requirements will
make each Competition a new challenge for the participating teams.
Competition Paradigm
The 1997-1998 Aerospaceport Design Competition will take place in a simulated future: the year 2040. Technological advancements
beyond the current state of the art have accrued.
For the Qualifying Competition, your company is Flechtel Constructors, and the customer is an organization called the Foundation
Society. The contents of these links describe technologies the judges will accept in your design. Any other advanced technologies
assumed in your design must be fully justified (for example, if you plan to teleport cargo to the Aerospaceport site, you must explain
how the teleportation system is constructed).
The basic products, vehicles, and structures described for this Competition are technically possible within the timeframes indicated.
They do, however, represent ambitious technical, economic, and politcal commitments. Some will never happen, some will. Some
are projects that Design Competition participants who become engineers will work on during their careers.
The company Fiechtel Constructors, including its product line and history, is based on a composite of real corporations, projected
intothefuture.Thereis no such organization as the Foundation Society. The described efforts by the Foundation Society to foster
commercial space infrastructure development could, however, be accomplished by other existing organizations.
Your proposal will be judged by engineers working in NASA and the aerospace industry, so please base it on reasonable
interpretations of the level of existing technology defined here, the laws of Physics, and common sense.
Details
Qualifying Competition teams may be of any size (e.g., 25 or 30 students). The eight teams that qualify for the Finalist Competition
will be limited to 12 members (who must be High School students during the 1997-1998 school year) each -- and two adult advisors.
Your team will be most likely to succeed if it includes members with diverse experiences and/or interests, and if your design balances
structural integrity, operating efficiency, use of computers and robotics, and pleasant living conditions. Related Combetitions have
shown that it will also be helpful to have at least one good artist and/or one good writer on your team. Competition sponsors will
provide lodging and meals during the Finalist Competition for each team's 12 students and two advisors. The presentations in the
Finalist Competition will be in a briefing chart formal and be limited to 35 minutes plus 10 mnutes for questions from the judges
The Competition experience is offered at no charge to participating student teams. Donations by _ enable the Competition
organizers to provide complimentary lodging and meals for Finalist Competition participants. Finalist teams will, however, be
expected to fund their own transportation to the Competition site (Lancaster, California, in even-numbered years; Hampton, Virginia,
in odd-numbered years).
The Competition organizers occasionally develop new background materials that might be helpful as your team develops its design.
Check here periodically to access this information as it is added. A Change Log will identify additions and the dates when they were
added.
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Flechtel Constructors
Fiechtel Constructors has been in business since the 1920's, when it designed and built facilities for energy and chemical companies.
Until the late 1960's, Flechtel products were primarily oil refineries and factories producing industrial chemicals, fertilizer, and
household cleaning products. The company has skills, however, for designing nearly any industrial, commercial, or government
facility, and has been involved with power plants, ground transportation infrastructure, fanning, logging, amusement parks, harbors,
and airports. In the 1970's, the company was known for its designs of entire cities in the Saudi Arabian desert, including airports and
water desalination plants.
Flechtel expanded rapidly during the 1990's with contracts to upgrade Russian and Kazakhi oil industry and petrochemical plants,
modernize the ground transportation infrastructure of Russia, Ukraine, and (European) Georgia, clean up environmental damage in
Eastern Europe and Northern Asia, and rejuvenate several Eastern European cities. In the 2010's, Flechtel designed and built the
Kenyan veldt and Pacific Ocean launch sites, and has since assisted with upgrades to these facilities to accommodate new launch
vehicle designs. A large percentage of its business in the 2020's resulted from its leadership in developing designs for modifying
airport facilities to service aircraft with cryogenic fuels. A consistent company philosophy is that every customer is important, and no
project is too big, too small, or too strange.
Low-cost and high-quality construction techniques, developed during the post- Soviet construction boom, were applied after the year
2000 to bring about rapid industrialization in developing countries. The company began assisting poor nations in generating capital
for major building projects by entering into joint ventures with them. This was done to develop capital-earning industrial bases
through construction and operation of factories while using each nation's workforce skills and natural resources. Flechtel employees
assure success of these ventures; they stay with the plants through start-up, conduct training programs for local workers, and
periodically return to see that no problems are developing and to introduce improvements in plant operation. This program has so
greatly benefited developing nations that Flechtel was awarded a Nobel Peace Prize in 2011.
The company again gained humanitarian recognition in the 2020's, when it developed a design and demonstrated feasibility of
operating huge ocean fanning systems. Other companies have since developed their own designs for these facilities, and now dozens
of them are operating in remote deep-water areas of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, far from land and pollution. Isolation from
contaminants enables farm operators to better control nutrients provided to fish and aquatic vegetables, and to better control diseases.
The development of these farms has assured virtually inexhaustible food supplies for Earth's peoples. Flechtel has been associated
with the aerospace industry since the late 1980's, when it assisted a launch vehicle manufacturer with research into requirements for
construction of human habitats on the lunar surface. Flechtel has since been involved in some way with every major construction
project involving industrialization of space. The company designed interiors for habitation modules of the first Intemational Space
Station, supervised Space Station expansion into a Low Earth Orbit space port, and was a major subcontractor for the other two LEO
space ports that now serve as transfer points for all passengers and cargo moved between Earth and other space destinations. The
company developed living area interiors for U.S. lunar bases, life support systems for hotels and resorts in orbit, and port and tourist
facilities adjoining Foundation Society settlements in orbit and on the moon. Ftechtel has assisted developers of space manufacturing
facilities, by designing large-scale processes to create commercially useful quantities of products made experimentally in Space
Station laboratories. It has provided habitats for workers in asteroid and lunar mining ventures. The company designs microwave
transmission equipment for Solar Power Satellites, and is the world's largest producer of receiving antennas for space-generated
power.
Flechtel managers believe that the company is uniquely qualified to win the Foundation Society's Ameriport contract, given its
extensive and diverse experience with major dirtside and on-orbit projects, including airports, spaceports, cities, and a variety of
infrastructure projects.
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The Customer
The Foundation Society is an organization founded for the specific purpose of establishing settlements of its members in space. Aside
from modest offices and training facilities for members before they leave to live in space, the organization has had no property on the
surface of planet Earth. The Society has finally realized, however, that its operations in space are being adversely affected by the
inadequacy of existing ground infrastructure to support the transportation needs of the space settlements and their associated
businesses.
With more settlements in the planning stages, the Foundation Society has determined that it must make the investment itself. It is
offering companies the opportunity to bid on a contract to build Earth's first full-service Aerospacoport, which will enable efficient
and comfortable transfer of passengers and cargo from Earth to space.
The Foundation Society first began influencing space policy in the mid-1990's, when it led several grass-roots space advocacy
organizations in fostering development of commercial Earth orbit infrastructure -- particularly by researching profit potential for
launch vehicles providing lower costs per pound to orbit. The Society assured that these new launch vehicles would have customers,
by providing venture capital for companies developing new products that utilized or required launch services. Foundation Society
lobbying in Congress resulted in favorable tax and equity-protection laws for companies investing in perceived high-risk ventures
with long-range return, commitments for government-sponsored scientific and exploratory space missions that further assured a
strong customer base for commercial launch services, and removed the government from the businesses of launch vehicle operation
and space hardware fabrication. The results of these efforts encouraged American corporate interest in commercial development of the
launch vehicles and space infrastructure that make large-scale access to space practical.
The Society began operation of its first settlement for 10,000 of its members in Earth orbit late in 2012. Since that time, two more
settlements have been established in Earth orbit, one settlement is operating on the lunar surface, and the second lunar settlement and
first settlement in orbit around Mars are under construction. Plans are in various stages of development for more large space
settlements; this expansion of infrastructure will continue as long as promising new sites are available, and economic reality permits.
There are currently over 70,000 Foundation Society members living in space, with.expectations to increase its space-based population
by an average of 3000 people annually for the foreseeable future. The space settlements also have facilities to host 6000 visitors, who
stay for an average of three weeks each.
Although the Foundation Society has developed sufficient financial reserves to invest in expensive projects like Space Settlements, the
organization's goal is to build as many as possible, and therefore to develop an efficient construction infrastructure. To this end, lunar
materials have been utilized extensively in the existing settlement designs. The space settlements have established vigorous and
automated manufacturing and agricultural capabilities that provide necessities in orbit. There are, however, some small consumer
goods, designer clothing, and luxury brand-name edibles that are shipped to residents of settlements in space. Launch costs cause
these items to be very expensive, so as frequently as possible they are loaded as "bonus cargo" on passenger ships that have not been
loaded to their allowable lifioff weight.
The Foundation Society intends that each community eventually be self-supporting through trade and services it can offer to Earth and
other bases and settlements. Launch vehicle operators make most of their profit from flying passengers and cargo into space, so
return trips for goods manufactured in the Foundation Society's space settlements enjoy relatively low transportation costs. Indeed,
some inexpensive trinkets are worth shipping to Earth just because the dirtside population has a fascination with owning something
that was made with extraterrestrial materials. Goods manufactured in Foundation Society facilities are primarily intended for use in
space, but depletion of high-yield mineral resources on Earth and development of efficient mining techniques and refining processes
for lunar and asteroid resources axe causing the Foundation Society to seriously consider sending titanium and other valuable bulk
materials to Earth.
The Foundation Society is unwilling, however, to initiate large-scale shipping operations within the existing infrastructure for
launching and landing space vehicles. Launch sites have been operated with basically the same philosophy for 80 years: they are in
remote locations, they do not share facilities with any other businesses or vehicles, their processes for handling cargo are complex
and time-consuming, and their treatment of passengers is inconvenient at, best.
The Foundation Society envisions a launch site, an Aerospaceport, which it will both own and operate, and which will resemble an
airport with flight schedules that serve both terrestrial and orbital destinations. Although the primary initial motivation for this facility
is to improve passenger service for its own members and visitors, and to provide efficient cargo operations to support its own
settlements and business interests, it is anticipated that operators of on- orbit resorts and manufacturing operations will also be
interested in operating flights through the Foundation Society Aerospaceport.
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Request for Proposal
1 January2040
"Ameriport" Contract
Introduction This is a request by the Foundation Society for selected contractors to propose the design, development, construction,
and operations planning of "Ameriport", a USA-based Aerospaceport to accommodate spacecraft launches and landings, and
commercial and private aircraft.
Format and Schedule Proposals shall be no more than 40 single-sided pages long, and are to be mailed on paper to the
Foundation Society, for arrival by April 2 (electronic submittals will not be accepted). Readability and legibility count[
Statement of Work Your proposal should include all of these items:
1. Basic Requirements - The contractor shall describe the design, development, and construction of Ameriport, within the
requirements specified in this Statement of Work. The contractor shall further develop the approach to operate and support the
community.
2. Facilities - The customer requires that when Ameriport begins operations,it will provide the ability to accommodate launches and
landings for up to two passenger spacecraft and two cargo spacecraft per day, runways and six gates for commercial passenger
aircraft, and facilities for private aircraft and business jets. The design shall enable Ameriport expansion to its anticipated status as a
primary hub for one major domestic airline, with facilities to accommodate a spacecraft launch and a spacecraft landing every hour.
When Ameriport begins operations, it must provide servicing, fueling, and maintenance facilities for all arriving spacecraft. Routine
fueling and servicing facilities must be provided for aircraft; after expansion, full maintenance facilities must be provided for one
major domestic airline.
3. Operations - The proposal shall recommend a location in the United States for Ameriport, and cite reasons for its selection. The
proposed Ameriport design shall include elements of basic infrastructure to support the the needs of passengers and employees,
including delivery of food, electrical power, water, and communication services. Provisions shall be described for efficient
management of waste water, sewage, and solid waste. Ground transportation infrastructure must be provided to enable efficient cargo
shipping, and arrivals and departures of passengers by private vehicles, and public transportation including busses and trains.
4. Human factors - Ameriport shall provide facilities expected by travellers through major hub airports, including a hotel, shops,
connectivity for business communication, and activities to occupy hours between flights. The proposal shall define the number of
employees required to conduct all the activities (functions) which must be fulfilled to operate the facility, and the number of
employees required to perform each function. The proposal shall describe either expansion of housing and services in an existing
nearby community, or development of a new community for Ameriport employees and their families.
5. Automation - The necessary automation support for Ameriport facility operations (e.g., arrival and departure communication, data
systems, luggage transport, etc.) shall be specified, including identification of number and types of computers, software, network
planning, and robotic applications. Automation systems shall also be described for living quarters and community services that will be
built to accommodate Ameriport employees and their families.
6. Schedule and Cost - The proposal shall include a schedule for completion, occupation, and operation of Ameriport, and costs for
design through construction.
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Aerospaceport Design Competition Sponsors
Aerospaceport Design Competitions are jointly sponsored by NASA - Dryden Flight Research Center and NASA - Langley Flight
Research Center, with support by industry partners.
The Co-Founders and Organizers of the National Aerospaceport Design Competition are Anita Gale and Dick Edwards, engineering
managers with the Space Shuttle program for Boeing North American's Space Systems Division in Downey, California. Anita and
Dick are also Co-Founders of several Space Settlement Design Competitions, with a legacy of providing industry experiences to
young people since 1984. Competition materials and organization are provided by Ms. Gale and Mr. Edwards under the auspices of
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA).
Volunteers who provide technical and managerial assistance to teams competing in the Finalist Competition are employees or retirees
of NASA, other government agencies, and industry partners. Additional volunteer support is provided by members of AIAA and the
National Council for Women in Aviation/Aerospace
If you have questions or comments about the Competition or these materials, you are welcome to contact the Competition Organizers:
Anita Gale < anita.e.gale@boeing.com>
Dick Edwards < dick.edwards@boeing.com>
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Aerospaceport Design Competition GLOSSARY
Many of the words and terms used in Aerospaceport Design Competition materials are not part of familiar everyday usage:
aerospaceport: facility that provides runways for aircraft, launch and landing sites for space launch vehicles, maintenance and
services for both, and accommodations for passengers and cargo for both
air-breathing engine: propulsion plant (motor) that acquires oxidizer from the air, rather than carrying it in tanks on the vehicle (as
required by rocket engines)
aircraft: vehicle(s) designed to fly in Earth's atmosphere
airport: facility that provides runways, maintenance and services, and accommodations for passengers and cargo that fly on aircraft
avionics: literally, "aviation electronics", mostly including commanding and monitoring of systems on aircraft and spacecraft
cargo: the reason a vehicle flies; stuff that is carried by a vehicle from its starting point (ground or on-orbit) to the vehicle's
destination; can include satellites, bulk materials, construction components, or people
cargo container: standard carder in which cargo is carried for a mission; ideally, all spacecraft cargo is containerized, because
complex installations and interfaces can be accomplished to the inside of the container, and the standardized exterior interfaces of the
container can be quickly mated to the inside of a cargo vehicle (standardized containers have been used for decades on ships,
conventional aircraft, railroad cars, and trucks)
checkout: testing process to verify that vehicles, equipment, and/or computers are functioning as they were designed to function,
and that they are ready for the mission they are intended to perform
community: a group of humans of any size whose members reside in a specific locality, and share infrastructure, retail services, and
government
consumables: stuff that is used up during the course of a mission or over a period of time, and hence must be replaced; includes
everything from rocket fuel to pet food to pencils
contract: a legal agreement between a customer and a company (contractor), whereby the contractor agrees to build something or
provide a service within a defined cost and schedule, and the customer agrees to pay the cost when the product is delivered (contracts
may have provisions for partial payments over the course of a long product delivery schedule)
dimensions: measurements of size; on design drawings, numbers shown adjacent to drawings, to indicate sizes of the items shown
in the drawings
dirtside: of or referring to Earth, people living there, and things on it
Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV): a launch vehicle which is used for only one launch; typically, it sheds some of its
components, or stages, during the launch process, with only a small portion of the original "stack" being delivered all the way to orbit
fabrication: manufacture; the process of making, building, and/or assembling
facility: building or other structure, or collection of buildings/structures, designed to provide a function or service
fiber optics: use of tiny, transparent strands to transmit light that represents electronic signals; can replace traditional copper wire
with less weight and expense, and greater reliability, but is not capable of transmitting power
fueling: process of loading propellant(s) into the tanks of a vehicle
GEO: geosynchronous Earth orbit; objects in 22,300 mile orbits rotate around the Earth at the same rate that the Earth turns on its
axis; when located above the Equator, these objects appear to be stationary in Earth's sky
ground operations: tasks performed on the ground, preparatory to flight, to prepare an aircraft or launch vehicle for flight; can
include fueling, checkout, maintenance, or any other tasks that can only be performed when the vehicle is on the ground
hypersonic flight: flight through an atmosphere at greater than five times the speed of sound (Mach 5) for that atmosphere
infrastructure: the collection of electrical power and other utilities, water, sewage, solid waste disposal, food and goods delivery,
communications, transportation, and other services required to support a community
Lagrangian points: (see "libration points")
landing: process by which an aircraft or launch vehicle returns to and comes to a controlled stop on the ground--horizontal landings
occur on a runway, with the vehicle touching down on wheels; vertical landings occur on a flat surface (e.g., for helicopters or some
launch vehicles) or pond of water (e.g., for heavy lift launch vehicles)
launch: process by which a vertical take-off launch vehicle ascends from the grmnd to get into space and achieve orbit; requires a
launch pad
launch pad: facility on the ground from which a vertical take-off launch vehicl_: ascends; requires capability to withstand the heat of
rocket exhaust, requires either the capability to move the launch vehicle from a ctrgo-loading facility or to load cargo into the vehiclc
at the launch pad, and requires capability for fueling the vehicle
launch site: facility at which launch vehicles are prepared for their missions, and from which they ascend (either horizontally or
vertically) to get into space and achieve orbit
launch vehicle: a spacecraft that is capable of launching or flying through an atmosphere (e.g., Earth's) in order to get into space
and achieve orbit
LEO: low Earth orbit; orbital locations above Earth's atmosphere and below the Van Allen radiation belts
libration points: in orbital mechanics, when one large body (e.g., the Moon) is in orbit around another large body (e.g., Earth),
there are five points in orbits around the larger body where gravitational forces balance out to enable satellites to be placed where they
could not stay if the smaller of the large bodies were not present (also called Lagrangian points, for Joseph Lagrange, the
mathematician who developed the theory that predicts their existence)
low-g: acceleration environment with less than the acceleration due to gravity on Earth's surface
maintenance: services provided to a vehicle, structure, or equipment, in order to assure that the item being maintained remains in
working order and is capable of accomplishing its functions; can include repairing, replacing components, painting, cleaning,
lubricating, and topping off fluid levels in brakes/hydraulic and other systems
mass driver: a device that electromagnetically accelerates small objects to very high velocities; can be utilized for efficiently
launching material from airless surfaces
micro-g: an accurate description of "weightlessness", the condition experiencea_ in space when forces balance out and objects seem
to "float"; true "zero-g" is theoretically not possible, because there are always some tiny forces operating on all objects
modal testing (non-destructive): process by which a vehicle is placed in a facility where it is subjected to vibrations; the
vehicle's motions in response to the vibrations are measured and compared with the vehicle's original response to identical
vibrations--a means for determining that the vehicle's structure is intact and undtmaged
on-orbit: in space, in an orbit; usually refers to an orbit around Earth
operations: processes by which facilities, vehicles, communities, and other en.ities or things accomplish their objectives
orbit: the path assumed by an object in space, due to balancing or "cancelling out" of accelerations due to gravity and rotation;
usually the elliptical path of a small body (e.g., satellite) around a very large body (e.g., planet, moon, or star)
overhaul: extensive maintenance process; restoration of a vehicle with deteriorated performance to like-new condition, and/or
modification to improve performance
overhead: the part of a budget that does not show up as part of the cost of work directly on a project, but is charged to the customer
as part of the hourly charge for direct work (i.e., a contractor is paid for each hour an engineer works on tasks directly related to the
project; the customer is billed a cost for the engineer's hours that is greater than the salary paid to the engineer; the difference pays for
computers, upkeep of the facility, janitors, utilities, secretaries, and other costs required to support the engineer's work)
payload: literally, "paying load"; cargo carried by a vehicle, for which a fee is t_eing paid in exchange for moving the cargo to its
destination
payload capability: weight of payload(s) that a launch vehicle is capable of carrying to orbit
payload integration: the process of safely stowing a payload (usually a satellite or complex device) on a launch vehicle and
providing services (often including electrical power, awonics, and thermal cont,ol) that enable the payload to survive the flight and
accomplish its purpose; includes design of payload services, analysis of payload's ability to survive environments it will experience,
and installation in the vehicle
profit: the difference between the price charged by a contractor for providing a product, and the actual cost the contractor incurs to
make the product
propellant(s): for an aircraft, fuel; for a launch vehicle or other spacecraft, liquid or slush fuel and oxidizer for rockets or
air-breathing engines, or solid fuel for some rockets
proposal: a document prepared by a company or other entity, in order to convince a customer to select the company as the contractor
that will provide a certain product; it describes the company's recommendation for how it could provide the product, and explains
why the customer should have confidence that the company has a superior design and can be relied upon to produce it according to
the customer's requirements and within the described cost and schedule
Request for Proposal (RFP): a document prepared by a customer, which describes features of a product they want a contractor
to produce
requirements: features that a customer requests to be included in the design of a desired product
Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV): a launch vehicle that returns from its missions intact, and is designed to be maintained after
flight and fly repeated missions
RFP: see "Request for Proposal"
satellite: any object in orbit around another object; usually refers to human-made devices in orbit around large natural bodies (i.e.,
planets, moons, stars)
servicing: processes by which engines and vehicles are fueled, moved, loaded, maintained, and otherwise prepared for their next
flight
Single Stage to Orbit (SSTO): the capability of a launch vehicle to accomplish a mission from the ground to orbit without
staging, or shedding of components during the launch process; such vehicles contain all of the fuels and oxidizer they require in tanks
inside their structures, and return to the ground with the tanks intact (the amount of oxidizer required can be reduced through use of
air-breathing engines during flight in the atmosphere)
slush hydrogen: liquid hydrogen fuel that has been super-cooled to achieve a near-solid state, so that it is denser and enables more
hydrogen to be carried in a tank
solar panel: a device that converts sunlight into electrical power
Solar Power Satellite: a satellite, usually very large, consisting mostly of large arrays of solar panels producing electrical power
that can be converted (usually to microwave energy) and transmitted to users in other locations
solar sail: a surface, usually very large and lightweight, that makes use of pressure due to light or solar wind for propulsion
SOW: see "Statement of Work"
space settlement: facility in space constructed to provide protection from the space environment, and in which humans establish
communities
spacecrm't: vehicle(s) designed to fly in space, including launch vehicles that fly between Earth's surface and orbit
spaeer: of or referring to people who live in space
spae_suit: garment that provides pressure, breathing air, fluids and nutrients, waste removal, and protection against the space
environment, and that enables a human to move and operate in the space environment
spaceport: facility that provides launch and landing sites, maintenance and services, and accommodations for passengers and cargo
that fly on space launch vehicles
SSTO: see "Single Stage to Orbit"
Statement of Work (SOW): the section of an RFP that describes the tasks a contractor is expected to perform, and/or the
requirements for the design that the contractor is expected to create and build
support (of a facility): infrastructure and services required to enable a facility to operate in the way that it was intended
take--off: process that an aircraft or launch vehicle employs to leave the ground and rise into the air, in order to achieve its
mission--airplanes and some launch vehicles take off horizontally from a runway; helicopters and some launch vehicles (especially
heavy-lift launch vehicles) take off vertically
Van Allen radiation belts: bands of radiation trapped in Earth's magnetic field, which both absorb ambient deep-space radiation
andprovideprotectionforEarth'ssurface,andareahazardforsatellitesandh_martsoperatingwithinthem
zero-g:see"micro-g"
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Foundation Society to Build Settlement on Mars
Foundation Society President Edwards Smith announced today that the organization's next space
settlement--its seventh community in space--will be on Mars. Although it was conf'Lrmed that
the settlement, tentatively designated "Argonom", will be on the Martian surface, a location was
not specified. The Foundation Society seeks contractor advice for selecting settlement locations.
This will be one of the Society's smaller settlements, with a population of only 12,500, but it is
expected to be the first of many communities on Mars. The Foundation Society's decision was
based on results of a planetary survey conducted by two dozen of its members over the past three
(Earth) years. Mission leader Gale Uttamchandani and three team members returned recently to
Foundation Society headquarters at Columbiat to report on their findings.
Uttamchandani said that the team typically travelled 50 km (30 miles) per day, and visited every
major geological (areological, on Mars) formation on the planet. The team used three rovers
with high ground clearance and eight wheels on independent axles. According to Engineer Tom
Yubickovich, "the rovers worked really well. Sometimes one got stuck in some loose stuff or in
rocks, but we could always use the others to pull it out of trouble." The rovers provided living
quarters much like a recreational vehicle. Supplies were dropped by parachute every 90 days.
Members of the survey team are enthusiastic in their praise for Martian scenery. Areologist
Peter Lee said "sometimes we came to the edge of an escarpment or rounded a corner in a valley,
and we just had to stop to take it all in. Pictures don't do it justice. It was incredible: grand
vistas, sweeping panoramas, stark and almost surreal."
The survey showed that resources on Mars are as widely distributed as on Earth, and the
resources a community needs are not all in one place. Water is mostly in the north, in the polar
cap and underground in higher latitudes. Surface material composition is almost uniform around
• i
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Next Foundation Society Settlement on Mars
the planet, owing to millenia of dust storms. The dirt has a variety of useful minerals in it, but
not in commervially useful concentrations. Rocks are mostly unremarkable crater ejecta. Useful
ore deposits are mostly in the southern highlands (exposed in deep crater walls), on the flanks of
the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic regions, and exposed in canyons like Valles Marineris.
The team was perplexed in its search for evidence of life on Mars. As Uttamchandani said,
"Mars is certainly not a place where little green men jump out from behind the rocks." Lee
noted, however, that "some of the rocks we saw had details that just aren't explainable by normal
lifeless processes. Sometimes it was a thin layer in a cliff that could once have been slime on a
creek bottom. Sometimes it was a shape that might have been a solidified track or an impression
from a plant. And these were always in the north, where there is more water." Smith said that a
more dedicated search for Martian life will be an objective of Argonom residents.
The survey team is confident that Mars offers a wealth of opportunities for future habitation,
although they did f'md one Martian attribute particularly vexing. Mineralogist Lisa Cantu said
"the dust is so fine it's called 'fines'. It's not as abrasive as lunar dust, but it's worse at getting into
things. Lunar dust gets kicked up and falls right down again. Martian dust hangs in the
atmosphere a while. When the wind blows--even at hundreds of kilometers per hour--it's no
problem keeping control of the rovers or even standing up outside, because the atmosphere is so
thin. But the wind picks up the dust and it gets into everything, at any height. It stuck in the
creases and weaves of our suits. It blew into our airlocks with us, and followed us everywhere.
It defied every attempt to get rid of it. It reminded me of Colorado River silt in the Grand
Canyon-after a week it was in our clothes, in our beds, in our food, everywhere."
Smith said that Argonom is named after the mythological ship Argo, which protected its crew
through a series of adventures to far-off places as they fulfiUed their quest for the Golden Fleece.
"Mars is as remote and dangerous to us as Colchis was to Jason, and we need all the help we can
get to make this a prosperous voyage for the Foundation Society."
u
-- end -- end -- end--
Space Settlement Design Competitions are industry simulation games
for high school students, set in the future.
The Competitions emulate, as closely as possible, the experience of
participating as part of an aerospace industry proposal team. This year's
Space Settlement Design Competition participants will design a
settlement on the surface of the planet Mars where over 10,000 people
will make their homes.
To help them accomplish this challenging task, each team is provided
with a manager from industry to act as Company CEO, and then team
members are provided with technical and management training to
prepare them for the Competition. They must design an overall
structure, define sources of construction materials, specify vehicles used
for transportation, determine sources of electrical power and water,
design computer and robotics systems, specify allocation of interior
space, show examples of pleasant community design, and provide
estimated costs and schedules for completion of the project. The
Competition concludes with the teams' presentations of briefings
describing their designs to a panel of very critical judges.
The experience of participating in a Space Settlement Design
Competition teaches young people optimism for the future, technical
competence, management skills, knowledge of environments and
resources in space, appreciation for the relationship between technical
products and human use, ability to work in teams, and techniques for
preparing effective documentation, it requires that students integrate
their knowledge of and utilize skills in space science, physics, math,
chemistry, environmental science, biology, computer science, writing,
art, and common sense.
High schools in the Antelope Valley and neighboring areas were invited
to encourage their students to participate in this Competition. The
event's primary sponsors are NASA - Dryden Flight Research Center,
Antelope Valley High School, the Antelope Valley Union High School
District, and the Lancaster West Rotary Club.
Teaching industryskills to young people since 1984.
,,,,.m4
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National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Dryden Flight Research Center
P.O. Box 273
Edwards, CA 93523-0273
Reply to Atln of: X
Welcome to the Third Antelope Valley Space Settlement Design Competition. This
competition is designed to challenge you creatively, provide an opportunity for
collaborative leaming, and to give you a taste of how scientists and engineers work
in the real world.
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center is pleased to be sponsoring this event in
conjunction with the Antelope Valley Union High School District, The Boeing
Company, and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Special
thanks are also due to Anita Gale and Dick Edwards of Boeing who designed and
developed this competition.
This Space Settlement Design Competition represents just one of the many student
programs that have been initiated since Dryden became a Center. However, this
Design Competition is probably the most intense, grueling, and enjoyable of any of
our education programs. I hope you have a good time, learn new skills, meet new
friends, and, perhaps, begin to look at careers in science, mathematics, and
engineering in a new way.
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September 16, 1997
Welcome to the third Antelope Valley Space Settlement Design Competition. It is a
pleasure for the Antelope Valley Union High School District to host this competition.
Acquiring knowledge is only part of an education. Reasoning, critical thinking, and
application of that knowledge are essential to a student's future success. This
competition is an excellent opportunity to acquire and practice those application
skills. I hope you have a valuable, energetic, and enjoyable weekend.
We should all give thanks to Anita Gale and Dick Edwards from Boeing who are the
inspiration for this competition. Also, a special thanks to NASA-Dryden and the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics for their sponsorship of this
event.
Sincerely,
Superintendent
V
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GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS!
This is the year 2047.
You have been ca/led to this meeting because your company is considering bidding on a
contract to design and construct an ambitions project on the surface of the planet Mars.
The agency that wRl award the conuact is the FOUNDATION SOCIETY, an organization
founded for the specific purpose of establishing settlements of its members in space.
YOUR TASK this weekend is to design facilities for a SPACE SE'FII.EMENT where
thousands of people will live on the Martian surface. Your team must agree on a design
that satisfies a set of requirements specified in the Request for Proposal (RFP) defmed by
the Foundation Society. You will prepare a 35 MINUTE presentation describing your
proposed design, which will be presented by one or more of your team members. The
presentation must include dimensioned drawings of your design, and define areas
designated for specific activities. You will be expected to justify facility sizes and
locations, explain how the structure will be built and populated, estimate cost and
schedule for construction, and show systems that will enable the residents to live and
work in their new community. At the conclusion of your presentation, members of the
Foundation Society will have the opportunity to ask questions about your design for 10
minutes. They will then evaluate your design versus those of your three competitors, and
choose a winner.
Successful development of your proposal will require coordination of design details with
engineers from four major disciplines in your company. Your company's management
has the responsibility to assure that communication is both effective and timely, in order
to assure that all of the RFP requirements are met, and that all parts of your design are
compatible.
Thisismuch toaccomplish in a short time, so GOOD LUCK!
HOW TO PLAY THE GAME
The Space Settlement Design Co_m.petition is an industry simulation game that both shows and
requires use of corpo_te commumcation techniques to get the job done. Your disadvantage is that
you have an inexperienced staff--but so do all of your competitors. Some basic skills you need to
accomplish the task will be taught in your technical training _ssions, and each Irnining session will
provide clues for solving a different part of the problem. The ONLY way you will get an effective
design is for the people in all four of your engineering disciplines to communicate with each other.
Every department influences the work of all the others. You must be cautious, however:, if you carry
communication to the limit, with everybody working on the same part of the problem all at once, you
will be wasting time. You need to find a balance between doing the must things at once by having
e.nt ..p_ople doin_ them, and having .people working together to .make sum'e.the whole p_oj_., fits
er. _our t_tJ Is a manager wnere ne or she worry, ano ooes tins an me ume. Your President,
Vice President of Engineering, and Department Directors will have to learn this quickly. Everybody
in your company needs to focus on the common goal, which is to provide a unique design that meets
the c_m_r's requirements and is effectively communicated to the judges.
Assuming that you can get your team all working in the same direction, you will win this competition
the same way any company wins a proposal competition: BY SHOWING THAT YOU MEET THE
CUSTOMER'S REQUIREbIEN'_, and effectively demon.mating this in your presentation.
The managers of your company will receive from the Foundation Society a document, called the
Request for Proposal (RFP), that describes EXACTLY what the customer wants your design to
achieve. Your design should address every issue or point that the RFP includes. You will still have
plenty of latitude for innovation in your design, because the customer wants you to figure out the
details that will make it work best. But remember to meet ALL of the customer's requirements and
show that you have done so in the proposal presentation.
You will do best ff you also have a good presentation. It is said in industry that you can have the best
design in the world, but it is worthless if you can't communicate it. This means that you should be
thinking about your presentation and your briefing charts as soon as you start working on your
design. Many companies hire whole departments of experts in "chartsmans_p" who make sure that
the company's designs are portrayed in the most effective manner. Your Vice President of Marketing
and Sales is expected to perform this function. Make sure your presentation shows that your design
meets every requirement in the RF'P.
You also need to do your "homework". The judges will be very critical, and will be looking for
weaknesses in your design. Be sure that you know more about it than you have put on the charts,
and be sine that all of your presenters have a thorough knowledge of why the design is the way it is-
and what it is. If one of your presenters calls something a solar dynamic power generator, and the
next person calls it an antenna, the judges are likely to notice, and experience has shown that "on the
spot engineering" usually only makes it worse.
Although innovation is encouraged, feasibility is essential. Any technologies assumed in your design
which exceed those described in the competition materials must be justified (for example, ff you plan
to use warp drive in your proposal, explain how you plan to achieve it). The judges are engineers
working in the aerospace industry, so base your design on reasonable interpretations of the level of
existing technology defined by the competition organizers, the laws of Physics, and common sense.
The Competition organizers hope you have a good time in yot_r attempt to win the favor of the judges.
We hope you learn a lot, too, because we know that somewhere, right now--whether it be late at night
or the middle of the weekend-there are people in industry doing exactly the same thing, but for real
money and real jobs. You may join them someday, and this is a great opportunity to learn how the
game is played.
GOOD LUCK!
Just a Few
RULES OF THE GAME
The Space Settlement Design Competition is to be conducted ONLY with materials and tools available
at the Competition site, whether provided by Competition organizers or brought by the participants.
No off-site assistance is permitted after participants arrive at the Competition host's facility.
You are working for a Company. Companies do all sorts of things besides creating products, and so
can yours. Remember, however, that only a few people can make binding commitments for the
company-and ff you make a promise or commitment on behalf of your company without yeur CEO
knowing about it, you may be fired. This applies especially to personnel decisions.
A small library of space related technical data will be maintained by the Foundation Society, with
books available for one-half hour checkout. The library closes at 11:00 p.m. on Saturday, and all
books must be returned by this time.
Food and drink items are allowed in your company headquarters, but you are expected to provide a
janitorial staff that will maintain these facilities to professional standards. Companies that fail to
maintain a clean and neat working environment (i.e., candy wrappers, uneaten food, stuff that fell on
the floor, and trash in general must be deposited in proper waste containers) will be penalized.
Your Company's Proposal Presentation must meet the following requirements:
• Duration no more than 35 minutes (another 10 minute, s allowed for judges' questions)
• Use viewgraphs (no more than 30 recommended; fewer prefen_)
• Models and/or artwork are permitted
• Back-up viewgraphs may be used to assist in answering judges' questions or to provide
supplementary data for the judges' consideration (the judges may only consider these data
to discriminate between "tied" presentations)
Your team will have access to copying machines on Saturday only. One copy of all your presentation
materials must be turned in to the event organizers not later than 7:30 a.m. Sunday. Event organizers
will arrange for making viewgraphs (black on clear only) for your presentation and provide paper
copies to the judges. (Any color viewgraphs must be hand-drawn with the viewgraph pens in your
supply box, then make a black-and-white plain paper copy to include in your presentation materials
submitted at 7:30 am. Sunday morning.) Presentations that do not meet the 7:30 deadline WILL BE
PENALIZED--the later the submission, the more severe the penalty. Return all supplies (drafting
tools, pens, etc.) to the event organizers with your presentation materials at 7:30 a.m. Sunday.
FAILURE TO DO SO WILL DISQUALIFY YOUR TEAM FROM THE COMPEITHON[
Originals of presentation materials must meet the following requirements:
• No more than 50 pages may be submitted
• All pages are standard 8.5 x 11 inch white paper, in order not to jam the copier's automatic
document feeder
• If you draw something on non-standard paper or viewgraph tranparencies, please copy it onto
standard paper and submit the copy
• Make sure original artwork will show up on copies (verify pencil drawings are dark enough)
• The first page of your presentation materials must clearly show your company name
Any pages that do not meet these requirements may not be included in the Judges' copies. Only the
first 50 pages of your presentation materials will be copied for the judges. The judges reserve the fight
to DISREGARD ANY CHARTS NOT INCLUDED IN THEIR COPIES.
Space Settlement Design Competition History
Your presence here is part of a long history of Space Settlement Design Competitions.
It all started in 1983, when plans were being made by the Boy Scouts of America for the 1984
National Exploring Conference. The steering group for the Science and Engineering Cluster
decided that it would be great to do something neat about space. Only problem was, nobody on
the committee knew anything much about space (except that it was neat)--but Evelyn Murray from
the Society of Women Engineers knew Anita Gale in California who worked on the Space Shuttle
program. What followed was a series of letters recommending ideas and expanding ideas, and
concluding with a phone call between Anita in California and Rob Kolstad (a member of the
steering group) in Texas. During that phone call, they outlined the basic structure of the event, that
it would be both a design competition and a management simulation game. Anita recruited her
friend and fellow-volunteer-for-muny-things Dick Edwards to help write the materials for the
game, and the rest, as they say, is history. The first Space Settlement Design Competition was
conducted at Ohio State University (between thunderstorms and tornadoes) in August 1984, with
about 75 participants. It was wildly successful. Even astronaut Story Musgrave stopped by to
watch design presentations.
The Explorers' Science and Engineering Cluster was so impressed by this event, they started
working hard to make sure it would continue in some form. Eventually, Dr. Peter Mason and the
Space Exploration Post at NASA's Jet Propusion Laboratory (JI'L) in Pasadena, California,
agreed to try it out on a local level
The first SPACESET was held in 1986. Twelve annual SPACESET compedtons have been
conducted at JPL, with continuing participation by Anita Gate, Dick Edwards, Rob Kolstad (who
now flies in from Colorado), and Peter Mason. As many as 160 young people participate each
year, with a different design challenge each time. The competition organizers have requested
Space Settlement designs in Earth orbit, on Earth's moon, on and in orbit around Mars, and on and
in orbit around Venus (including some global atmospheric alterations to make the place habitable).
One Earth orbiting Settlement was required to be able to move to another solar system; another
solved a global warming crisis.
The first annual National Competition was organized when SpaceWeek International considered
that a Space Settlement Design Ccmq_tition would be appropriate to include in commemorating the
25th anniversary of the first lunar landing, in 1994. As_nauts and Cosmonauts recruited as
volunteers for this event were so impressed with its educational value, they insisted that it be
continued annually. Although it soon became evident that SpaceWeek International was unable to
sponsor subsequent National Competitions, the promise made by Anita nd Dick was accomplished
in 1995 at Epcot in Walt Disney World, and the Third Annual Finalist Competition moved to an
apparently permanent home at Kennedy Space Center in 1996. Any high school in the world is
welcome to join International Qualifying Competitions, by accessing materials on the Internet at
http ://space.bsdi.com.
The concept has grown. The annual Antelope Valley Corr,pefition started in 1995 when Max
Vallejo of Rockwell (now Boeing) learned that NASA-Drycten Flight Research Center desired to
offer enhanced educational experiences to local students. A proposal to conduct a JPL-type
Competition was submitted to Lee Duke, Education Functional Manager for NASA-Dryden, who
authorized the event. In 1996, NASA-Dryden enlisted the llelp of Victor Valley College and the
Apple Valley Science and Technology Center, to establish a similar Competition in the Victor
Valley.
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REALITY VS. Space Settlement Design Competition
A statement you may hear several times during your Space Settlement Design Competition
experience is "Now you know what it's like in industry!" This is, after all, an industry simulation
game. You will have too much data in some areas, too little in others, not enough time to search
out what data are available, personnel conflicts in your organization, technical conflicts between
departments, difficulty in describing your entire design during the time allowed, and questions
from the judges that you consider unfair (or "I forgots" revealed). All of these are challenges faced
by real engineers in real companies (and have been faced by many of the adult volunteers you will
meet). Of course, a lot of the Space Settlement Design Competition is pure fabrication: it
describes, as history, things that haven't happened yet. So, what is real, and what is Design
Coag=ttion speculation?
The basic products, vehicles, and structures described for the Space Settlement Design
Competition are technically possible, within the timeframes indicated. They do, however,
represent ambitious technical, economic, and political commitments. Some will never happen,
some will. Some are projects that Design Competition participants who become engineers will
work on during their careers.
The Design Competdon companies, including their product lines and histories, are based on
composites of real corporations, projected into the future. No Competition company, however, is
based solely on a single real company. Company names were selected for humor and name
recognition, and do not indicate any similarity to real corporations. The recommended Design
Competition organization chart is a true reflection of _ of a generic organization structure used
by many companies.
There is no such organization as the Foundation Society (too bad!). The described efforts by the
Foundation Society to foster commercial space infrastructure development could, however, be
accomplished by other existing organizations.
The Request for Proposals and proposal process reflect, as closely as possible, the system by
which real corporations propose and win contracts for new business.
Information about space, lunar, and planetary environments and resources is based on numerous
references. Supplementary articles and other materials are genuine technical documents that have
appeared in print, or were specifically prepared for the Design Competition but are based on
serious research. Sources are clearly marked where possible, and have not been fabricated.
"Department Descriptions" represent a summary of the types of tasks, analyses, and factors that
real groups address.
Descriptions of specific future commercial products manufactured in space, space-based
businesses, and health benefits of life in space are pure speculation.
Described missions to Mars do NOT reflect feasible mission dates, based on ephemeris data for the
years described. Although it is theoretically possible to launch missions to Mars from Earth at any
time, vehicles that depart Earth's vicinity at other than optimum Hohmann Transfer opportunities
will require significantly more energy (fuel) and time to complete the journey.
The difficulties associated with Martian dust are real. The stuff is incredibly f'me, gets into
everything, has defied all attempts to complete!y remove it from anything that has been outdoors,
and will ultimately destroy any mechanical eqmpment it gets into. Long-term habitations on Mars
must take every grain of tracked-in dust very seriously, because a gradual accumulation over time
could result in some very serious problems.
If, during this experience, you have any questions about the aerospace industry, feel free to ask
your company's CEO or another adult volunteer-many of whom do the same things in real life that
you have the opportunity to do here.
HOW COMPANIES WORK
Projects as huge as the Space Settlement being designed :rot this competition are excellent
examples of how large companies came into being.
For most of human existence, the things that people made and used could be produced by
individual people, or by small groups of people who worked together as partners. Those items
that were in broad use could be made separately by many such individuals or small groups in
many locations; products like shoes, houses, weapons, wagons, and food products are in this
category. Indeed, technology has usually been simple enough that if a product was required in a
place, somebody could be found nearby who could replicate it. Many things that we now buy for
persons] use me things we might have made for ourselves only a hundred years ago-things like
bread and other Incpared foods, soap, candles, and clothing.
Exceptions to this "rule of small-group manufacnn'ing" were large public works projects:
government buildings, aqueducts, roads and street networks, city walls, bridges, and even
cathedrals and temples. Through necessity for the public good, construction of these structures
was controlled through government (including military) or church bureaucracies. These projects
were, after all, too important to be left in the hands of private individuals, consu'uction time was
often longer than an individual's lifetime, and only a government or church had a large enough
organization to have influence over the geographic locations and large numbers of people that
weze involved in supply and construction.
Advances in technology changed all of this. Products came into use that could only be made by
machines, machines were developed that could do work better and more quickly than muscle, and
quality could be achieved more consistently with machines. As these machines became more
complex, they could not always be replicated by somebody in the local area. The small groups of
people that could make them got requests for more and more, and from all over the nation and the
world. Greater demands for the products meant that these organizations were encouraged to grow
so that they could meet the needs of their customers-and many of these organizations became
large corporations. The advent of these giants then made it possible for single organizations to
complete huge projects, including skyscrapers, supertankers, supercomputers, jumbo jets, giant
rockets for launching tons of payload into space, and even entire cities in the Middle East. When
companies find that they do not have sll of the people or facilities required to perform such feats,
they team up with other companies to combine resources.
As organizations grew, they had to adopt new ways of doing business. The boss no longer knew
everybody, directed each person's work, and worked right alongside the employees. Whole new
careers and kinds of work had to evolve. Work was divided into that which was done by the
managers, and that which was done by the common laborers. Administrative positions developed
to handle finances, hiring, advertising, and even making sure everybody got a paycheck.
Companies found themselves in a situation where they could have a perfectly good product, and
still fail-through faulty management.
As this was occurring, there were no historical precedents to guide the participants. Their primary
priority was to get the products out the door, and on-the-s_ot innovation was used to form an
organization that could do the job. Under the circumstances, the organizations that evolved
adopted patterns that were familiar to the people who were arranging them-military patterns that
had been used for millennia to coordinate the efforts of huge numbers of people. This worked
reasonably well in early corporations, because the intelligen_.e to run the business resided at the
top, and the other folks could do their jobs adequately just by following orders.
In only the past few decades, the nature of the products produced by large corporations has been
changing, and their organizations have been evolving to adapt. To stay in business, corporations
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must now rely on the intelligence of employees at all levels--not just at the top. Strategic
planning, corporate philosophies, and competitive positioning are still defined by top executives,
who must make sure that the lower echelons understand their duties to implement them. These
top executives must also make sure that they have good communication up from the lower ranks,
so that they know what is going on--eSl_.ially ff a problem arises that demands high-level
attention. The greatest changes are occumng at the bottom rungs of corporations, where the
pop.ulation is becoming dominated by "knowledge workers" instead of common laborers: These
include researchers, product designers, and computer programmers who determine me very
nature of the products that can be offered by the corporation.
The whole science of management is changing to accommodate this new type of employee. It
includes recognition that communication is the lifeblood of the organization, each individual
employee has unique skills to offer, employees at all levels are more productive if they enjoy their
work, and employees enjoy their work best when they feel it is importanL
Communication is the greatest challenge faced by top .man.a.gement- The sheer size of some
organizations illustrates the problem. A typical organizauon has a small group of officers
including the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Operating Officer, and Chairman of the Board;
reporting to these are Division Presidents, to whom report some Vice Presidents, Directors,
Managers, and Supervisors. Below the Director level, eight to fifteen individuals of the next
lower rank may report to the higher level A Vice President-Engineerin.g for a very large division
may have five Directors, 50 Managers, 600 Supervisors, and 9000 engineers and other technical
people. Employment of 10,000 to 20,000 individuals at one plant is not uncommon. Some
corporations have dozens of divisions world-wide, and employ hundreds of thousands of people.
Even in the same building, everybody does not know everybody else. Effective operation of the
corporation requires, however, that people working on different parts of a project share
information about it. Sometimes a problem on one project can be solved by a person who has had
similar experience on another project. The "perfect solution" has not been found, and companies
still find themselves making parts that don't fit, designing products that can't be maintained,
creating destructive software, and even forgetting to complete contracts.
Professional people are also expensive. Typically, a company pays $125,000 to $150,000 each
year for the salary, benefits, floor space, furniture, supplies, repro machines, utilities, telephone
service, and other overhead to support one engineer. "Overhead" includes secretaries, janitors,
guards at the gates, the fire department, the first aid station, and the computers.
This all seems very intimidating to the individual who has just accepted a first job in a huge
coxporafion. Fortunately, most modern corporations are friendly places where new employees are
helped to adapt as quickly as possible-it does, after all, help the company to make you productive
with minimum delay. There are several phases to this absorbtion of new employees. On the first
day, your primary interest is to figure out how to fred the (correct) restroom, the route from your
desk to the door of the building, the route to the gate of the plant, and how to find your desk fi-om
whatever location you find yourself in when you realize you are lost. Your f'n-st work
assignments will be relatively straightforward tasks you were hired to do. If you get stuck, you
will find lots of other people in your group, including your supervisor, who will show you "the
company way" or the right people to help you accomplish your tasks. After one to five years,
your performance on projects will lead to your establishing your niche in the organization, and in
four to ten years you could become an expert in your field. In all of your work, you will become
more valuable as you know and are known by more people with other special skills or
knowledge.
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Space Settlement Design Competition
STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
The NASA - Dryden Flight Research Center and Antelope Valley High School have generously
allowed us to use their facilities for the weekend. In return, they have estabfished some guidelines
that we need to follow while we are here:
1. Smoking is not permitted inside any buildings at Dryden Flight Research Center or at the High
SchooL Consumption of alcohol is not allowed at any time during the weekend. Design
Competition participants are expected to abide by a11laws enforced in the city of Lancaster.
2. Leaving the Competition sites during the weekend is strongly discouraged; only participants
who have turned in a Home Permission Form signed by a parent will be allowed to leave the
Competition before it ends. If you find it necessary to leave the Competition during the weekend,
you must check out either with the Registration Desk, or with a staff member on duty at the High
School gym during the night. If you leave without checking out, we will assume that you have
forfeited your place in the Competition.
3. Dryden Fright Research Center operates seven days a week. Do not venture out of the areas
designated for Design Competition participants.
4. You may encounter equipment operating unattended. Do not touch any equipment that has not
been aUocated to the Space Settlement Design Competition. If you are not sure if a piece of
equipment is intended for use by the Competition, please ask a staff member.
5. Eating and drinking are not permitted on the main floor of the gyms. Please ask a staff member
where eadng and drinking are allowed indoors.
6. Participants desiring to remain awake after the fights go out in the gyms should go to an area
designated by a staff member on duty at each gym. Out of courtesy to those who wish to sleep,
please try to keep the noise level down. NOTE: your company headquarters will be available for
your use all night long Saturday night / Sunday morning; while you may continue to work on your
company's presentation ¢fter returning to the gym on Saturday night, your company's computer
equipment may not be removed from your company headquarters.
7. Separate sleeping quarters are provided for the guys and the gals. Guys are not allowed in the
gals' sleeping area, and vice versa.
8. Competition staff members _ be available at all dmes, eith= at the Registration Desk or in the
gym. If a circumstance arises that is not explicidy covered by these guidelines, please ask a staff
member, and/or use common sense in your choice of actions.
Remember, you are a professional now. Your cooperation in following these guidelines is
greatly appreciated. Your responsible behavior will enable use of these facilities for future Space
Settlement Design Competitions.
SPACE CHARACTERISTICS AND RESOURCES
Space is not a friendly place. Mostly, it is nothing: vacuum, and apparent lack of gravity. What
little there is in space is mostly hazardous, even the things that are assets.
One asset abundant in space, at least out to Mars orbit, is power, in the form of energy from the
Sun that can be converted into electricity. The supply of power from the Sun is continuous and
uninterruptible, and it is 6 to 15 times as intense in Earth orbit as on the Earth's surface (solar
energy intensity is absorbed by Earth's atmosphere). Solar energy does, however, present
hazards, in that it is harmful to humans who are not shielded from it. The Sun is also the source of
flares producing intense radiation which is deadly to unprotected humans. The Sun is not the only
source of hazardous radiation in space; cosmic rays, gamma rays, and X-rays are also part of the
ambient space environment, at sufficient intensifies m be damaging to humans.
The primary law of space is Orbital Mechanics, which determines where things can stay and where
they can go. Everything in space is moving, attracted by gravitational fields (usually interacting) of
every major object in the vicinity. Which orbit an object is in depends on its position and velocity
at any particular time. Orbits are changed with acceleration due to thrust, usually from rockets.
Satellites are constrained to be far enough above most of any atmosphere that an orbit can be
sustained with minor altitude decay due to fi-iction with the atmosphere. Objects with bigger cross-
sections experience faster orbital decay. Higher velocities put objects in higher orbits; an object
achieving "escape velocity" (25,000 mph for Earth) will leave the influence of its "host", and go
into orbit around something else. Orbits are also not perfectly stable. Satellites use small rockets
for "station-keeping" to stay where desired. Some quirks of orbital mechanics cause gravitational
forces of large bodies to be in balance at some locations, creating "Librafion Points" that are either
very stable (I,4 and L5) or are unstable in one plane (LI, L2, and L3), and require substantial
station-keeping to maintain spacecraft in position.
Solid objects in space are also both hazards and assets. Debris is a nuisance: at orbital velocities,
even paint flecks can do damage, and small bolts or rocks can puncture spacecraft cabins. The
Moon and asteroids, however, represent vast reserves of relatively easily accessible resources;
getting to them requires much less energy than launching materials from the Earth. The lunar
surface is 99% oxides, of silicon, iron, aluminum, calcium, magnesium, and titanium. Asteroids
are of several types, and can contain nickel, iron, water, carbon, and carbon compounds. Comets
typically move faster and are harder to capture, but contain substantial reserves of water ice.
There are some similarities between Mars and Earth. Martian days are just 37 minutes longer than
days on Earth. The surface area is nearly identical to the land area of Earth. There ate many land
features (mountains, valleys, cliff faces) like famih'ar ones on Earth, although the most spectacular
are ten times taller, wider, and deeper than their Earth counterparts. Resources are abundant: the
Martian atmosphere, though less than 1% the density of Earttl's, is 95% carbon dioxide and almost
3% nitrogen. Water ice is present in the North polar cap, and surface components include silicon,
aluminum, iron, magnesium, and calcium. There is, however, an eerie otherworldliness about the
place, too. There is gravity, at 38% of the force on Earth's surface. The sun is pale and cold,
providing only 36% of the energy available for the same area of solar panels in Earth orbit. The
two moons are tiny and close; one crosses the sky three times per day. There are seasons, in a
year nearly twice as long as Earth's, with a much harsher climate in the southern hemisphere.
There is a South polar cap, but it consists of carbon dioxide ice. The surface environment is hardly
more hospitable than empty space. It is cold on Mars, wi_ an average surface temperature of -
60°C, and the warmest temperature barely above freezing. 1he radiation hazard is nearly the same
as in space, because the negligible magnetic field and thin amlosphere offer little protection. Winds
that blow up to hundreds of miles per hour can hurl dust with sandblasting ferocity, and cause
global dust storms that last for months.
EXISTING SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE
Earth orbit in 2047 is a very busy place, with thousands of automated satellites serving the
seemingly insatiableappetiteof the terrestrial population for communication, navigation,
observation, materials processing, manufacturing, energy, and tourism.
Most of the demand for satellite locations has been in geosynchronous orbit, where even the closer
spacing allowed by improved signal separation technology in the late 1990's did little to refieve the
competition for communication satellite "slots". Resolution of this problem was finally achieved
with thedevelopment ofgeosynchronous antenna "farms" up to a kilometerlong,each ofwhich
su_ equipment thatwould otherwisehave requireddozensofseparatesatellites.SolarPower
Satellites are not subject to spacing restrictions, and occupy GEO between antenna farms.
Low Earth orbit is primarily occupied by resort hotels and successors to the original three Space
Stations (now _) established by the United States and some international partners after the
year 2000. Regular passenger and cargo service is available to all three ports from eleven locations
on Earth's surface, with launch costs, including instwance and payload integration costs, averaging
$600 per lb. for first-time payloads, and $550 per lb. for repeat payloads. The spaceports are at
250 miles altitude; most launch vehicle traffic from Earth still goes through these ports, where
goods and passengers are transferred to ships more appropriate for operations in space. Several
other large orbiting spaceports have been established between 55,000 and 100,000 miles altitude,
to provide satellite maintenance and construction services. Space tugs are available to move
satellites between orbital locations
The largest orbiting space operations are the settlements established by the Foundation Society,
which have been placed in orbits around the L5 and L4 librafion points. The Settlements provide
safe and pleasant living and working environments for communities of 10,000 to 20,000 full-time
inhabitants each, and up to two thousand visitors. The inhabitants are fully employed maintaining
and operating their Settlements, and producing products as needed by the communities and for
trade. The orbiting Settlements have port and cargo-handling facilities that are available for
tranfening goods and materials between ships. Alexandriat was expanded from its original design,
and a decade ago founded the University of Space Science and Technology, to service the research
and higher education needs of the growing spacer population.
The first lunar outpost was established with missions using spacecraft assembled in orbit with
components launched on two different Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) flights, in the year 2008.
During the next decade, two other bases began operation, each with a staff of between six and
fourteen people. Their exploratory expeditions confLnned both the abundance of lunar minerals
and oxygen compounds, and the near absence of hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon. Although water
ice was found in deposits in the eternal shade of a south polar crater, the quantity was insufficient
to sustain large-scale human operations. The Foundation Society is leading large-scale Lunar
development, having established a surface settlement for 8000 residents, with facilities for up to
2000 visitors. A second settlement began occupation in 2041. Regular passenger and cargo
service is available to the two Foundation Society sites on the Moon.
Despite successful completion of manned missions to Mars in 2019, 2016, 2030, and 2034, and
15 years of mining operations in the asteroids between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, only the
Foundation Society has demonstrated an interest in establishing a large-scale human presence on
the planet's surface. Although the Aresam settlement will not be ready to support large-scale
surface activities until 2052, it has been providing expanding services to asteroid mining operations
since 2044, and serves as a base for the Foundation Society's ongoing small survey missions to
the Martian surface.
THE CUSTOMER
The FOUNDATION SOCIZI'Y isan organizationfoundedforthespecificpurposeofestablishing
settlementsof itsmembers inspace.In themid-1990's,itledseveralgrass-rootspaceadvocacy
organizations in fostering development of commercial infrasuucmre in Earth orbit, by researching
profit potential for launch vehicles providing lower costs per :pound to orbit. The Society assured
that new launch vehicles would have customers, by providing venture capital for companies
developing new products that utilized or xequired launch services. The Foundation Society funded
lobbying in Congress that resulted in favorable tax and equity-protection laws for companies
investing large percentages of their assets in perceived high-risk venttwes with long-range return,
further assured a strong customer base for commercial launch services with long-range
commilments for government-sponsored scientific and exploratory space missions, and removed
the government from the businesses of launch vehicle operation and space hardware fabrication.
The results of these efforts encouraged American corporate interest in commercial development of
the launch vehicles and space infzastructure that have made large-sml__eaccess to space practicaL
The Society began operation of its first settlement for 10,000 of its members in Earth orbit late in
2012. The second Foundation Society orbiting setdement began occupation in 2022, and a third
began occupation in 2030. Since that time, two settlements on the lunar surface have been
completed (2027 and 2041), and a settlement is nearing completion in Mars orbit. Plans are in
various stages of development for more large space settlements; this expansion of infrastructure
will continue as long as promising new sites are available, and economic reality permits. The
Foundation Society intends that each community eventually be self-supporting through trade and
services it can offer to Earth and other bases and settlements. [Note: the Foundation Society has
established a convention for naming the new communities it creates, allowing initial residents a
personal choice in selecting names for their cities, yet providing some traceability of place and
history. A suffix indicates location, and communities with the same suffix receive names in
alphabetical order. Hence, the three Earth-Orbiting settlements were named Alexandriat,
Bellevistat, and Columbiat ("at" = "(in orbit) around Terra"). The two communities on the lunar
surface are Alaskol and Balderol Col" = "on Luna"). The fast settlement in Mars orbit is
"Aresam". For contract award purposes, the fast Mars surface settlement is called "Argonom",
although its occupants have not yet been selected and the name has not been finalized.]
Although the Foundation Society has developed sufficient financial resexves to invest in expensive
projects Like Space Settlements, the organization's goal is to build as many as possible, and
therefore to develop an efficient conswaction _tructure. To this end, lunar materials have been
utilized extensively in the existing settlement designs. Lunar concrete has proven to be an excellent
shielding and building material when used in compression appllcadons. A high-quality lunar glass
is made in Foundation Society facilities at Columbiat; although it does not provide shielding, it has
superior optical charles and carries both compression and tension better than Earth-supplied
equivalents. An iron-uickel asteroid was deliveredto Beilevistat, and harvesting operationsare
currendy processing sevend torts of ore per day.
Members who occupy each settlement have earned the privilege through substantial investments of
financial resources, frequently in combination with contributions of property, materials, capital
equipment, and services. Most of the individuals who have been able to afford Foundation Society
membership have acquired their wealth either through family resources, or through successful
entrepreneuria] enterprises. Those who have augmented les_; substantial fmancial resources with
"intelligenceequity"areprimarilyprofessionals,witha highpercentageof engineers,scientists,
and technicians.Some residentsof existingsettlementsare operatingbusinessesthere;their
productsarealmostexclusively"softgoods" thatcan be transmittedby datalink(e.g.,software,
research results, text).
Most of these people are Americans; the non-Americans in the Foundation Society's existing and
planned communities have either lived or traveled extensively in the United States. A primarily
American culture prevails in the current Foundation Society c3mmunities, although each settlement
has acquired its own unique personality.
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DOUGELDYNE ASTROSYSTEMS
Located in Bellflower, California, Dougeldyne AstroSystems is the world's most prolific manufacturer of
unmanned space systems. With humble beginnings as a builder of aircraft parts and industrial tools, the
company entered the spacecraft business in the early 1960's with a reputation for quality manufacturing of
specialized products, and a few key employees.
Although Dougeldyne built the whole gamut of unmanned satellite systems, for military, scientific, NASA,
and commercial customers, the company's reputation in the aerospace industry was primarily established
through its development of communications satellites. Since the 1980's, the company has offered satellites
designed for different parts of the space communications market. Upgrades usually kept these products
slightly ahead of competitors' technology developments, with new generations of capability available every
four to six years. Indeed, the company's rapid technology improvements were largely responsible for the
industry's recognition in the mid-1990's that satellite "slots" were more valuable than the satellites
themselves. Satellite construction costs were subsequently reduced by a factor of three through reduction
of redundancy and robusmess. Dougeldyne did pioneering work in development of antenna "farms", and
was prime contractor for construction of four of these projects. The company now builds, installs, and
services many of the communications systems that are installed on the antenna farms.
A spinoff from Dougeldyne's satellite business was a very successful research program in solar panel
technology, which the company capitalized on in winning the contract to develop the solar power system
for the first International Space Station. A _ugh in solar cell efficiency reduced required solar panel
area by half, new materials technology extended average solar panel lifetime on orbit by six years, and cost
per watt was reduced to 30% of that previously required through innovative improvements in production
efficiency. Since 2018, Dougeldyne has been producing space-quality solar panels for $50 per kilowatt in
its lunar-orbiting manufacturing facility. The company thus established itself as the primary supplier of
solar panels for spacecraft and space-based systems, and maintains this position with a vigorous and
successful research program.
Improvements in solar panel fabrication techniques reduced production costs enough to justify construction
of company-owned Solar Power Satellites beginning in 2006. The company built a 100-megawatt
prototype, but was unable to attract customers for larger versions when problems developed with the
equipment that converted the collected power into microwave energy for transmission to users. Although
this challenge was eventually solved, large utilities remained unimpressed. Dougeldyne continued with the
project anyway, and began selling surplus power from a two-gigawatt installation completed in 2011 to the
same "dirtside" utilities that refused to support it. Subsequent Solar Power Satellites have been built to
supply Foundation Society settlements and other large on-orbit facilities. Completion of the Lunar Polar
Power Plant in 2025, and the company's willingness to expand its power-distribution infrastructure to
support customers' projects, enabled significant cost and complexity reductions in the designs of the
Foundation Society's Alaskol and Balderol settlements.
Dougeldyne is also a provider of launch and orbital transfer services for space cargo, having recognized that
itsdependence on theavailabilityofotherorganizations'launchvehiclesand launchsiteshad thepotential
tojeopardizeitsabilitytosellsatellites.The company owns a modest fleetoflaunchvehiclesand space
tugspurchasedfrom Grumbo, and operatesa launchsiteon a largeplatformattheEquator inthePacific
Ocean. A smallfleetofshipsu-ansportspayloadsfrom San Diego,California,tothelaunchfacilities.
Dougeldyne executives aggressively sought--and won--the Columbiat contract as a means to break into the
manned spacecraft market, after they became concerned that the company's concentration on unmanned
satellites could be detrimental in the future business climate. The company is teamed with Flechtel
Constructors to make up for its lack of expertise with human factors and expects this partnership to be a
strong competitor for the "Argonom" con_ct.
FLECHTEL CONSTRUCTORS
Although its corporate offices are formally located in New York (_ty, Flechtel Constructors has offices in
citiesaroundtheworld,which operatenearlyautonomously.
The company has been in business since the 1920's, when it designed and built facilities for energy and
chemical companies. Until the late 1960's, Flechtel products were primarily oil refineries and factories
producing industrial chemicals, fertilizer, and household cleaning products. The company has skills,
however, for designing nearly any industrial, commercial, or governnmnt facility, and has been involved
with concepts for power plants, ground transportation infrastructure, farming, logging, amusement
parks, harbors, and airports. In the 1970's, the company was known for its contracts to design entire
cities in the Saudi Arabian desert, including airports and water desalination plants. Flechtel expanded
rapidly during the 1990's with contra_s to upgrade Russian and Kazakhi oil induslry and petrochemical
plants, modernize the ground transportation infrastructure of Russia, Ukraine, and (E_) Georgia,
clean up environmental damage in Eastern Europe and Northern Asia, and rejuvenate several Eastern
European cities. In the 2010's, Flechtel designed and built the Kenyan veldt launch site and
Dougeldyne's Pacific Ocean launch site, and has since assisted with upgrades to these facilities to
accommcxiate new launch vehicle designs. A large percentage of its business in the 2020's resulted f_om
its leadership in developing designs for modifying airport facilities to service aircraft wtih myogenic fuels.
A consistent company philosophy is that every customer is important, and no project is too big, too small,
ortoo strange.
Low-cost and high-quality con_on techniques, developed during the post-Soviet construction boom,
were applied after the year 2000 to bring about rapid development in developing countries. The company
began assisting poor nations by entering into joint ventures to develop capital-earning industrial bases
through construction and operation of factories exploiting each nation's workforce skills and natural
resomves. Successful operations of these ventures are assured by Flechtel employees who stay with the
plants through start-up, conduct training programs for local workers, and periodically return to see that no
problems are developing, and to introduce improvements in plant operations. This program so greatly
benefited developing nations that Flechtel was awarded a Nobel Peace Prize in 2011.
The company again gained humanitarian recognition in the 2030's, when it developed a design and
demonstrated feasibility of operating huge ocean farming systems. Other companies have since
developed their own designs for these facilities, and now dozens of them are operating in remote deep-
water areas of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, far fi'om land and pollution. Isolation from contaminants
enables farm operators to better control nutrients provided to f'tsh and aquatic vegetables, and to better
control diseases. The development of these farms has assured virtually inexhaustible food supplies for
Earth's peoples.
Flechtel has been associated with the aerospace industry since the late 1980% when it assisted Grumbo
Aerospace with some research into requirements for construction of human habitats on the lunar surface.
This work was of very high quality, defining standards for light filtering and radiation shielding for
different types of human activity on the Moon. Flechtel has since been involved in some way with every
lunar habitat construction project. As a subcontractor for the U.S. lunar bases, the company designed
and constructed living area interiors, and was more successful than other companies in developing dust
control systems. Flechtel engineers did conceptual design for port facilities at the Foundation Society's
Alaskol settlement and built the extensive tourist facilities adjoining Balderol. The company worked on a
major contract from the U.S. government to do advanced studio s of lunar infrastructure requirements.
Flechtel is currently teamed with Dougeldyne AstroSystems in the competition to build the Foundation
Society's "Argonom" settlement, reviving a relationship that won the contract to build the Foundation
Society's Columbiat settlement. Dougeldyne's experience with orbital systems provides a strong
complement for Flechtel's experience with habitats on the lunar surface.
GRUMBO AEROSPACE
Cmzmbo Aerospace, a division of Gnmd_ International, is located in Augusta, Maine. Aerospace is one of
Grumbo International's four major business groups.
Productsof theGeneralIndustriesbusinessareaincludeF1M8 Robots. Although theyservicea varietyof
commercial and domesticapplications,FIM8s allshareaproprietary"artificialintelligence"capabilitythat
enables them to recognize commands in human speech and "learn" through experience. In 2042, Grumbo
upgraded robotic operations at the Foundation Society's lunar mining facilities; when the new robots harvest
the ore, they extract and process materials fixxn which they produce ore-carrying cars that transport raw ore
to the primary refinery and distribution center. In this operation, the cars themselves are actually a pre-
processed part of the mined shipment.
Among theachievementsof theElectronicsSystems Group was developmentofthechipsand softwarethat
enablebillboardcompaniestoreprogramdisplayson any of theiroadsidebillboanlsanywhere intheworld
from one centralcommand location.This capabilitychanged the signindustry;some billboardsare
completelychanged severaltimesper day,accordingtoanticipatedemographics oftravellerson adjacent
roadways. The company alsopioneeredcomputer filetechnologythatchanged theway doctunentsarefiled
in offices;paper copies of reportsand documents are now virtuallynonexistent,since Grumbo's
development ofcircuitryforcomputer disk"filecabinets".These resembleold-style5-drawercabinetsfor
paperfiles,and remaininert(draw no power)untiltheuserrequestsa file-atwhich pointonlythe"drawer"
containingthatparticularfileinthe"filecabinet"isactivatedand accessedby theuser'scomputer.
The Ground Transportation Group successfully transitioned to supply products for the first Ground Effect
Machine personal vehicles and magnetic engines. This segment of the company also built several vehicles
customized for operation on the lunar surface, with technical assistance from the Aerospace division.
Grumbo vehiclesareinuse attheAlaskoland Balderolsettlements,and areutilizedforexterior(prinmrily
maintenanceand repair)taskson alloftheFoundationSociety'sorbitingsettlements.
Early products of Grumbo Aerospace included expendable launch vehicles (ELV) and upper stages to
transferpayloadsfrom low Earthorbit(LEO) togeosynchronousEarthorbit(GEO) and otherhigh-altitude
orbits.ELV markets dwindled after2010 and disappearedby 2020, thecompany ceased productionof
upper stagesin2026. The ELV and upperstageproductionfacilitieswere,however, re-tooledforbuilding
components of orbitaltransfervehiclesand spacetugs;the components are launched to Grumbo's LEO
factory,where theyareassembledintovehiclesoptimizedforoperatinginspace.
The company's most well-known productistheReusable Launch Vehicle (RLV), which began servicein
2006;thiswas thefirstcommercial vehiclebasedon X-33 technology.The vehiclelaunchedup to25,000
Ibs.totheexistingspaceports,and 43,000lbsto160-mileLEO. This200-foot-longvehiclealsopioneered
development ofthe45 footlongby 15 footnearlysquarecross-sectionspacecargocontainersnow standard
for all medium-size launch vehicles. RLV was briefly threatened by competition from the more economical
Condor, built by Vulture Aviation, when it entered service in 2013-until commercial operators realized that
there was plenty of launch business for fleets of both vehicles. Grumbo also developed the "Grumbo
Jumbo", a heavy-lift reusable Single Stage to Orbit design (up to I00,000 lb. payload) that captured a
significant share of the commercial cargo market when it went into operation in 2017. The Grumbo Jumbo
tapped intoa huge market for space-baseddisposalof hazardouswastes,which became lucrativewith
launchcostsbelow $500 per pound. Grumbo now sellsseveraldifferentversionsof both vehicles,with
RLV capabilityup to55,000 lb.tothespaceports,and Grumbo Jumbo capabilityto 175,000lb.
Grumbo participated heavily in early space settlement studies and independent research. This commitment
was a significantfactorintheFoundation Society'selectionofGrumbo tobuildBellevistat,completedin
2022, and Balderol,which began occupationin 2041. Company officialsfeelthey have establisheda
reputationwiththeFoundationSocietythatputsthem inagood positiontowin the"Argonom" contract.
ROCKDONNELL
Corporate Headquarters were moved to an orbital location dubbext "Rock-in-the-Sky" in 2020, in order to be
closer to where the company does business in Earth orbit. Rockdonnell was formed as a joint venture
between two major firms, for the purpose of winning the first Foundation Society Space Settlement contract.
Rockdonnen did win the first Foundation Society Space Settlement contract, and in 2012 successfully
completed Alexandriat. The company continued its relationship with the Foundation Society with completion
of Alaskol in 2027. When the Foundation Society decided to modify and expand Alexandriat in the late
2020's, Rockdounell created the designs and managed the constracfion process.
One parent company is a large and successful aerospace firm with several divisions. Spacecraft built by the
Spacers Division include asteroid retrieval hardware utilized by Bellevistat's highly successful mining
operation, zero-g refineries for extraterrestrial materials, and small Mars landing vehicles based at Aresam and
used for the Foundation Society's planetary surveys. The Rockonetics Division is the major producer of
engines for the aerospace industry, having established its reputation by developing the first air-breathing
engine that could honestly achieve Math 25 in the upper atmosphere, which ultimately resulted in Vulture
Avlation's Condor launch vehicle. The Compsec Division produces 15% of the supercomputers used by the
aerospace and entertainment industries, and has just introduced the third in a line of "micro-abacus"
computers, advertised as fast, ragged, and uangxa'mble. An especially appealing feature of these machines is
that they can be customized to fit particular applications; they are built up of small modules that can be
separated or combined to provide capabilities ranging from workstations to sophisticated mainframes.
The other parent company is a large diversified firm with interests in oil, real estate, and hotels. It also leases
communications services to governments of two dozen developing countries, through communications
facilities it owns on six antenna farms.
Several Space Station expefitmnts owned by the aerospace parent company led to identification of promising
space manufacturing opportunities. These were offered to other corlm_tions by Rockdonnell on the condition
that Rockdonnetl design, and build on-orbit space factories for commercial production of these products, and
that 2% of profits from these operations be paid as a royalty to RockdouneU. This venture has been very
successful, with dozens of space facilities manufacturing pharmaceuticals, electronic components, genetically
engineered organisms, and other high-value, low-weight-and-volume products; more are under construction
or in the planning stages. This capability is especially attractiw for genetic engineering projects, which are
prohibited by many nations on Earth that fear ecological damage if a process goes awry.
With Rockdonnell's success, the two parent companies have frequently embarked on other joint projects. The
most well-known of these is Icarus Inn, a private spaceport and resort hotel in Earth orbit that opened in 2013.
The company used very aggressive marketing strategies to establish a public image for providing the ultimate
in "stares" vacation opportunities. All of the private suites are designed to provide stunning viewing of Earth
below, and cater to guests' preferences to stay in zero-g, one-g_ or intermediate acceleration environments.
The venture proved successful, inspiring Rockdonnen to dew:lop the more opulent Daedalus Resort that
opened in 2025, and the family-oriented Helios Habitat which started entertaining guests in 2033. Since then,
the company has opened a new on-orbit resort every five years, and plans to continue developing new
properties-each with a different theme or guest demographic target-at five-year intervals indefinitely.
Observation of some long-term elderly guests who favored low-g suites led to research that showed slowing
of the aging process and cessation of the progression of Alzheimer's disease in low-g environments. As a
result, Rockdonnell established Sun-Up City in 2028, a retirement community that offers low-g residences
and a slightly oxygen-enriched atmosphere to promote longevity and health.
Rockdonnen sees the "Argonom" Space Settlement contract as a logical extension of its successful work with
the Foundation Society.
VEREINIGTEN FLUGFAHRTEN GmbH
Located in Munich, Vcreinigten Hugfahrten is a major aircraft builder, and the European Community's largest
spacecraft manufacturer. The company also uses its excellent metals fabrication facilities for subcontracts in
other product lines; it has manufactured door panels for the European model of Ford vans, housings for
household electrical appliances and connnercial test instrumentation, and components for high-speed u'ains.
The company entered the spacecraft market in the 1970's; its products have included satellites for a wide variety
of applications, upper stages for satellites launched by Ariane launch vehicles, and subassemblies for the Ariane
rockets themselves. In the early 2000's, the European Community opted to fund production of a vehicle
derived from Vereinigten Hugfahrten's Sanger Spaceplane design. Sanger successfully met design objectives,
although its small payload capacity (1500 lb. to Low Earth Orbit) restricted its commercial value. Experience
with Sanger in hypersonic flight did, however, lead Vereinigten Hugfarhten to develop by 2009 commercial
aircraft that cruise at Mach 5, which beat the American entry into this market by three years. In 2021, the
company replaced Sanger with Weltraumreiseflugschiff, which entered service by providing charter flights for
commercial space operators and for the European and Japanese tourist markets. To compete with other SSTO
manufacuners, the company now offers a family of launch vehicles with payload capabilities to 80,000 lb.
The company's major launch vehicle customer is European Space Lines, which provides passenger service to
orbiting hotels that cater to guests from Europe, Africa, and developing countries. Vereinigten Flugfahrten and
ESL entered into a partnership in 2028, in order to develop the South Saharan launch site. Vereinigten
Flugfarhten provided technical support and construction management to assure that passenger terminals, cargo
loading equipment, and maintenance facilities would be completely compatible with all models of the
Wehranmreiseflugschiffen. European Space Lines manages the launch site and operates all passenger and cargo
handling services, including scheduling and service agreements with conventional ground transportation
services and airlines that deliver passengers and cargo for transfer to launch vehicles. Vcreinigten Flugfahrten
provides maintenance and repair of the launch vehicles, which are owned by ESL.
Vereinigten Flugfahrten has a tradition of success that relies on self-sufficiency within the corporation. Because
of this, it is involved in making many products that most spacecraft manufacturers would acquire through
subconn'acts. One of the consequences of this policy was the company's own development of computers and
cockpit displays installed in its launch vehicles. An internal "Synergy Department" adapted some of the vehicle
computer technology to develop new computer systems for use in office areas, whereupon the Marketing
Department recogn_..ed a commercial product opportunity. As a result, a Vereinigten Flugfahrten subsidiary
surprised the global computer industry in 2024 when it introduced computers built into off'ice desks, with a
screen occupying the entire desk top. Touch-screen control of flies enables handling computer files like papers
on a desk, with many documents visible and "shuffleable" simultaneously. It took computer companies almost
ayeartointroducecompeting products,by which timeVcreinigtenHugfahrten had establisheditselfasone of
the world's leading computer makers forthe retail market
Vereinigten Flugfahrten also built European modules for the International Space Stations and lunar bases. By
includingsome company-owned materials processingexperimentsinthesemodules; thecompany developed
extensiveexpertiseinproducinga wide varietyofproductsinmicrogravity,and inextractingusefulmaterials
from lunarores.The company isknown touse some productsfrom theseventuresinitssatelliteprojects,and a
few very high-qualityopticalproductsand electricalcomponents have been soldtoselectedcustomers. The
company surprisedtheworld-wideretailopticalproductsmarket with itsintroductionin2015 of "softglass",
which enablesspace-manufacturedcontactlensestoofferthe comfort of softlenseswith theeasy careand
opticalclarityof hard lenses.Inordertoassurecomplete priviacyinitsdevelopment of space-manufactured
products, VcreinigtenHugfahrtenestablisheditsown orbitalmanufacturingand research facilityin2023.
Always on the prowl for new markets, and fearless about challenging established industry leaders at their own
games, Vereinigten Flugfahrten sees the "Argonom" contract as a prime opportunity for developing a new
customer base and business area-and to gain access to the unlimited resources of Mars.
VULTURE AVIATION
Corporate Headquarters are located in Issaquah, Washington, with manufacturing facilities
primarily scattered around Washington State's Puget Sound area. Vulture Aviation is the world's
largest aircraft manufacturer, having built 70% of the commercial jet, propfan, and supersonic
aircraft operating in the world.
New (and proprietary) techniques invented by the company to increase airframe service life led to
saturation of markets for new aircraft about 15 years ago. Company revenues due to aircraft sales
have been stagnant since nearly all major ah'lines completed adding the new-technology aircraft to
their fleets. When Vulture Aviation recognized 20 years ago that this trend was starting, its
executives resolved to diversify their business, sad become a full-service aerospace company.
This was accomplished with the purchase of Consolidated Dynamics, a respected but poorly
managed manufacturer of satellites and orbital transfer vehicles, in 2034. The strategy paid off; the
expanded Vulture Aviation we= the Foundation Society's contract to build Aresam.
Under Vulture Aviation's ownership, the old Consolidated Dynamics divisions improved their
traditional products, but also adapted them; Aresam and the Foundation Society's interest in Mars
provided opportunities to develop entire constellations of communications, navigation, and
observation satellites in orbits around Mars. In order to provide wansixnxation to Aresam, Vulture
Aviation built four large "cycler" spacecraft, which are in elliptical solar orbits that cross the orbits
of Earth and Mars when the planets are relatively close by. Transfer ships rendezvous with the
cycler spacecraft to load and offioad cargo and personnel. These ships remain the only means of
WamlXx_tion between Earth orbit and Mars.
Several wholly-owned subsidiaries provide missile range operation and maintenance for the U.S.
Air Force and European Community Air Defense Command, fishing equipment, and energy
conversion systems. Projects in the latter business area include energy production from swamp
vegetation, solid waste products, tidal action, and windudlls. A research division stunned the
scientific community last year by successfully generating and containing small black holes; a
variety of commercial uses of this technology is being inve.,,-figated, so far inconclusively.
Outside of the aircraft business, Vulture Aviation is most well-known for its single-stage-to-orbit
manned launch vehicle, the Condor. In 2008, when it became clear that the Rockonetics Mach 25
engine was reliable enough to support commercial operations, the company committed to
development of a vehicle with 25,000 lbs. payload capability to LEO. Customized versions
entering service beginning in 2013 assured profitability for fledgling earth orbiting manufacturing
and commerce facilities. Condor offered launch services at $550 per pound, with discounts to
$500 per pound for multiple flight bookings. Cargo is installed in a shorter version of the standard
cargo containers, 30 feet long with the same 15-foot cross-section. Vulture is protecting the
innovations involved in production of Condor by refusing to sell any units; the growing fleet is
owned and operated by the company's SpaceFreight Division, which operates scheduled cargo and
passenger service to major earth-orbit facilities, includin 8 the Foundation Society's orbiting space
settlements. Service to smaller facilities is arranged on a charter basis. The company now offers a
family of Condor vehicles, with up to 40,000 lbs. payloa._l capability to LEO, and launch rates as
low as $400 per pound for preferred customers. Wingless versions built on-orbit at Bellevistat
(through a cooperative agreement with the Foundatiorl Society) provide service from orbital
facilities to the lunar surface and other space destinations.
Given Vulture Aviation's unique experience wfih large-scale operations in the vicinity of Mars, the
company's executives are confident of winning the Founc_tion Society's "Argonom" contract.
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"Argonom" Space Settlement Contract
INTRODUCTION
This is a request by the Foundation Society for contractors to propose the design,
development, construction, and operations planning of a Space Settlement Community on the
surface of the planet Mars.
The need and requirements for the "Argonom" Space Settlement have been established
through studies performed by the Foundation Society, and through experience gained during
development and operations of our existing Space Settlement Communities.
STATEMENT OF WORK
1. Basic Requirements - The contractor shall describe the design, development, and
construction of the "Argonom" Space Settlement Community, and develop plans for operations
and support required to maintain the community. The Society wishes to minimize operating costs
as much as practicable. Anticipated problem areas and/or requirements for advancements in state-
of-the-art technology must be identified in the proposal, with options for resolution.
2. Facilities - Argonom must accommodate a community of 12,500 full-time residents plus an
additional transient population, not to exceed 600 at any time, of business and official visitors,
guests of residents, and vacationers; some of the visitors will be scientists studying Mars, its
environment, the effects of large-scale human habitation on that environment, and ecosystem(s) (if
any). The design must enable use of natural light, and views of surrounding terrain.
2.1 Exterior design drawings must identify utilization of all volumes, must illustrate the local
terrain and compatibility with it, and must clearly show dimensions of major structural
components. The proposal must identify construction materials utilized for major structural
components. The design and materials must be capable of retaining their functionality and
appearance in the Martian environment, without requiring significant expenditures of settlement
resources for maintenance and repair. The proposal shall specify safety considerations and system
redundancies, including protection from radiation and debris penetration. It is expected that
drawings of the exterior will at least include identification of locations for landing site(s), vehicle
maintenance facilities and parking areas, cargo and resources storage and/or warehousing, public
utilities, heavy industry, residential/commercial areas, and agriculture.
2.2 The Argonom design must specify utilization of interior space, with areas designated and
drawings clearly labelled to show industrial, residential, commercial, agricultural, and other uses.
The proposal must provide justifications for facility sizes and locations. At least one drawing must
show the total interior area of the settlement, and the proposal must include maps to show
utilization of all interior areas; such drawings must clearly show dimensions of areas designated for
specific uses. Research areas must include a laboratory for study of Mars samples that may
contain evidence of life, and must be quarantined for protection of Argonom's population.
3. Operations - The contractor shall describe provisions for all operations necessary to
support the community, including conduct of businesses for external trade and accommodating
incoming and outgoing vehicles--including spacecraft, surface vehicles, and aircraft.
3.1 The proposal shall identify a recommended location on the Martian surface, and the reasons
for its selection. Explain how searches for evidence of life on Mars could be conducted from this
location. The proposal shall identify the sources of materials and equipment that will be used in
construction and operations--Earth, asteroids, existing on-orbit facilities, Earth's moon, Mars
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itself, or elsewhere--and means and costs for transporting those materials to the Argonom location.
The proposal should describe the process required to construct the settlement, by showing the
sequence in which major structural components will be assembled. The proposal should detail any
special construction techniques or automation required to complete the settlement.
3.2 The proposed Argonom design shall include elements of basic infrastructure required to
support the activities of the settlement's residents, including (but not limited to):
food production,
electrical power generation,
internal and external communication systems,
internal and Martian surface transportation systems,
water management,
household and industrial solid waste management,
atmosphere/climate/weather control, and
day/night cycle provisions.
The proposal must define transportation corridors and means of access throughout and between
facilities, including designs of transportation vehicles proposed for use in and around the
settlement. Drawings of facilities related to transportation systems must show their dimensions,
either as the size of the "footprint" they occupy on a map, er their length/width/height. Operations
planning must consider that supply lines for imports may be interrupted for up to six months.
3.3 The proposal must describe any existing or new on-orbit infrastructure required to sustain
settlement operations (e.g., vehicles, satellite support, power plants, or other permanent
installations). It is preferred that these requirements be shown in a chart or table. The Foundation
Society does not intend to fund development of new vehicle(s) for transporting goods and
personnel to the Martian surface, and/or for transporting construction materials from
extraterrestrial/extramartian sources. The proposal shall, however, identify requirements for any
new launch/landing, on-orbit, or Mars surface vehicles that will be needed during construction,
occupation, and operations of Argonom, so that the Foundation Society can encourage commercial
development of these vehicles.
4. Human Factors - Quality. of life is an especially i:nportant consideration for Foundation
Society members, Who plan to maintain traditional comforts of Earth without the sacrifices
normally associated with a frontier environment. Argonorr must provide a safe and pleasant living
and working environment for residents of its community(ies). Please bear in mind the traditional
human factors that a wealthy resident of one of Earth's major cities might enjoy (e.g., large
houses, fine food, access to world-class entertainment). Consider also that humans prefer natural
sunlight, and part of the appeal of living on and visiting Mars is what can be seen there.
4.1 Argonom communities shall provide their residents with facilities for customary services
(e.g., housing, education, entertainment, medical, parks aI_d recreation, etc.), variety and quantity
of consumables and other supplies, and public areas desi[;ned with open space and consideration
of psychological factors. The proposal must depict or specify means of distributing consumables
to Argonom residents. The proposal shall include maps and/or illustrations depicting community
design and locations of amenities, with a distance scale. Medical facilities must be available for
quarantine and treatment, if necessary, of people who may become exposed to Martian life forms.
4.2 The proposal shall include designs of typical residential accommodations, clearly showing
room sizes. The full-time inhabitants will be Foundation Society members who are involved with
development of facilities for further habitation of Mars who operate business ventures in the
settlement or elsewhere on Mars, who manage settlement, mainentance and operations, and who
produce products and services as needed by the community and for trade. Anticipated
demographics of the original population are:
Married adults 67%
Single Men 14%
Single Women 11%
Children 8%
4.3 The proposal shall specify systems, devices, vehicles, and design characteristics as required
to enhance productivity in the Mars environment (bo_h inside and outside the settlement).
Drawings of these items must clearly indicate their sizes.
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5. Automation - Contractors' proposals must specify number and types of computers,
software, network planning, and robotics applications required to support Argonom's facility and
community operations. Show robot designs, clearly indicating their dimensions. Identify
locations and sizes of support facilities and special transportation corridors for robots. Provide a
chart that identifies all anticipated computer and robotics requirements in and around the settlement,
and identifies the particular computers and robots that will meet each automation need.
5.1 Specify automation systems to sustain integrity of the settlement environment and
infrastructure, including backup systems and contingency plans for failures. The proposal must
define physical locations of computers and robots that support critical functions. Emphasize
automation support to construction, development of infrastructure on Mars, maintenance, repair,
and safety systems. Robots that operate outdoors must be capable of retaining their functionality
and appearance in the Martian environment.
5.2 Specify automation systems to enhance livability in the community, productivity in work
environments, and convenience in residences. Emphasize automation support to commercial,
agriculture, and port operation activities. Use of automation to reduce requirements for manual
labor is a high priority for the Foundation Society.
5.3 Robot systems required for emergency external repairs must be capable of accomplishing
tasks and surviving during solar flare activity.
6. Schedule and Cost - The proposal shall include a schedule for development and
occupation of Argonom, and costs for design through construction phases of the schedule.
6.1 The schedule must describe contractor tasks from the time of contract award (12 October
2047) until the customer assumes responsibility for operations of the completed settlement. Show
in the schedule the dates when Foundation Society members may begin moving into their new
homes, and when the entire original population will be established in the community.
6.2 Specify the costs associated with Argonom design through construction in U.S. dollars,
without consideration for economic inflation.
6.2.1 Include estimates of numbers of employees associated with each phase of design and
construction in the justification for contract costs to design and build Argonom. Show separate
costs associated with the different, phases of construction.
6.2.2 Describe costs that the Foundation Soceity will be expected to incur annually to operate the
settlement, including:
personnel,
maintenance,
supplies, and
services;
these costs will not, however, be included in the Argonom contract.
7. Business Development - Argonom must be designed to accommodate a variety of
commercial and industrial ventures. The settlement must include adequate provisions for
commercial activities to enable economic self-sufficiency for on-going operations five years after
initial full occupancy and operational capabilities are achieved. Trade will be conducted with Earth
and other space facilities. The basic design must include sufficient flexibility to accommodate
development of additional compatible business types with little configuration change. The original
configuration must, however, accommodate three major business pursuits:
• Infrastructure Development
- Argonom will serve as a staging area and headquarters for construction of roads and
other facilities to service expanding operations on Mars
- Long-distance surveying expeditions will be provisioned and serviced at Argonom
- Construction crews, their equipment, and supplies will be routed through Argonom
• Mining Operations
Ores from potential mining sites will be assayed to determine commercial value
Mars materials will be extracted and prepared for transportation to users
Customers may require refining and/or separation of materials before delivery
Customers may request delivery of manufactured parts
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Hotel
Lodging and related facilities are required for up to 500 guests
Up to half of hotel guests are expected to be tourisls
Proposals shall recommend anticipated numbers, demographics, stay
itineraries of tourists
Hotel facilities must be readily expandable if justified by customer demand
times, and
8. Special Studies - Plans shall be included in the proposal for emergency procedures to react
to two disaster scenarios:
• Damage to an inhabited part of the facility due to meteorite or debris penetration, or collision by
a vessel, including a 1.5 meter diameter hole that allows contained atmosphere to escape
Describe sating plan to isolate affected volume from other parts of the settlement
Describe provisions to maintain structural integrity during loss of atmosphere
Provide a schedule of tasks necessary to accomplish repair activities and resumption of
full service in affected volume
• Contamination of atmosphere in connected habitable areas due to explosion involving hazardous
chemicals
Describe provisions for relocation of affected personnel and activities during clean-up
Schedule activities to return the settlement to full operation
M/DA .,ISP_A
Submitted proposals may suggest alternate names for this community, within the Foundation
Society's established naming convention that requires the name to begin with the letter "A" and end
with the suffix "ore".
The proposal may suggest an alternate population for the settlement, if warranted to assure
fulfillment of Argonom business objectives and maintenance requirements.
If a proposal is submitted that has more than the allowed 50 pages, only the first 50 pages
will be provided to the judges.
Drawings and/or maps included in the proposal rr_ust show dimensions consistently in
English (feet/miles) or metric (meters/kilometers) notation.
V
PRELIMINARY
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"Argonom" Space Settlement Contract
INTRODUCTION
This is a request by the Foundation Society for contractors to propose the design,
development, construction, and operations planning of a Space Settlement Community on the
surface of the planet Mars.
STATEMENT OF WORK
1. Basic Requirements - The contractor shall describe the design, development, and
construction of the "Argonom" Space Settlement Community, and develop plans for operations
and support required to maintain the community.
2. Fadlities - Argonom must accommodate a community of 12,500 full-time residents plus an
additional transient population, not to exceed 600 at any time, of business and official visitors,
guests of residents, and vacationers; some of the visitors will be scientists studying Mars, its
environment, and ecosystem(s) (if any). Exterior design drawings must clearly show dimensions
of major structural components. The Argonom design must specify utilization of interior space;
drawings must clearly show dimensions of areas designated for specific uses.
3. Operations - The proposal shall identify a recommended location on the Martian surface,
and the reasons for its selection. Explain how searches for evidence of life on Mars could be
conducted from this location. The proposed Argonom design shall include elements of basic
infrastructure required to support the activities of the settlement's residents, including food
production, electrical power generation, communication systems, wanspcn_don systems, water
management, household and industrial solid waste management, atmosphere/climate/weather
control and day/night cycle provisions.
4. Human Factors - Argonom communities shall provide their residents with facilities for
customary services (e.g., housing, education, entertainment' medical, parks and recreation, etc.),
variety and quantity of consumables and other supplies, and public areas designed with open space
and consideration of psychological factors. The proposal shall include designs of typical
residential accommodations, clearly showing room sizes.
5. Automation - Contractors' proposals must specify number and types of computers,
software, network planning, and robotics applications required to support Argonom's facility and
community operations. Show robot designs, clearly indicating their dimensions. Specify
automation systems to sustain integrity of the settlement environment and infrastructure, including
backup systems and contingency plans for failures. Specify automation systems to enhance
livability in the community, productivity in work environments, and convenience in residences.
6. Schedule and Cost - The proposal shall include a schedule for development and
occupation of Argonom, and costs for design through construction phases of the schedule.
7. Business Development - Argonom must be designed to accommodate a variety of
commercial and industrial ventures. The original configuration must' however, accommodate three
major business pursuits: Infrastructure Development, Mining Operations, and a Hotel.
Appendix A: SUBCONTRACTORS
Major aerospace contractors and customers have access to ;Lvast network of non-aerospace and
smaller companies with relatively limited product lines. They are eager to make or do anything
they are capable of making or doing, for anyone who will pay. They frequently have contracts
with competitors for the same proposal. These include:
BeamBuilders, Ltd. is a European company which operates an automated manufacturing
facility on a fen-o-nickel asteroid that it has placed in orbit around the Earth-Sun LA libration point.
The company produces triangular trusses w. customer-s .p.ecified. dimensions, at the. ra_yfL6_)__
linear feet per hour. Customers are requtrect to prowoe men" own transportauon ox mcsc
structures, although some limited assembly is permitted in the vicinity of this operation. The
anY's standard triangular truss with 12-foot sections, suitable.for zero-g installations,
sells for $10(30 per linear fooL Custom orders are more expensr,,e.
Efficient Software, Inc. was founded by four Bellevistat engineers who reco_ that
people making their homes in space have some incentives for not wanting to constanuy expana
their computer systems to a_modate increasingly complex and menx_-hogging software. The
company is licensed by major software producers to convert popular new programs into more-
efficient versions that are compatible with files prepared using the original software, but require
less memory, bandwidth, and other reso..u_es.. The.company's prod .t._, have also become popular
axxxmg some segments of the dirtside public. Efficient _ottware avoms a quagmire of lawsuits by
paying licensing fees to the original software suppliex_.
Fusion Founders serendipitously happen.ed upon an _tly ideal combination of conditions v
and equipment to produce practical fus.son power m. 2013....Th.e .com.pony n.as oeen,ouxu,y
producing power plants since that time, at its manmacmnng xacmty m xugon xemtory. Asmougn
it can assemble large municipal power plants at cust..omer-specified sites, i_ mo_ popular product
is a self-contained unit that can be shipped on a modified commerc_ version oz a t:-t9 transport
aircraft, and installed by local labor with supervision provided by a company engineer. The unit,
weighing 200,000 pounds, includes a 17-foot diameter sphere, its 80-foot-long cooling "barn",
and a sutmon "shed". The system is shivved pre-assembled, and generates 10 MW, approI_iate
x.. z . • "% "- " " Vfor non-industrial commumues of about 5000 people. Fuslon Founders has recmved se eral
solicitations to develop a version of this unit that could be launched into space, but feels that it has
achieved the theoretical limit of smallness for a fusion reactm. The company has offered to attempt
to develop such a reactm" if it is paid a $ I0 billion fee, but will not guarantee success.
Heavenly Jitneys provides regular but unscheduled translxntation services between locations in
Earth orbit, including all space stations, settlements, and major commercial sites. The service was
started by a pair of Alexandriat residents using vehicles built at Bdlevismt for the company's fleet,
which is based at ColumbiaL Although primarily a service for passengers and their luggage, the
company can haul some cargo either in small packages that fit in the passenger comparunents, or
secured to a I0 by 15 foot flat surface on the "bottom" of each vehicle. Rates average $10,000 per
person per day of travel, and $50 per pound of cargo per day of travel
Litigation Limiters is a law firm that founded a niche market which virtually eliminates conflict-
of-interest suits for its clients, who usually are companies competing for the same contracts but in
need of each others' products and/or services. Litigation Limiters arranges its own contracts
between providers of products and services, and customers, then serves as a go-between to supply
the products and services to the customers. The compan_ has such agreements with all of the
world's diversified corporations that have significant product lines applicable to space
development. Litigation Limiters charges a 2% fee on product or service value.
Lossless Airlocks is a Bdlevistat manufacturer that has developed and sells airlocks that operate
with almost no loss of atmosphere for each opening to space. Airlocks come in several sizes,
including a single-person unit, and a personnel transter sustem that can simultaneously
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accommodate ten people in adjacent chambers; the largest is an equipment transfer chamber
designed for standard space cargo containers (15 feet square by 45 feet long). The system is
somewhat disconcerting for people to use; when outgoing, a coated kevlar tube envelops the
occupant, who is then ejected rather forcefully when the outer doors are opened. It has, however,
enabled retention of precious air in all sizes of vehicles, and is an important asset for preservation
of the fragile indigenous lunar atmosphere. In response tO some serious problems with soil
contamination of machinery in lunar bases, the company has been attempting to develop an airlock
that will clean astronauts' suits as they enter controlled environments; the fine-grained, sharp-
edged,electrosmtically-chargedlunardusthas,however,resistedallattemptstocontrolit.
Lunar Adventures is an Alaskol-based operation that provides spacesuits and guide-operated
vehicles for excursions on the lunar surface. The vehicles provide a shirtsleeve environment for
six passengers plus the guide, and accommodations for overnight "camping". The electric-
powered vehiclescan be self-sufficientforup toa week in sunlightwith storagefortwo days of
power in darkness, and have a range of 200 miles per day. Passengers are charged $1000 per
person per day, or $5000 per day for charter of a vehicle and guide. Spacesuit rentals are $150 per
day.
OrbitLink Communications was established when the Alexandriat Space Settlement was under
construction, to augment standard communications channels. Individuals who insist on
transmitting and receiving data-hogging video and interactive real-time data with Earth-based
services do so by paying exorbitant fees to OrbitLink. The company has made arrangements to
place one of its antennas and dedicated fiber optics links on every Foundation Society settlement.
Tanks-A.Million is a BeUevistat-based manufacturer that uses lunar materials to build tanks for
all applications on spacecraft The company has facilities that can make nearly perfectly roumi tank
cross-sections to any size between one foot diameter spheres and 18 foot diameter by 50 foot long
cylinders. Tanks can be specified for high pressure, cryogenic, or fuel applications, and feature an
extraordinarily reliable system for keeping contents at the exit points in zero g. The company
claims that its zero-g manufacturing techniques reduce flaws and "corners" that can serve as
starting points for stress fractures in pressurized tanks.
Totally Remote Ultimate Escapeways / Guest Requested Innerpeace Treks
(TRUE/GRIT) offers the ultimate get-away-from-it-all vacation. Guests enjoy luxuriously-
appointed small spacecraft which can accommodate up to four people for two weeks. The
company delivers each spacecraft and its guest(s) to an orbit with no hazards from known debris,
where it remains either until its occupants request retrieval or supplies are nearly depleted. Privacy
is guaranteed, although critical vehicle systems, oxygen depletion, and temperature are monitored
to assure that occupants are not in difficulty. Guests may change the attitude of the vehicle for
different views, but have no ability to change orbits. Rates are $9000 per person per day, or
$30,000 per day for charter of a spacecraft. Extravehicular Activity (EVA) experiences are offered
for $1000 extra per person per trip. These zero-g escapes are highly favored by designers,
authors, and artists who seek creative inspiration.
ZAP! Industries is the leading supplier of wire harnesses and fiber optics systems for
distribution of electrical power and electronic signals on spacecraft` In 2025, the company
completed development of a system for zero-g manufacturing of solar cells from materials available
in silicate asteroids. ZAP! sells each of these units for $40 million, not including transportation to
deposit it on an appropriate asteroid, where it produces I x 2 foot solar panels at the rate of 10,000
per day, each of which is capable of generating 40 watts of power in Earth orbit and weighs 2
pounds, at a cost of $40 per kW (not including transportation to the use site).
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Appendix B: Space Settlement Design Competition GLOSSARY
Many of the words and terms used in Space Settlement Design Competitions materials are not part
of familiar everyday usage:
air-breathing engine: a propulsion plan.t (motor) that acq.u_s oxidizer from the air, rather than
carrying it in tanks on the vehicle (as required by rocket engines)
airlock: a chamber that enables people and things to move or be moved between volumes with
different pressures; like a lock in a canal, the chamber starts at the pressure that the occupant is
moving from, and changes to the pressure being moved to
attitude (of a vehide): a vehicle's orientation relative to Earth, Sun, or other objects; typically
used to describe a desired view, observation target, or heating environment (e.g., a "sun-facing"
attitude assures that one side of the vehicle will always be hot, and the other side always cool)
avionics: literally, "aviation electronics", mostly including commanding and monitoring of
systems on aircraft and spacecraft
cargo: the reason a vehicle flies; stuff that is carried by a vehicle from its starting point (ground or
on-orbit) to the vehicle's destination; can include satellites, bulk materials, construction
components, or people
cargo container: a standard carrier in which cargo is carried for a mission; ideally, all spacecraft
cargo is containerized, because complex installations and interfaces can be accomplished to the
inside of the container, and the standardized exterior interfaces of the container can be quickly
mated to the inside of a cargo vehicle (standardized containers have been used for decades on
ships, conventional aircraft, railroad cars, and trucks)
consumables: stuff that is used up during the course of a mission or over a period of time, and
hence must be replaced; includes everything from rocket fuel to pet food to pencils
contract: a legal agreement between a customer and a company (contractor), whereby the
contractor agrees build something or provide a service within a defined cost and schedule, and the
customer agrees to pay the cost when the product is delivered (contracts may have provisions for
partial payments over the course of a long product delivery schedule)
dlrtside: of or referring to Earth, people living there, and things on it
down area: in a rotating space structure, the interior surfaces through which the force due to the
rotation ("artificial gravity") appears to be vertical; conversely, surfaces inside a rotating space
structure on which a person could stand or things could be placed, as if they were on the ground
Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV): a launch vehicle which is used for only one launch;
typically, it sheds some of its components, or stages, during the launch process, with only a small
portion of the original "slack" being delivered all the way to ,_,bit
Extravehicular Activity (EVA): an excursion by a :3erson in a spacesuit outside of any
vehicle or habitat
fabrication: manufacture; the process of making, building, and/or assembling
GEO: geosynchronous Earth orbit; objects in 22,300 mile orbits rotate around the Earth at the
same rate that the Earth turns on its axis; when located above the Equator, these objects appear to
be stationary in Earth's sky
v
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fiber optics: use of tiny, transparent strands to transmit light that represents electronic signals;
can replace traditional copper wire with less weight and expense, and greater reliability, but is not
capable of transmitting power
hypersonic flight: flight through an atmosphere at greater than five times the speed of sound
(Math 5) for that atmosphere
Lagrangian points: (see "titration points")
launch vehicle: a spacecraft that is capable of launching or flying through an atmosphere (e.g.,
Earth's) in order to get into space and achieve orbit
LEO: low Earth orbit; orbital locations above Earth's atmosphere and below the Van Allen
radiation belts
iibration points: in orbital mechanics, when one large body (e.g., the Moon) is in orbit around
anotherlargebody (e.g.,Earth),thereare fivepointsin orbitsaround the largerbody where
gravitational forces balance out to enable satellites to be placed where they could not stay if the
smaller of the large bodies were not present (also called Lagrangian points, for Joseph Lagrange,
the mathematician who developed the theory that predicts their existence)
low-g: acceleration environment with less than the acceleration due to gravity on Earth's surface
mass driver: a device that electromagnetically accelerates small objects to very high velocities;
can be u_ fro"efficiently launching material from airless surfaces
micro-g: an accurate description of "weightlessness", the condition experienced in space when
forces balance out and objects seem to "float"; true "zero-g" is theoretically not possible, because
there are always some tiny forces operating on all objects
on-orbit: in space, in an orbit; usually refers to an orbit around Earth
orbit: the path assumed by an objectin space,due to balancingor "cancellingout" of
accelerationsdue togravityand rotation;usuallytheellipticalpathofa smallbody (e.g.,satellite)
around avery largebody (e.g.,planet,moon, orstar)
overhead: the part of a budget that does not show up as part of the cost of work directly on a
project, but is charged to the customer as part of the hourly charge for direct work (i.e., a
contractor is paid for each hour an engineer works on tasks directly related to the project; the
customer is billed a cost for the engineer's hours that is greater than the salary paid to the engineer;,
the difference pays for computers, upkeep of the facility, janitors, utilities, secretaries, and other
costs required to support the engineer's work)
payload: literally, "paying load"; cargo carried by a vehicle, for which a fee is being paid in
exchange formoving thecargotoitsdestination
payload capability: weight of payload(s) that a launch vehicle is capable of carrying to orbit
payload integration: the process of safely stowing a payload (usually a satellite or complex
device)on a launchvehicleand providingservices(oftenincludingelectricalpower, avionics,and
thermalcontrol)thatenablethepayloadtosurvivetheflightand accomplishitspurpose;includes
designofpayloadservices,analysisofpayload'sabilitytosurviveenvironmentsitwillexperience,
and installation in the vehicle
profit: the difference between the price charged by a contractor for providing a product, and the
actual cost the contractorincurstomake the product
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proposal: a document prepared by a company or other entity, in order to convince a customer to
select the company as the contractor that will provide a certain product; it describes the company's
recommendation for how it could provide the product, and explains why the customer should have
confidence that the company has a superior design and can be relied upon to produce it according
to the customer's requirements and within the described cost and schedule
Request for Proposal 0RFP): a document prepared by a customer, which describes features
of a product they want a conwactor to produce
requirements: features that a customer requests to be included in the design of a desired product
Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV): a launch vehicle that returns from its missions intact, and
is designed to be maintained after flight and fly repeated missions
satelHte: any object in orbit around another object; usually refers to human-made devices in orbit
around large natural bodies (i.e., planets, moons, stars)
shirtsleeve: an environment inside a vehicle or habitat that enables humans to operate without
protective clothing
Single Stage to Orbit (SSTO): the capability of a launch vehicle to accomplish a mission
from the ground to orbit without staging, or shedding of components during the launch process;
such vehicles contain all of the fuels and oxidizer they require in tanks inside their s_cun-es, and
return to the ground with the tanks intact (the amount of oxidizer required can be reduced through
use of air-lxeatbing engines during flight in the atmosphere)
solar panel: a device that converts sunlight into electrical power
Solar Power Satellite: a satellite, usually very large, consisting mostly of large arrays of solar
panels producing electrical power that can be converted (usually to microwave energy) and
transmitted to users in other locations
solar sail: a surface, usually very large and lightweight, t_at makes use of pressure due to light
or solar wind for propulsion
spacer: of or referring to people who live in space
spacesuit: a garment that provides pressure, breathing air, fluids and nutrients, waste removal,
and protection against the space environment' and that enables a human to move and operate in the
spaceenvironment
SSTO: see "Single Stage to Orbit"
Van Allen radiation belts: bands of radiation trapped in Earth's magnetic field, which both
absorb ambient deep-space radiation and provide protection for Earth's surface, and are a hazard
for satellites and humans operating within them
zero-g: see "micro-g"
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Antelope Valley Space Settlement Design Competition
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
October 10- 12, 1997
Friday I0 October
5:00 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
9:15 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
9:45 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
10:10 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
12.'00 midnt
Registration and check-in at Antelope Valley High School
Buses leave for NASA - Dryden Fright Research Cen_r
NASA-Dryden Flight Research Center Program and Tour
History of Space Settlements
Yon_ in the Future Nowi - What W'fll Happen to You this Weekend
How Companies WoA
You're a Professional Now!
Assignments to Design Competition Companies
Buses return to Antelope Valley High School
Lights out! in gymnasium sleeping quarters
Saturday 11 October
8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
12.'00 noon
6:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
12:00 midnt
Breakfast and Teams meet with CEO's
Technical Training Sessions
Teams meet in Company Headquarters to Begin Ptx,-paxation of Designs
Lunch
Dinner
Library closes
Lights out! in gymnasium sleeping quarters
Sunday 13 October
7:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:40 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:20 a.m.
11:10 a.m.
12:00 noon
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
Companies submit finished Design Proposals to Foundation Society
Breakfast
Assemble for Design Presentations
Rrst Presentation
Second Presentation
Third Presentation
Fourth Presentation
Lunch
Activity during Judges' deliberation
Judges' debriefing
Announcement of Winning Design
Adjourn
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The Space Settlement Design Competition was made possible by donations of funding, materials,
services, and time by several organizations, companies, and individuals. The following have
earned special recognition for their generosity:
COMPETITION ORGANIZERS
Dick Edwards
Boeing Reusable Space Systems; Downey, California
Anita Gale
Boeing Reusable Space Systems; Downey, California
SPONSORS
NASA - Dryden Flight Research Center
With special thanks to Lee Duke and Marianne McCarthy
Victor Valley College
With special thanks to Kathleen Moore
Apple Valley Science and Technology Center
With special thanks to Rick Peercy
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Orange County Section
DONORS
Keebler Foods
With Special Thanks to Debby Roy
Ron's Mobile Disk Jockey Service
SUPPORTERS
Boeing North American
With special thanks to Tom Kennedy and Bob Tucker
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Antelope Valley Section
With special thanks to Alan Sutton
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It would not be possible to conduct the Space Settlement Design Competition without the selfless
contributions of volunteers. The Competition organizers and sponsors sincerely appreciate the
efforts of the following individuals:
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Capt. Michael Lindauer
Edwards Air Force Base
Lee Pitts
Consultant
Jack Spear
NASA - Dryden
Brad Underhill
Arthur D. Little Consultants
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNICAL EXPERTS
Laurie Barlow Nader Khalili
Architect Cal - Earth
OPERATIONS ENGINEERING TECHNICAL EXPERTS
Dave File Nancy Wilson
L'Garde Consultant
HUMAN ENGINEERING TECHNICAL EXPERTS
Gary Drylie Laaren Pomerantz
U.S. Air Force, retired California Space and Science Center
AUTOMATION ENGINEERING TECHNICAL EXPERTS
Norm Avant
Victor Valley College
TECHNICAL EXPERTS
Eric Schmidt
AIAA Antelope Valley Section
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
Tom Quayle
Tom Quayle
Consultant
VictorValley 1997
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oundationSociety.ONSPJ Date: 14 November 2047
Foundation Society to Build Settlement on Mars
Foundation Society President Edwards Smith announced today that the organization's next space
setdement--its seventh community in space--will be on Mars. Although it was confh'med that
the settlement, tentatively designated "Argonom", will be on the Martian surface, a location was
not specified. The Foundation Society seeks contractor advice for selecting settlement locations.
This will be one of the Society's smaller settlements, with a population of only 12,500, but it is
expected to be the first of many communities on Mars. The Foundation Society's decision was
based on results of a planetary survey conducted by two dozen of its members over the past three
(Earth) years. Mission leader Gale Uttamchandani and three team members returned recently to
Foundation Society headquarters at Columbiat to report on their t'mdings.
Uttamchandani said that the team typically travelled 50 kin (30 miles) per day, and visited every
major geological (areological, on Mars) formation on the planet. The team used three rovers
with high ground clearance and eight wheels on independent axles. According to Engineer Tom
Yubickovich, "the rovers worked really well. Sometimes one got stuck in some loose stuff or in
rocks, but we could always use the others to pull it out of trouble." The rovers provided riving
quarters much like a recreational vehicle. Supplies were dropped by parachute every 90 days.
Members of the survey team are enthusiastic in their praise for Martian scenery. Areologist
Peter Lee said "sometimes we came to the edge of an escarpment or rounded a corner in a valley,
and we just had to stop to take it all in. Pictures don't do it justice. It was incredible: grand
vistas, sweeping panoramas, stark and almost surreal."
The survey showed that resources on Mars are as widely distributed as on Earth, and the
resources a community needs are not all in one place. Water is mostly in the north, in the polar
cap and underground in higher latitudes. Surface material composition is almost uniform around
i i
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Next Foundation Society Settlement on Mars
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the planet, owing to millenia of dust storms. The dirt has a variety of useful minerals in it, but
not in commercially useful concentrations. Rocks are mosdy unremarkable crater ejecm. Useful
ore deposits are mostly in the southern highlands (exposed in deep crater walls), on the flanks of
the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic regions, and exposed in canyons like Valles Marineris.
The team was perplexed in its search for evidence of life on Mars. As Uttamchandani said,
"Mars is certainly not a place where little green men jump out from behind the rocks." Lee
noted, however, that "some of the rocks we saw had de_.ails that just aren't explainable by normal
lifeless processes. Sometimes it was a thin layer in a cliff that could once have been slime on a
creek bottom. Sometimes it was a shape that might have been a solidified track or an impression
from a plant. And these were always in the north, where there is more water." Smith said that a
more dedicated search for Martian life will be an objective of Argonom residents.
The survey team is confident that Mars offers a wea;th of opportunities for future habitation,
although they did find one Martian attribute parficula:_ly vexing. Mineralogist Lisa Canto said
"the dust is so free it's called 'fines'. It's not as abrasive as lunar dust, but it's worse at getting into
things. Lunar dust gets kicked up and falls right down again. Martian dust hangs in the
atmosphere a while. When the wind blows-even at hundreds of kilometers per hour-it's no
problem keeping control of the rovers or even standing up outside, because the atmosphere is so
thin. But the wind picks up the dust and it gets into everything, at any height. It stuck in the
creases and weaves of our suits. It blew into our airlt,cks with us, and followed us everywhere.
It defied every attempt to get rid of it. It reminded me of Colorado River silt in the Grand
Canyon-after a week it was in our clothes, in our beds, in our food, everywhere."
Smith saidthatArgonom isnamed afterthemythologicalshipArgo, which protecteditscrew
througha seriesofadventurestofar-offplacesas theyfulfilledtheirquestfortheGolden Fleece.
"Mars isasremote and dangeroustous as Colchiswas toJason,and we need allthehelp we can
gettomake thisa prosperousvoyage fortheFoundationSociety."
• , |
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Space Settlement Design Competitions are industry simulation games
for high school students, set in the future.
The Competitions emulate, as closely as possible, the experience of
participating as part of an aerospace industry proposal team. This year's
Space Settlement Design Competition participants will design a
settlement on the surface of the planet Mars where over 10,000 people
will make their homes.
To help them accomplish this challenging task, each team is provided
with a manager from industry to act as Company CEO, and then team
members are provided with technical and management training to
prepare them for the Competition. They must design an overall
structure, define sources of construction materials, specify vehicles used
for transportation, determine sources of electrical power and water,
design computer and robotics systems, specify allocation of interior
space, show examples of pleasant community design, and provide
estimated costs and schedules for completion of the project. The
Competition concludes with the teams' presentations of briefings
describing their designs to a panel of very critical judges.
The experience of participating in a Space Settlement Design
Competition teaches young people optimism for the future, technical
competence, management skills, knowledge of environments and
resources in space, appreciation for the relationship between technical
products and human use, ability to work in teams, and techniques for
preparing effective documentation, it requires that students integrate
their knowledge of and utilize skills in space science, physics, math,
chemistry, environmental science, biology, computer science, writing,
art, and common sense.
High schools in the Victor Valley and neighboring areas were invited to
encourage their students to participate in this Competition. The event's
primary sponsors are NASA - Dryden Flight Research Center and Victor
Valley College.
Teaching industryskillsto young people since 1984.
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National Aeronauticsand
Space Administration
Dryden Flight Research Center
P.O. Box 273
Edwards, CA 93523-0273
Reply to Attn of:
Welcome to the Second Victor Valley Space Settlement Design Competition.
This competition is designed to challenge you creatively, provide an opportunity
for collaborative learning, and to give you a taste of how scientists and
engineers work in the real world.
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center is pleased to be sponsoring this event in
conjunction with Victor Valley College, the Apple Valley Science and
Technology Center, the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
Boeing Reusable Space Systems Division. Special thanks are also due to
Anita Gale and Dick Edwards of Boeing who designed and developed this
competition.
This Space Settlement Design Competition represents just one of the many
student programs that have been initiated since Dryden became a Center.
However, this Design Competition is probably the most intense, grueling, and
enjoyable of any of our education programs. I hope you have a good time,
learn new skills, meet new friends, and, perhaps, begin to look at careers in
science, mathematics, and engineering in a new way.
Director "-"
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WVrr,7co__
18422 Bear Valley Road
V_ctorville. CA 92392-5849
(619] 245-4271
FAX {619} 245-9744
SUPERINTENDENT
PRESIDENT
Nicholas L. Halislcy
Welcome to the second Victor Valley Space Settlement Design Competition!
After an overwhelming success last year, it is indeed a pleasure for Victor Valley
College to again host this competition. Reasoning, critical thinking, and
application of knowledge are essential to student success--and this competition
is an excellent opportunity to acquire and practice those application skills. I hope
you have a valuable, energetic weekend.
Sincerely,
Superintendent/President

GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS/
This is the year 2047.
You have been called to this meeting because your company is considering bidding on a
contract to design and construct an ambitious project on the surface of the planet Mars.
The agency that will award the conu'act is the FOUNDATION SOCIETY, an organization
founded for the specific purpose of estabtishing settlements of its members in space.
YOUR TASK this weekend is to design facilities for a SPACE SETTLEMENT where
thousands of people will live on the Martian surface. Your team must agree on a design
that satisfies a set of requirements specified in the Request for Proposal (RFP) defined by
the Foundation Society. You will prepare a 35 MI/qUTE presentation describing your
proposed design, which will be presented by one or more of your team members. The
presentation must include dimensioned drawings of your design, and define areas
designated for specific activities. You will be expected to justify facility sizes and
locations, explain how the structure will be built and populated, estimate cost and
schedule for construction, and show systems that will enable the residents to live and
work in their new community. At the conclusion of your presentation, members of the
Foundation Society will have the opportunity to ask questions about your design for 10
minutes. They will then evaluate your design versus those of your three competitors, and
choose a winner.
Successful development of your proposal will require coordination of design details with
engineers from four major disciplines in your company. Your company's management
has the responsibility to assure that communication is both effective and timely, in order
to assure that all of the RFP requirements are met, and that all parts of your design are
compatible.
This is much to accomplish in a short time, so GOOD LUCK!
HOW TO PLAY THE GAME
The Space Settlement Design Competition is an industry simulation game that both shows and
requires use of corporate communication techniques to get the job done. Your disadvantage is that
you have an inexperienced staff--but so do all of your competitors. Some basic skills you need to
accomplish the task will be taught in your technical u-aining sessions, and each training session will
provide clues for solving a different pan of the problem. The ONLY way you. will get an effective
design is for the people in all four of your engineering disciplines to commumcate with each other.
Every department influences the work of all the others. You must be cautious, however:, if you carry
communication to the limit, with everybody working on the same pan of the problem all at once, you
will be wasting time. You need to find a balance between doing the most things at once by.having
diffea'ont people doing them, and having people working together to make sure the whole project fits
together. Your CEO is a manager where he or she works, and does this all the time. Your President,
Vice President of Engineering, and Department Directors will have to learn this quickly. Everybody
in your company needs to focus on the common goal, which is to provide a unique design that meets
the customer's requirements and is effectively communicated mothe judges.
Assuming that you can get your team all working in the same direction, you will win this competition
the same way any company wins a proposal competition: BY SHOWING THAT YOU MEET THE
CUSTOMER'S 1112Q_S, and effectively demonstrating this in your presentation.
The managers of your company will receive from the Foundation Society a document, called the
R.equest for Proposal (RFP), that describes EXACTLY what the customer wants your design to
achieve. Your design should address every issue or point that the RFP includes. You will still have
plenty of latitude for innovation in your design, because the customer wants you to figure out the
details that will make it work beSL But remember to meet ALL of the customers requirements and
show that you have done so in the proposal presentation.
You will do best ff you also have a good presentation. It is said in industry that you can have the best
design in the world, but it is worthless if you can't communicate it. This means that you should be
thinking about your presentation _md your brief'rag charts as soon as you start working on your
design. Many companies hire whole departments of experts in "chartsmanship" who make sure that
the company's designs are portrayed in the most effective manner. Your Vice President of Marketing
and Sales is expected to perform this function. Make sure _,our presentation shows that your design
meets every requirement in the RFP.
You also need to do your "homework". The judges will be very critical, and will be looking for
weaknesses in your design. Be sure that you know more about it than you have put on the charts,
and be sure that all of your presenters have a thorough knowledge of why the design is the way it is--
and what it is. If one of your presenters calls something a solar dynamic power generator, and the
next person calls it an antenna, the judges arc likely to notice, and experience has shown that "on the
spot engineering" usually only makes it worse.
Although innovation is encouraged, feasibility is essential. Any technologies assumed in your design
which exceed those described in the competition materials must be justified (for example, if you plan
to use warp drive in your proposal, explain how you plan to achieve it). The judges are engineers
working in the aerospace industry, so base your design on reasonable interpretations of the level of
existing technology defined by the competition organizers, the laws of Physics, and common sense.
The Competition organizers hope you have a good time in your attempt to win the favor of the judges.
We hope you learn a lot, too, because we know that somew here, right now--whether it be late at night
or the middle of the weekend--there are people in industry doing exactly the same thing, but for real
money and real jobs. You may join them someday, and t_is is a great opportunity to learn how the
game is played.
GOOD LUCK_
Just a Few
RULES OF THE GAME
The spaceSeuJementDesignCompetition is to be conducted ONLY with mat_als and tools available
at the Competition site, whether provided by Competition organizers or brought by the participants.
No off-site assistance is permitted after participants arrive at the Competition host's facility.
You am working for a Company. Companies do all sorts of things besides creating products, and so
can yours. Remember, however, that only a few people can make binding commitments for the
company--and ff you make a promise or commitment on behalf of your company without yeur CEO
knowing about it, you may be fired. This applies especially to personnel decisions.
A small library of space related technical data will be maintained by the Foundation Society, with
books available for one-half hour checkout. The library closes at 11:00 p.m. on Saturday, and all
books must be returned by this time.
Food and drink items am allowed in your company headquarters, but you am expected to provide a
janitorial staff that will maintain these facilities to professional standards. Companies that fail to
maintain a clean and neat working environment (i.e., candy wrappers, uneaten food, stuff that fell on
the floor, and trash in general must be deposited in proper waste containers) will be penalized.
Your Company's Proposal Presentation must meet the following requirements:
• Duration no more than 35 minutes (another 10 minutes allowed for judges' questions)
• Use vivwgraphs (no more than 30 recommended; fewer preferred)
• Models and/or artwork are permitted
• Back-up viewgraphs may be used to assist in answering judges' questions or to provide
supplementary data for the judges' consideration (the judges may only consider these data
to discriminate between "tied" presentations)
Your team will have access to copying machines on Saturday only. One copy of all your presentation
materials must be turned in to the event organizers not later than 7:30 a.m. Sunday. Event organizers
will arrange for making viewgraphs (black on clear only) for your presentation and provide paper
copies to the judges. (Any color viewgraphs must be hand-drawn with the viewgraph pens in your
supply box, then make a black-and-white plain paper copy to include in your presentation materials
submitted at 7:30 a.m. Sunday morning.) Presentations that do not meet the 7:30 deadline WILL BE
PENALIZED--the later the submission, the more severe the penalty. Return all supplies (drafting
tools, pens, etc.) to the event organizers with your presentation materials at 7:30 a.m. Sunday.
FAILURE TO DO SO WILL DISQUALIFY YOUR TEAM FROM THE COMPE'ITHON!
Originals of presentation materials must meet the following requirements:
• No more than 50 pages may be submitted
• All pages are standard 8.5 x 11 inch white paper, in order not to jam the copier's automatic
document feeder
• If you draw something on non-standard paper or viewgraph tranparencies, please copy it onto
standard paper and submit the copy
• Make sure original artwork will show up on copies (verify pencil drawings are dark enough)
• The first page of your presentation materials must clearly show your company name
Any pages that do not meet these requirements may not be included in the 1udges' copies. Only the
first 50 pages of your presentation materials will be copied for the judges. The judges reserve the right
to DISREGARD ANY CHARTS NOT INCLUDED IN THEIR COPIES.
Space Settlement Design Competition History
Your presence here is part of a long history of Space Settlement Design Competitions.
It all started in 1983, when plans were being made by the Boy Scouts of America for the 1984
National Exploring Conference. The steering group for the Science and Engineering Cluster
decided that it would be great to do something neat about space. Only problem was, nobody on
the committee knew anything much about space (except that it was neat)--but Evelyn Murray from
the Society of Women Engineers knew Anita Gale in California who worked on the Space Shuttle
program. What followed was a series of letters recommending ideas and expanding ideas, and
concluding with a phone call between Anita in California and Rob Kolstad (a member of the
steering group) in Texas. During that phone call, they outlined the basic structure of the event, that
it would be both a design competition and a management simulation game. Anita recruited her
friend and fenow-volunteer-for-many-things Dick Edwards to help write the materials for the
game, and the rest, as they say, is history. The first Space Settlement Design Competition was
conducted at Ohio State University (between thunderstorms and tornadoes) in August 1984, with
about 75 participants. It was wildly successful. Even asm3naut Story Musgrave stopped by to
watch design presentations.
The Explorers' Science and Engineering Cluster was so impressed by this event, they started
working hard to make sure it would continue in some form. Eventually, Dr. Peter Mason and the
Space Exploration Post at NASA's Jet Propusion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, California,
agreed to try it out on a local level.
The f'u'st SPACESET was held in 1986. Twelve annual SPACESET compefitons have been
conducted at JPL, with continuing participation by Anita Gale, Dick Edwards, Rob Kolstad (who
now flies in from Colorado), and Peter Mason. As many as 160 young people participate each
year, with a different design challenge each time. The competition organizers have requested
Space Settlement designs in Earth orbit, on Earth's moon, on and in orbit around Mars, and on and
in orbit around Venus (including some global atmospheric alterations to make the place habitable).
One Earth orbiting Settlement was required to be able to move to another solar system; another
solved a global warming crisis.
The first annual National Competition was organized when SpaceWeek International considered
that a Space Settlement Design Competition would be appropriate to include in comn_morating the
25th anniversary of the first lunar landing, in 1994. Astronauts and Cosmonauts recruited as
volunteers for this event were so impressed with its educational value, they insisted that it be
continued annually. Although it soon became evident that SpaceWeek International was unable to
sponsor subsequent National Competitions, the promise made by Anita nd Dick was accomplished
in 1995 at Epeot in Walt Disney World, and the Third Annual Finalist Competition moved to an
apparendy permanent home at Kennedy Space Center in 1996. Any high school in the world is
welcome to join International Qualifying Compedtions, by accessing materials on the Internet at
http://space.bsdi.com.
The concept has grown. The annual Antelope Valley Competition started in 1995 when Max
Vallejo of Rockwell (now Boeing) learned that NASA-Dryden Flight Research Center desired to
offer enhanced educational experiences to local students. A proposal to conduct a JPL-type
Competition was submitted to Lee Duke, Education Functional Manager for NASA-Dryden, who
authorized the event. In 1996, NASA-Dryden enlisted the help of Victor Valley College and the
Apple VaLley Science and Technology Center, to establish a similar Competition in the Victor
Valley.
REALITY VS. Space Settlement Design Competition
A statement you may hear several times during your Space Settlement Design Competition
experience is "Now you know what it's like in industry!" This is, after all, an industry simulation
game. You will have too much data in some areas, too little in others, not enough time to search
out what data are available, personnel conflicts in your organization, technical conflicts between
departments, difficulty in describing your entire design during the time allowed, and questions
fi-om the judges that you consider unfair (or "I forgots" revealed). All of these are challenges faced
by real engineers in real companies (and have been faced by many of the adult volunteers you will
meet). Of course, a lot of the Space Settlement Design Competition is pure fabrication: it
describes, as history, things that haven't happened yet. So, what is real, and what is Design
Competition speculation?
The basic products, vehicles, and structures described for the Space Settlement Design
Competition are technically possible, within the timeframes indicated. They do, however,
represent ambitious technical, economic, and political commitments. Some will never happen,
some will. Some are projects that Design Competition participants who become engineers will
work on during their careers.
The Design Competition companies, including their product lines and histories, are based on
composites of real corporations, projected into the future. No Competition company, however, is
based solely on a single real company. Company names were selected for humor and name
recognition, and do not indicate any similarity to real corporations. The recommended Design
Competition organization chart is a true reflection of _ of a generic organization structure used
by many companies.
There is no such organization as the Foundation Society (too bad!). The described efforts by the
Foundation Society to foster commercial space infrastructure development could, however, be
accomplished by other existing organizations.
The Request for Proposals and proposal process reflect, as closely as possible, the system by
which real corporations propose and win contracts for new business.
Information about space, lunar, and planetary environments and resources is based on numerous
references. Supplementary articles and other materials are genuine technical documents that have
appeared in print, or were specifically prepared for the Design Competition but are based on
serious research. Sources are clearly marked where possible, and have not been fabricated.
"Department Descriptions" represent a summary of the types of tasks, analyses, and factors that
similar real groups address.
Descriptions of specific future commercial products manufactured in space, space-based
businesses, and health benefits of life in space are pure speculation.
Described missions to Mars do NOT reflect feasible mission dates, based on ephemeris data for the
years described. Although it is theoretically possible to launch missions to Mars from Earth at any
time, vehicles that depart Earth's vicinity at other than optimum Hohmann Transfer opportunities
will require significandy more energy (fuel) and time to complete the journey.
The difficulties associated with Martian dust are real. The stuff is incredibly fine, gets into
everything, has defied all attempts to complete!y remove it from anything that has been outdoors,
and will ultimately destroy any mechanical eqmprnent it gets into. Long-term habitations on Mars
must take every grain of tracked-in dust very seriously, because a gradual accumulation over time
could result in some very serious problems.
If, during this experience, you have any questions about the aerospace industry, feel free to ask
your company's CEO or another adult volunteer--many of whom do the same things in real life that
you have the opportunity to do here.
HOW COMPANIES WORK
Projects as huge as the Space Settlement being dcsign_ for this competition arc excellent
exampl& of how large companies came into being.
For most of human existence, the things that people made and used could be produced by
individual people, or by small groups of people who worked together as partners. Those items
that were in broad use could be made separately by many such individuals or small groups in
many locations; products like shoes, houses, weapons, wagons, and food products are in this
category. Indeed, technology has usually been simple enough that if a product was required in a
place, somebody could be found nearby who could replicate it. Many things that we now buy for
personal use are things we might have made for ourselves only a hundred years ago--things like
bread and other prepared foods, soap, candles, and clothing.
Exceptions to this "rule of small-group manufacturing" were large public works projects:
government buildings, aqueducts, roads and street networks, city walls, bridges, and even
cathedrals and temples. Through necessity for the public good, construction of these structures
was controlled through government (including military) or church bureaucracies. These projects
were, after all, too important to be left in the hands of private individuals, construction time was
often longer than an individual's lifetime, and only a government or church had a large enough
organization to have influence over the geographic locations and large numbers of people that
were involved in supply and construction.
Advances in technology changed all of this. Products came into use that could only be made by
machines, machines were developed that could do work better and more quickly than muscle, and
quality could be achieved more consistendy with machines. As these machines became more
complex, they could not always be replicated by somebody in the local area. The small groups of
people that could make them got requests for more and more, and from all over the nation and the
world. Greater demands for the products meant that these organizations were encouraged to grow
so that they could meet the needs of their customers--and many of these organizations became
large corporations. The advent of these giants then made it possible for single organizations to
complete huge projects, including skyscrapers, supertankers, supercomputers, jumbo jets, giant
rockets for launching tons of payload into space, and even entire cities in the Middle East. When
companies find that they do not have all of the people or fau:ilifies required to perform such feats,
they team up with other companies to combine resources.
As organizations grew, they had to adopt new ways of doing business. The boss no longer knew
everybody, directed each person's work, and worked right alongside the employees. Whole new
careers and kinds of work had to evolve. Work was divided into that which was done by the
managers, and that which was done by the common laborers. Administrative positions developed
to handle finances, hiring, advertising, and even making sure everybody got a paycheck.
Companies found themselves in a situation where they coL_ld have a perfectly good product, and
still fail-through faulty management
As this was occurring, there were no historical precedents u) guide the participants. Their primary
priority was to get the products out the door, and on-the-spot innovation was used to form an
organization that could do the job. Under the circumstances, the organizations that evolved
adopted patterns that were familiar to the people who were arranging them--military patterns that
had been used for millennia to coordinate the efforts of huge numbers of people. This worked
reasonably well in early corporations, because the intelligence to run the business resided at the
top, and the other folks could do their jobs adequately just by following orders.
In only the past few decades, the nature of the products p_xiuced by large corporations has been
changing, and their organizations have been evolving to a_tapt. To stay in business, corporations
must now rely on the intelligence of employees at an levels--not just at the top. Strategic
planning, corpom_ philosophies, and competitive positioning are still defined by top executives,
who must make sure that the lower echelons understand their duties to implement them. These
top executives must also make sure that they have good commum'cation up from the lower ranks,
so that they know what is going on--especially ff a problem arises that demands high-level
attention. The greatest changes are occurring at the bottom rungs of corporations, where the
population is becoming dominated by "knowledge workers" instead of common laborers. These
include researchers, product designers, and computer programmers who determine the very
nature of the products that can be offered by the corporation.
The whole science of management is changing to accommodate this new .type of employee. It
includes recognition that communication is the lifeblood of the organizauon, each individual
employee has unique skills to offer, employees at all levels are more productive ff they enjoy their
work, and employees enjoy their work best when they feel it is important.
Communication is the greatest challenge faced by top management. The sheer size of some
organizations illustrates the problem. A typical organization has a small group of officers
including the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Operating Officer, and Chairman of the Board;
reporting to these are Division Presidents, to whom report some Vice Presidents, Directors,
Managers, and Supervisors. Below the Director level, eight to fifteen individuals of the next
lower rank may report to the higher leveL A Vice President-Engineerin.g for a vel"y large di.vision,
may have five Directors, 50 Managers, 600 Supervisors, and 9000 engineers ana omer tecmuca_
people. Employment of 10,000 to 20,000 individuals at one plant is not uncommon. Some
corporations have dozens of divisions world-wide, and employ hundreds of thousands of people.
Even in the same building, everybody does not know everybody else. Effective operation of the
corporation requires, however, that people working on different parts of a project share
information about it. Sometimes a problem on one project can be solved by a person who has had
similar experience on another project. The "perfect solution" has not been found, and companies
still find themselves making parts that don't fit, designing products that can't be maintained,
creating deslructive softwaxe, and even forgetting to complete contracts.
Professional people are also expensive. Typically, a company pays $125,000 to $150,000 each
year for the salary, benefits, floor space, furniture, supplies, repro machines, utilities, telephone
service, and other overhead to support one engineer. "Overhead" includes secretaries, janitors,
guards at the gates, the fire deparunent, the first aid station, and the computers.
This all seems very intimidating to the individual who has just accepted a fwst job in a huge
corporation. Fortunately, most modern corporations are friendly places where new employees are
helped to adapt as quickly as possible--it does, after all, help the company to make you productive
with minimum delay. There are several phases to this absorbtion of new employees. On the first
day, your primary interest is to figure out how to find the (correct) restroom, the route from your
desk to the door of the building, the route to the gate of the plant, and how to fred your desk fi'om
whatever location you find yourself in when you realize you are lost. Your first work
assignments will be relatively straightforward tasks you were hired to do. If you get stuck, you
will find lots of other people in your group, including your supervisor, who will show you the
company way" or the right people to help you accomplish your tasks. After one to five years,
your performance on projects will lead to your establishing your niche in the organization, and in
four to ten years you could become an expert in your field. In all of your work, you will become
more valuable as you know and are known by more people with other special skills or
knowledge.
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Space Settlement Design Competition
STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Victor Valley College and the Apple Valley Science and Technology Center have generously
allowed us to use their facilities for the weekend. In return, they have established some guidelines
that we need to follow while we are here:
I. Smoking is not permitted inside any buildings in which Space Settlement Design Competition
activities take place. Consumption of alcohol is not allowed at any time during the weekend.
Design Competition participants are expected to abide by all laws enforced in the city of Victorville.
2. Leaving the Competition sites during the weekend is strongly discouraged; only participants
who have turned in a Home Permission Form signed by a parent will be allowed to leave the
Competition before it ends. If you find it necessary to leave the Competition during the weekend,
you must check out either with the Registration Desk, or with a staff member on duty at the
College gym during the night. If you leave without checking out, we will assume that you have
forfeited your place in the Competition.
3. Some facilities of Victor Valley College operate seven days a week. Please do not venture out
of the areas designated for Design Competition participants.
4. You may encounter equipment operating unattended. Do not touch any equipment that has not
been allocated to the Space Settlement Design Competition. If you are not sure if a piece of
equipment is intended for use by the Competition, please ask a staff member.
5. Eating and drinking are not permitted on the main floor of the gym. Please ask a staff member
where eating and drinking are allowed indoors.
6. People desiring to remain awake after the lights go out in the gym should go to an area
designated by a staff member on duty at the gym. Out of courtesy to those who wish to sleep,
please try to keep the noise level down. NOTE: while you may continue to work on your
company's presentation after returning to the gym on Saturday night, your company's computer
equipment may not be removed from your company headquarters. Schedule your work on the
computer so that it is completed before you leave your company headquatte_ Saturday night.
7. Separate sleeping quarters are provided for the guys and the gals. Guys are not allowed in the
gals' sleeping area, and vice versa.
g. Competition staff members will be available at all times, either at the Regiswation Desk or in the
gym. If a circumstance arises that is not explicitly covered by these guidelines, please ask a staff
member, and/or use common sense in your choice of actions.
Remember, you are a professional now. Your cooperation in following these guidelines is
greatly appreciated. Your responsible behavior will enable use of these facilities for future Space
Settlement Design Competitions.
SPACE CHARACTERISTICS AND RESOURCES
Space isnota friendlyplace.Mostly,itisnothing:vacuum, and apparentlackof gravity.What
littlethereisinspaceismostlyhazardous,even thethingsthatarcassets.
One assetabundant inspace,atleastout toMars orbit,ispower, intheform ofenergy from the
Sun thatcan be convened intoelectricity.The supplyofpower from theSun iscontinuousand
uninterruptible, and it is 6 to 15 times as intense in Earth orbit as on the Earth's surface (solar
energy intensity is absorbed by Earth's atmosphere). Solar energy does, however, present
hazards, in that it is harmful to humans who arc not shielded from iL The Sun is also the source of
flares producing intense radiation which is deadly to unprotected humans. The Sun is not the only
source of hazardous radiation in space; cosmic rays, gamma rays, and X-rays arc also pan of the
ambient space environment, at sufficient inteasides to be damaging to humans.
The primarylaw ofspaceisOrbitalMechanics,which determineswhere thingscan stayand where
theycan go. EveD'thinginspaceismoving,attractedby gravitationalfields(usuallyinteracting)of
everymajor objectinthevicinity.Which orbitan objectisindepends on itspositionand velocity
atany particulartime. Orbitsarechanged with accelerationdue tothrust,usuallyfrom rockets.
Satellitesare constrainedto be farenough above most of any atmosphere thatan orbitcan bc
sustainedwithm/nor altitudedecay due tofrictionwiththeatmosphere.Objectswithbiggercross-
sectionsexperiencefasterorbitaldecay. Higher velocitiesput objectsinhigherorbits;an object
achieving"escapevelocity"(25,000mph forEarth)willleavetheinfluenceof its"host",and go
intoorbitaroundsomethingelse.Orbitsarealsonotperfectlystable.Satellitesuse smallrockets
for"station-keeping"tostaywhere desired.Some quirksoforbitalmechanics causegravitational
forces of large bodies to be in balance at some locations, creating "Libradon Points" that arc either
very stable (L4 and 1,5) or arc unstable in one plane (L1, I.,2, and L3), and require substantial
station-keeping to maintain spacecraft in position.
Solidobjectsinspacearealsobothhazardsand assets.Dcbds isa nuisance:atorbitalvelocities,
even paintfleckscan do damage, and smallboltsor rockscan puncturespacecraftcabins.The
Moon and asteroids,however, representvastreservesof relativelyeasilyaccessibleresources;
gettingto them requiresmuch lessenergy thanlaunchingmaterialsfrom theEarth. The lunar
surfaceis99% oxides,of silicon,iron,aluminum, calcium,magnesium, and titanium.Asteroids
arcof severaltypes,and can containnickel,iron,water,carbon,and carboncompounds. Comets
typicallymove fasterand arehardertocapture,butcontainsubstantialreservesofwaterice.
There are some similarities between Mars and Earth. Martian days arc just 37 minutes longer than
days on Earth. The surface area is nearly identical to the lmld area of Earth. There arc many land
features (mountains, valleys, cliff faces) like familiar ones on Earth, although the most spectacular
aretentimestaller,wider,and deeperthantheirEarthcounterparts.Resourcesarcabundant:the
Martianatmosphere,thoughlessthanI% thedensityofEarth's,is95% carbondioxideand almost
3% nitrogen.Water iceispresentintheNorthpolarcap,and surfacecomponents includesilicon,
aluminum, iron,magnesium, and calcium. There is,however, an eerieotherworldlinessaboutthe
place,too. There isgravity,at38% of theforceon Eard_'ssurface.The sun ispaleand cold,
providingonly 36% of theenergyavailableforthesame a:-eaofsolarpanelsinEarthorbit.The
two moons aretinyand close;one crossesthesky threetimesper day. There are seasons,in a
year nearlytwice as long as Earth's,with a much harsherclimatein the southernhemisphere.
There isa Southpolarcap,butitconsistsofcarbondioxideice.The surfacenvironmentishardly
more hospitablethanempty space.Itiscoldon Mars, with an averagesurfacetemperatureof -
60°(2,and thewannest temperaturebarelyabove freezing.The radiationhazardisnearlythesame
as in space, because the negligible magnetic field and thin atmosphere offer little protection. Winds
that blow up to hundreds of miles per hour can hurl dust with sandblasting ferocity, and cause
global dust storms that last for months.
EXISTING SPACE INFRASTRUCTURE
Earth orbit in 2047 is a very busy place, with thousands of automated satellites serving the
seemingly insatiable appetite of the terrestrial population for communication, navigation,
observation, materials processing, manufacturing, energy, and tourism.
Most of the demand for satellite locations has been in geosynchronous orbit, where even the closer
spacing allowed by improved signal separation technology in the late 1990's did little to relieve the
competition for communication satellite "slots". Resolution of this problem was finally achieved
with the development of gcosynchronous antenna "farms" up to a kilometer long, each of which
supports equipment that would otherwise have required dozens of separate satellites. Solar Power
Satellites arc not subject to spacing restrictions, and occupy GEO between antenna farms.
Low Earth orbit is primarily occupied by resort hotels and successors to the original three Space
Stations (now spaceports) established by the United States and some international partners after the
year 2000. Regular passenger and cargo service is available to all three ports from eleven locations
on Earth's surface, with launch costs, including insurance and payload integration costs, averaging
$600 per lb. for first-time payloads, and $550 per lb. for repeat payloads. The spaceports are at
250 miles altitude; most launch vehicle traffic from Earth still goes through these ports, where
goods and passengers are transferred to ships more appropriate for operations in space. Several
other large orbiting spaceports have been established between 55,000 and I00,000 miles altitude,
to provide satellite maintenance and construction services. Space tugs are available to move
satellites between orbital locations
The largest orbiting space operations are the setdements established by the Foundation Society,
which have been placed in orbits around the I.,5 and L4 libration points. The Settlements provide
safe and pleasant living and working environments for communities of 10,000 to 20,000 full-time
inhabitants each, and up to two thousand visitors. The inhabitants are fully employed maintaining
and operating their Settlements, and producing products as needed by the communities and for
trade. The orbiting Settlements have port and cargo-handling facilities that are available for
wanferring goods and materials between ships. Alexandriat was expanded from its original design,
and a decade ago founded the University of Space Science and Technology, to service the research
and higher education needs of the growing spacer population.
The fhst lunar outpost was established with missions using spacecraft assembled in orbit with
components launched on two different Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) flights, in the year 2008.
During the next decade, two other bases began operation, each with a staff of between six and
fourteen people. Their exploratory expeditions confirmed both the abundance of lunar minerals
and oxygen compounds, and the near absence of hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon. Although water
ice was found in deposits in the eternal shade of a south polar crater, the quantity was insufficient
to sustain large-scale human operations. The Foundation Society is leading large-scale Lunar
development, having established a surface settlement for 8000 residents, with facilities for up to
2000 visitors. A second settlement began occupation in 2041. Regular passenger and cargo
service is available to the two Foundation Society sites on the Moon.
Despite successful completion of manned missions to Mars in 2019, 2016, 2030, and 2034, and
15 years of mining operations in the asteroids between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, only the
Foundation Society has demonstrated an interest in establishing a large-scale human presence on
the planet's surface. Although the Aresam settlement will not be ready to support large-scale
surface activities until 2052, it has been providing expanding services to asteroid mining operations
since 2044, and serves as a base for the Foundation Society's ongoing small survey missions to
the Martian surface.
THE CUSTOMER
The FOUNDATION SOCIETY isan organizationfoundedforthespecificpurposeofestablishing
settlementsofitsmembers in space.In themid-1990's,itledseveralgrass-rootspaceadvocacy
organizations in fostering development of commercial infrastructure in Earth orbit, by researching
profit potential for launch vehicles providing lower costs per pound to orbit. The Society assured
that new launch vehicles would have customers, by providing venture capital for companies
developing new products that utilized or required launch services. The Foundation Society funded
lobbying in Congress that resulted in favorable tax and equity-protection laws for companies
investing large percentages of their assets in perceived high-risk ventures with long-range return,
further assured a strong customer base for commercial launch services with long-range
commitments for government-sponsored scientific and exploratory space missions, and removed
the government from the businesses of launch vehicle operation and space hardware fabrication.
The results of these efforts encouraged American corporate interest in commercial development of
the launch vehicles and space infrastructure that have made large-scale access to space practical
The Society began operation of its fwst settlement for 10,000 of its members in Earth orbit late in
2012. The second Foundation Society orbiting settlement began occupation in 2022, and a third
began occupation in 2030. Since that time, two settlements on the lunar surface have been
completed (2027 and 2041), and a settlement is nearing completion in Mars orbit. Plans are in
various stages of development for more large space settlements; this expansion of infrastructure
will continue as long as promising new sites are available, and economic reality permits. The
Foundation Society intends that each community eventually be self-supporting through trade and
services it can offer to Earth and other bases and settlements. [Note: the Foundation Society has
established a convention for naming the new communities it creates, allowing initial residents a
personal choice in selecting names for their cities, yet providing some traceability of place and
history. A suffix indicates location, and communities with the same suffix rece|ve names in
alphabetical order. Hence, the three Earth-Orbiting settlements were named Alexandriat'
Bellevistat, and Columbiat ("at" = "(in orbit) around Terra'). The two communities on the lunar
surface are Alaskol and Balderol Col" -- "on Luna"). The In'st settlement in Mars orbit is
"Aresam". For contract award purposes, the fn'st Mars surface settlement is called "Argonom",
although its occupants have not yet been selected and the name has not been finalized.]
Although the Foundation Society has developed sufficient financial reserves to invest in expensive
projects like Space Settlements, the organization's goal is to build as many as possible, and
therefore to develop an efficient construction infrastructure. To this end, lunar materials have been
utilized extensively in the existing settlement designs. Lunar concrete has proven to be an excellent
shielding and building material when used in compression applications. A high-quality lunar glass
is made in Foundation Society facilities at Columbiat; although it does not provide shielding, it has
superior optical characteristics and carries both compression and tension better than Earth-supplied
equivalents. An iron-nickel asteroid was delivered to BeUevistat, and harvesting operations are
currently processing several tons of ore per day.
Members who occupy each settlement have earned the privilege through substantial investments of
financial resources, frequently in combination with con_butions of property, materials, capital
equipment, and services. Most of the individuals who have been able to afford Foundation Society
membership have acquired their wealth either through f_mily resources, or through successful
entrepreneurial enterprises. Those who have augmented less substantial financial resources with
"intelligence equity" are primarily professionals, with a high percentage of engineers, scientists,
and technicians. Some residents of existing settlements are operating businesses there; their
products are almost exclusively "soft goods" that can be transmitted by data link (e.g., software,
researchresults, text).
Most of these people are Americans; the non-Americans in the Foundation Society's existing and
planned communities have either lived or traveled extensively in the United States. A primarily
American culture prevails in the current Foundation Society communities, although each seulement
has acquired its own unique personality.
DOUGELDYNE ASTROSYSTEMS
Located in Bellflower, California, Dougeldyne AstroSystems is the world's most prolific manufacturer of
unmanned space systems. With humble beginnings as a builder of aircraft parts and industrial tools, the
company entered the spacecraft business in the early 1960's with a reputation for quality manufacturing of
specialized products, and a few key employees.
Although Dougeldyne built the whole gamut of unmanned sateUite systems, for mih'tary, scientific, NASA,
and commercial customers, the company's reputation in the aerospace industry was primarily established
through its development of communications satellites. Since the 1980's, the company has offered satellites
designed for different parts of the space communications market. Upgrades usually kept these products
slightly ahead of competitors' technology developments, with new generations of capability available every
four to six years. Indeed, the company's rapid technology improvements were largely responsible for the
industry's recognition in the mid-1990's that satellite "slots" were more valuable than the satellites
themselves. Satellite construction costs were subsequendy reduced by a factor of three through reduction
of redundancy and robustness. Dougeldyne did pioneering work in development of antenna "farms", and
was prime contractor for construction of four of these projects. The company now builds, installs, and
services many of the communications systems that are installed on the antenna farms.
A spinoff from Dougeldyne's satellite business was a very successful research program in solar panel
technology, which the company capitalized on in winning the contract to develop the solar power system
for the f'trst International Space Station. A breakthrough in solar cell efficiency reduced required solar panel
area by half, new materials technology extended average solar panel lifetime on orbit by six years, and cost
per watt was reduced to 30% of that previously required through innovative improvements in production
efficiency. Since 2018, Dougeldyne has been producing space-quality solar panels for $50 per kilowatt in
its lunar-orbiting manufacturing facility. The company thus established itself as the primary supplier of
solar panels for spacecraft and space-based systems, and maintains this position with a vigorous and
successful research program.
Improvements in solar panel fabrication techniques reduced production costs enough to justify construction
of company-owned Solar Power Satellites beginning in 2006. The company built a 100-megawatt
prototype, but was unable to attract customers for larger versions when problems developed with the
equipment that converted the collected power into microwave energy for transmission to users. Although
this challenge was eventually solved, large utilities remained unimpressed. Dougeldyne continued with the
project anyway, and began selling surplus power from a two-gigawatt installation completed in 2011 to the
same "dirtside" utilities that refused to support it. Subsequent Solar Power Satellites have been built to
supply Foundation Society settlements and other large on-orbit facilities. Completion of the Lunar Polar
Power Plant in 2025, and the company's willingness to expand its power-distribution infrastructure to
support customers' projects, enabled significant cost and complexity reductions in the designs of the
Foundation Society's Alaskol and Balderol settlements.
Dougeldyne is also a provider of launch and orbital transfer services for space cargo, having recognized that
its dependence on the availability of other organizations' launch vehicles and launch sites had the potential
to jeopardize its ability to sell satellites. The company owns a modest fleet of launch vehicles and space
tugs purchased from Grumbo, and operates a launch site on a large platform at the Equator in the Pacific
Ocean. A small fleet of ships transports payloads from San Diego, California, to the launch facilities.
Dougeldyne executives aggressively sought--and won--the Columbiat contract as a means to break into the
manned spacecraft market, after they became concerned that the company's concentration on unmanned
satellites could be detrimental in the future business climate. The company is teamed with Flechtel
Constructors to make up for its lack of expertise with human factors and expects this partnership to be a
strong competitor for the "Argonom" contract.
FLECHTEL CONSTRUCTORS
Although its corporate offices are formally located in New York City, Flechtel Constructors has offices in
citiesaroundtheworld,which operatenearlyautonomously.
The company has been in business since the 1920's, when it designed and built facilities for energy and
chemical companies. Until the late 1960's, Flechtel products were primarily oil refineries and factories
producing industrial chemicals, fertilizer, and household cleaning products. The company has skills,
however, for designing nearly any industrial, commercial, or government facility, and has been involved
with concepts for power plants, ground transportation infrastructure, farming, logging, amusement
parks, harbors, and airports. In the 1970's, the company was known for its contracts to design entire
cities in the Saudi Arabian desert, including airports and water desalination plants. Flechtel expanded
rapidly during the 1990's with conu'acts to upgrade Russian and Kazakhi oil industry and petrochemical
plants, modernize the ground transportation infrastructure of Russia, Ukraine, and (European) Georgia,
clean up environmental damage in Eastern Europe and Northern Asia, and rejuvenate several Eastern
European cities. In the 2010's, Flechtcl designed and built the Kenyan veldt launch site and
Dougeldyne's Pacific Ocean launch site, and has since assisted with upgrades to these facifities to
accommodate new launch vehicle designs. A large percentage of its business in the 2020's resulted from
its leadership in developing designs for modifying airport facilities to service aircraft wfih cryogenic fuels.
A consistent company philosophy is that every customer is important, and no project is too big, too small,
or too strange.
Low-cost and high-quality construction techniques, developed during the post-Soviet construction boom,
were applied after the year 2000 to bring about rapid development in developing countries. The company
began assisting poor nations by entering into joint ventures to develop capital-earning industrial bases
through construction and operation of factories exploiting each nation's workforce skills and natural
resources. Successful operations of these ventures are assured by Flechtel employees who stay with the
plants through start-up, conduct training programs for local workers, and periodically retm-n to see that no
problems are developing, and to introduce improvements in plant operations. This program so greatly
benefited developing nations that Flechtel was awarded a Nobel Peace Prize in 2011.
The company again gainedhumanitarianrecognitionin the 2030's,when itdeveloped a designand
demonstrated feasibilityof operatinghuge ocean farming systems. Other companies have since
developedtheirown designsforthesefacilities,and now dozensof them areoperatinginremote deep-
water areas of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, far from land and pollution. Isolation from contaminants
enables farm operators to better control nutrients provided to fish and aquatic vegetables, and to better
control diseases. The development of these farms has assured virtually inexhaustible food supplies for
Earth's peoples.
FIechtelhas been associatedwiththeaerospaceindustrysincethelate1980's,when itassistedGrumbo
Aerospacewith some researchintorequirementsforconstructionof human habitatson thelunarsurface.
This work was of very high quality,def'mingstandardsforlightfilteringand radiationshieldingfor
differenttypesofhuman activityon theMoon. Flechtelhas sincebeen involvedinsome way withevery
lunarhabitatconstructionproject.As a subcontractorforthe'.U S. lunarbases,thecompany designed
and constructedlivingareainteriors,and was more successfu_thanothercompanies indevelopingdust
controlsystems. Flechtelengineersdid conceptualdesignfozportfacilitiesattheFoundation Society's
Alaskolsettlementand builtheextensivetouristfacilitiesadjoiningBalderoL The company worked on a
major contractfrom theU.S.government todo advanced studiesoflunarinfrastructurerequirements.
Flechtel is currendy teamed with Dougeldyne AstroSystems in the competition to build the Foundation
Society's "Argonom" settlement, reviving a relationship that won the contract to build the Foundation
Society's Columbiat settlement. Dougeldyne's experience with orbital systems provides a strong
complement for FlechteI's experience with habitats on the lunar surface.
GRUMBO AEROSPACE
Grumbo Aerospace, a division of Gmmbo International, is located in Augusta, Maine. Aerospace is one of
Grumbo International's four major business groups.
Products of the General Industries business area include F1M8 Robots. Although they service a variety of
commercial and domestic applications, FIM8s all share a proprietary "artificial intelligence" capability that
enables them to recognize commands in human speech and "learn" through experience. In 2042, C.amnbo
upgraded robotic operations at the Foundation Society's lunar mining facilities; when the new robots harvest
the ore, they extract and process materials from which they produce ore-carrying cars that transport raw ore
to the primary refinery and distribution center. In this operation, the cars themselves are actually a pre-
processed part of the mined shipment.
Among the achievements of the Electronics Systems Group was development of the chips and software that
enable billboard companies to reprogram displays on any of their roadside billboards anywhere in the world
from one central command location. This capability changed the sign industry; some billboards are
completely changed several times per day, according to anticipated demographics of travellers on adjacent
roadways. The company also pioneered computer file technology that changed the way documents are filed
in offices; paper copies of reports and documents are now virtually nonexistent, since Grumbo's
development of circuitry for computer disk "file cabinets". These resemble oH-style 5-drawer cabinets for
paper files, and remain inert (draw no power) until the user requests a file--at which point only the "drawer"
containing that particular file in the "fOe cabinet" is activated and accessed by the user's computer.
The Ground Transportation Group successfully transitioned to supply products for the first Ground Effect
Machine personal vehicles and magnetic engines. This segment of the company also built several vehicles
customized for operation on the lunar surface, with technical assistance from the Aerospace division.
Grumbo vehicles are in use at the Alaskol and Balderol settlements, and are utilized for exterior (primarily
maintenance and repair) tasks on all of the Foundation Society's orbiting settlements.
Early products of Gmmbo Aerospace included expendable launch vehicles (ELV) and upper stages to
transfer payloads from low Earth orbit (LEO) to geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) and other high-altitude
orbits. ELV markets dwindled after 2010 and disappeared by 2020; the company ceased production of
upper stages in 2026. The ELV and upper stage production facilities were, however, re-tooled for building
components of orbital transfer vehicles and space tugs; the components are launched to Grumbo's LEO
factory, where they are assembled into vehicles optimized for operating in space.
The company's most well-known product is the Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV), which began service in
2006; this was the fh-st commercial vehicle based on X-33 technology. The vehicle launched up to 25,000
Ibs.totheexistingspaceports,and 43,000 Ibsm 160-mileLEO. This200-foot-longvehiclealsopioneered
developmentofthe45 footlongby 15 footnearlysquarecross-sectionspacecargocontainersnow standard
forallmedium-sizelaunchvehicles.RLV was brieflythreatenedby competitionfi-omthemore economical
Condor,builtby VultureAviation,when itenteredservicein2013-untilcommercial operatorsrealizedthat
therewas plentyof launch businessforfleetsof both vehicles.Grumbo alsodeveloped the "Grumbo
Jumbo", a heavy-liftreusableSingleStage toOrbit design(up to I00,000 lb.payload) thatcaptureda
significantshareofthecommercial cargomarketwhen itwent intooperationin2017. The Gmmbo Jumbo
tappedintoa huge market forspace-baseddisposalof hazardous wastes,which became lucrativewith
launchcostsbelow $500 per pound. Grumbo now sellsseveraldifferentversionsof both vehicles,with
RLV capabilityup to55,000lb.tothespaceports,and Gmmbo Jumbo capabilityto 175,(}00lb.
Grumbo participatedheavilyinearlyspacesettlementstudiesand independentresearch.Thiscommitment
was a significantfactorintheFoundation Society'selectionof Grumbo tobuildBellevistat,completedin
2022, and Balderol,which began occupationin 2041. Company officialsfeelthey have establisheda
reputationwiththeFoundationSocietythatputsthem ina good positiontowin the"Argonom" contract.
ROCKDONNELL
Corporate Headquarters were moved to an orbital location dubbec_ "Rock-in-the-Sky" in 2020, in order to be
closer to where the company does business in Earth orbit. Rockdonnell was formed as a joint venture
between two major ftrms, for the purpose of winning the first Foundation Society Space Settlement contract.
Rockdonnell did win the ftrst Foundation Society Space Settlement contract, and in 2012 successfully
completed Alexandrlat. The company continued its relationship with the Foundation Society with completion
of Alaskol in 2O27. When the Foundation Society decided to modify and expand Alexandriat in the late
2020's, Rockdonnell created the designs and managed the construction process.
One parent company is a large and successful aerospace firm with several divisions. Spacecraft built by the
Spacets Division include asteroid retrieval hardware utilized by Bellevistat's highly successful mining
operation, zero-g refineries for extraterrestrial materials, and small Mars landing vehicles based at Aresam and
used for the Foundation Society's planetary surveys. The Rockonefics Division is the major producer of
engines for the aerospace industry, having established its reputation by developing the fn'st air-breathing
engine that could honestly achieve Mach 25 in the upper atmosphere, which ultimately resulted in Vulture
Aviation's Condor launch vehicle. The Compsec Division produces 15% of the supercomputers used by the
aerospace and entertainment industries, and has just introduced the third in a line of "micro-abacus"
computers, advertised as fast, nagged, and transportable. An especially appealing feature of these machines is
that they can be customized to fit particular applications; they are built up of small modules that can be
separated or combined to provide capabilities ranging from workstations to sophisticated mainframes.
The other parent company is a large diversified firm with interests in oil, real estate, and hotels. It also leases
communications services to governments of two dozen developing countries, through communications
facilities it owns on six antenna farms.
Several Space Station experiments owned by the aerospace parent company led to identification of promising
space manufacturing opporumities. These were offered to other corporations by Rockdonnell on the condition
that RockdonneU design, and build on-orbit space factories for commercial production of these products, and
that 2% of profits from these operations be paid as a royalty to RockdonneU. This venture has been very
successful, with dozens of space facilities manufacturing pharmaceuticals, electronic components, genetically
engineered organisms, and other high-value, low-weight-and-voh_me products; more are under consmaction
or in the planning stages. This capability is especially attractive for genetic engineering projects, which are
prohibited by many nations on Earth that fear ecological damage if a process goes awry.
With Rockdonnell's success, the two parent companies have frequently embarked on other joint projects. The
most well-known of these is Icarus Inn, a private spaceport and resort hotel in Earth orbit that opened in 2013.
The company used very aggressive marketing swategies to establish a public image for providing the ultimate
in "stares" vacation opportunities. All of the private suites are des:gned to provide stunning viewing of Earth
below, and cater to guests' preferences to stay in zero-g, one-g, or intermediate acceleration environments.
The venture proved successful, inspiring RockdonneU to develop the more opulent Daedalus Resort that
opened in 2O25, and the family-oriented Helios Habitat which started entertaining guests in 2033. Since then,
the company has opened a new on-orbit resort every five years, and plans to continue developing new
properties-each with a different theme or guest demographic target.-at five-year intervals indefinitely.
Observation of some long-term elderly guests who favored low-g suites led to research that showed slowing
of the aging process and cessation of the progression of Alzhe_er's disease in low-g environments. As a
result, Rockdonnell established Sun-Up City in 2028, a redremexLt community that offers low-g residences
and a slightly oxygen-enriched atmosphere to promote longevity and health.
Rockdonnell sees the "Argonom" Space Settlement contract as a logical extension of its successful work with
the Foundation Society.
VEREINIGTEN FLUGFAHRTEN GmbH
LocatedinMunich, VereinigtenHugfahrten isa major aircraftbuilder,and theEuropean Community's largest
spacecraft manufacturer. The company also uses its excellent metals fabrication facilities for subcontracts in
other product lines; it has manufactured door panels for the European model of Ford vans, housings for
householdelectricalppliancesand commercialtestinstrmncntation,and components forhigh-speedwains.
The company enteredthespacecraftmarketinthe 1970's;itsproductshave includedsatellitesfora wide variety
ofapplications,upperstagesforsatelliteslaunchedby Arianelaunchvehicles,and subassembliesfortheAriane
rocketsthemselves. In the early2000's,the European Community opted to fund productionof a vehicle
derivedfrom VereinigtenFlugfahrten'sSanger Spaceplanedesign.Sanger successfullymet designobjectives,
althoughitssmallpayloadcapacity(1500lb.toLow EarthOrbit)restricteditscommercial value.Experience
with Sanger inhypersonicflightdid,however, leadVereinigtenFlugfarhientodevelop by 2009 commercial
aircraftthatcruiseatMach 5,which beatthe American entryintothismarket by threeyears. In 2021, the
company replacedSangerwithWeltranmreiseflugschiff,which enteredserviceby providingcharterflightsfor
commercial spaceoperatorsand fortheEuropean and Japanesetouristmarkets. To compete withotherSSTO
manufacuners,thecompany now offersa familyoflaunchvehicleswithpayloadcapabilitiesto80,000lb.
The company's major launchvehiclecustomer isEuropean Space Lines,which providespassengerserviceto
orbitinghotelsthatcatertoguestsfrom Europe,Africa,and developingcountries.VercinigtenFlugfahrtenand
ESL enteredintoa partnershipin 2028, in orderto develop the South Saharan launch site.Vereinigten
Flugfarhtenprovidedtechnicalsupportand constructionmanagement toassurethatpassengerterminals,cargo
loading equipment, and maintenance facilitieswould be completely compatible with allmodels of the
Welwaumreiseflugschiffcn.European Space Linesmanages thelaunchsiteand operatesallpassengerand cargo
handling services,includingschedulingand serviceagreements with conventionalground transportation
servicesand airlinesthatdeliverpassengersand cargofortransfertolaunchvehicles.VereinigtenFlugfahrten
providesmaintenanceand repairofthelaunchvehicles,which areowned by ESL.
Ve_reinigten Flugfahrten has a tradition of success that reties on self-sufficiency within the corporation. Because
of this, it is involved in making many products that most spacecraft manufacturers would acquire through
subcontracts. One of the consequences of this policy was the company's own development of computers and
cockpit displays installed in its launch vehicles. An internal "Synergy Department" adapted some of the vehicle
computer technology to develop new computer systems for use in office areas, whereupon the Marketing
Department recognized a commercial product opportunity. As a result, a Vereinigten Flugfahrten subsidiary
surprised the global computer industry in 2024 when it introduced computers built into office desks, with a
screen occupying the entire desk top. Touch-screen control of files enables handling computer files like papers
on a desk, with many documents visible and "shuffleable" simultaneously. It took computer companies almost
ayeartointroducecompetingproducts,by which timeVereinigtenFlugfahrtenhad establisheditselfasone of
theworld'sleadingcomputer makers fortheretailmarket
Vereinigten Flugfahrten also built European modules for the International Space Stations and lunar bases. By
including some company-owned materials processing experiments in these modules; the company developed
extensive expertise in producing a wide variety of products in microgravity, and in extracting useful materials
from lunar ores. The company is known to use some products from these ventures in its satellite projects, and a
few very high-quality optical products and electrical components have been sold to selected customers. The
company surprised the world-wide retail optical products market with its introduction in 2015 of "soft glass",
which enables space-manufactured contact lenses to offer the comfort of soft lenses with the easy care and
optical clarity of hard lenses. In order to assure complete priviacy in its development of space-manufactured
products,VcreinigtenFlugfahrtcnestablisheditsown orbitalmanufacturingand researchfacilityin2023.
Always on theprowl fornew markets,and fearlessaboutchallengingestablishedindustryleadersattheirown
games, VereinigtenFlugfahrtenseesthe "Argonom" contractas a prime opportunityfor developinga new
customerbaseand businessarea--andtogainaccesstotheunlimitedresourcesof Mars.
VULTURE AVIATION
Corporate Headquarters are located in Issaquah, Washir_gton, with manufacturing facilities
primarilyscatteredaroundWashington State'sPuget Sound area.VultureAviationistheworld's
largest aircraft manufacturer, having built 70% of the commercial jet, propfan, and supersonic
aircraft operating in the world.
New (and proprietary) techniques invented by the company to increase airframe service life led to
saturation of markets for new aircraft about 15 years ago. Company revenues due to aircraft sales
have been stagnant since nearly all major airlines completed adding the new-technology aircraft to
their fleets. When Vulture Aviation recognized 20 years ago that this trend was starting, its
executives resolved to diversify their business, and become a full-service aerospace company.
This was accomplished with the purchase of Consolidated Dynamics, a respected but poorly
managed mamLfaCnaer of satellites and orbital wansfer vehicles, in 2034. The strategy paid off; the
expanded Vulture Aviation won the Foundation Society's contract to build Arcsam.
Under VultureAviation'sownership,the old ConsolidatedDynamics divisionsimproved their
traditionalproducts,butalsoadaptedthem;Arcsam and theFoundationSociety'sinterestinMars
provided opportunitiesto develop entireconstellationsof communications, navigation,and
observationsatellitesinorbitsaroundMars. InordertoprovidetransportationtoAresam, Vulture
Aviationbuiltfourlarge"cycler"spacecraft,which areinellipticalsolarorbitsthatcrosstheorbits
of Earthand Mars when theplanetsarerelativelycloseby. Transfershipsrendezvous withthe
cyclerspacecraftoloadand offloadcargo and personnel.These shipsremaintheonlymeans of
transportationbetween Earthorbitand Mars.
Severalwholly-owned subsidiariesprovidemissilerangeoperationand maintenancefortheU.S.
Air Force and European Community Air Defense Command, fishingequipment, and energy
conversionsystems. Projectsinthelatterbusinessareaincludeenergy productionfrom swamp
vegetation,solidwaste products,tidalaction,and windmills.A researchdivisionstunned the
scientificcommunity lastyear by successfullygeneratingand containingsmall blackholes;a
varietyofcommercial usesofthistechnologyisbeinginvestigated,sofarinconclusively.
Outside of the aircraft business, Vulture Aviation is most g'ell-known for its single-stage-to-orbit
manned launch vehicle, the Condor. In 2008, when it became clear that the Rockonetics Mach 25
engine was reliable enough to support commercial operations, the company commiRed to
development of a vehicle with 25,000 lbs. payload capability to LEO. Customized versions
entering service beginning in 2013 assured profitability for fledgling earth orbiting manufacturing
and commerce facilities. Condor offered launch services at $550 per pound, with discounts to
$500 per pound for multiple flight bookings. Cargo is ins_led in a shorter version of the standard
cargo containers, 30 feet long with the same 15-foot cross-section. Vulture is protecting the
innovations involved in production of Condor by refusing to sell any units; the growing fleet is
owned and operated by the company's SpaceFrcight Division, which operates scheduled cargo and
passenger service to major earth-orbit facilities, including the Foundation Society's orbiting space
settlements. Service to smaller facilities is arranged on a charter basis. The company now offers a
family of Condor vehicles, with up to 40,000 lbs. payload capability to LEO, and launch rates as
low as $400 per pound for preferred customers. Wingles:_ versions built on-orbit at Bellevistat
(through a cooperative agreement with the Foundation Society) provide service from orbital
facilities to the lunar surface and other space destinations.
Given Vulture Aviation's unique experience with large-scale operations in the vicinity of Mars, the
company's executives are confident of winning the Foundation Society's "Argonom" contract.
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"Argonom" Space Settlement Contract
INTRODUCTION
This is a request by the Foundation Society for contractors to propose the design,
development, construction, and operations planning of a Space Settlement Community on the
surface of the planet Mars.
The need and requirements for the "Argonom" Space Settlement have been established
through studies performed by the Foundation Society, and through experience gained during
development and operations of our existing Space Settlement Communities.
STATEMENT OF WORK
1. Basic Requirements - The contractor shall describe the design, development, and
construction of the "Argonom" Space Settlement Community, and develop plans for operations
and support required to maintain the community. The Society wishes to minimize operating costs
as much as practicable. Anticipated problem areas and/or requirements for advancements in state-
of-the-art technology must be identified in the proposal, with options for resolution.
2. Facilities - Argonom must accommodate a community of 12,500 full-time residents plus an
additional transient population, not to exceed 600 at any time, of business and official visitors,
guests of residents, and vacationers; some of the visitors will be scientists studying Mars, its
environment, the effects of large-scale human habitation on that environment, and ecosystem(s) (if
any). The design must enable use of natural light, and views of surrounding terrain.
2.1 Exterior design drawings must identify utilization of all volumes, must illustrate the local
terrain and compatibility with it, and must clearly show dimensions of major structural
components. The proposal must identify construction materials utilized for major structural
components. The design and materials must be capable of retaining their functionality and
appearance in the Martian environment, without requiring significant expenditures of settlement
resources for maintenance and repair. The proposal shall specify safety considerations and system
redundancies, including protection from radiation and debris penetration. It is expected that
drawings of the exterior will at least include identification of locations for landing site(s), vehicle
maintenance facilities and parking areas, cargo and resources storage and/or warehousing, public
utilities, heavy industry, residential/commercial areas, and agriculture.
2.2 The Argonom design must specify utilization of interior space, with areas designated and
drawings clearly labelled to show industrial, residential, commercial, agricultural, and other uses.
The proposal must provide justifications for facility sizes and locations. At least one drawing must
show the total interior area of the settlement, and the proposal must include maps to show
utilization of all interior areas; such drawings must clearly show dimensions of areas designated for
specific uses. Research areas must include a laboratory for study of Mars samples that may
contain evidence of life, and must be quarantined for protection of Argonom's population.
3. Operations - The contractor shall describe provisions for all operations necessary to
support the community, including conduct of businesses for external trade and accommodating
incoming and outgoing vehicles--including spacecraft, surface vehicles, and aircraft.
3.1 The proposal shall identify a recommended location on the Martian surface, and the reasons
for its selection. Explain how searches for evidence of life on Mars could be conducted from this
location. The proposal shall identify the sources of materials and equipment that will be used in
construction and operations--Earth, asteroids, existing on-orbit facilities, Earth's moon, Mars
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itself, or elsewhere--and means and costs for transporting thc,se materials to the Argonom location.
The proposal is expected to describe the process required te construct the settlement, by showing
the sequence in which major structural components will be assembled. The proposal should detail
any special construction techniques or automation required tc- complete the settlement.
3.2 The proposed Argonom design shall include elements of basic infrastructure required to
support the activities of the settlement's residents, including (but not limited to):
food production,
electrical power generation,
internal and external communication systems,
internal and Martian surface transportation systems,
water management,
household and industrial solid waste management,
atmosphere/climate/weather control, and
day/night cycle provisions.
The proposal must define transportation corridors and means of access throughout and between
facilities, including designs of transportation vehicles proposed for use in and around the
settlement. Drawings of facilities related to transportation systems must show their dimensions,
either as the size of the "footprint" they occupy on a map, or their length/width/height. Operations
planning must consider that supply lines for imports may be interrupted for up to six months.
3.3 The proposal must describe any existing or new on-orbit infrastructure required to sustain
settlement operations (e.g., vehicles, satellite support, power plants, or other permanent
installations). It is preferred that these requirements be shown m a chart or table. The Foundation
Society does not intend to fund development of new vehicle(s) for transporting goods and
personnel to the Martian surface, and/or for transporting construction materials from
extraterrestrial/extramartian sources. The proposal shall, however, identify requirements for any
new launch/landing, on-orbit, or Mars surface vehicles that will be needed during construction,
occupation, and operations of Argonom, so that the Foundation Society can encourage commercial
development of these vehicles.
4. Human Factors - Quality of life is an especially important consideration for Foundation
Society members, who plan to maintain traditional comforts of Earth without the sacrifices
normally associated with a frontier environment. Argonom must provide a safe and pleasant living
and working environment for residents of its community(ies). Please bear in mind the traditional
human factors that a wealthy resident of one of Earth's major cities might enjoy (e.g., large
houses, fine food, access to world-class entertainment). Consider also that humans prefer natural
sunlight, and part of the appeal of living on and visiting Mars is what can be seen there.
4.1 Argonom communities shall provide their resider_ts with facilities for customary services
(e.g., housing, education, entertainment, medical, parks and recreation, etc.), variety and quantity
of consumables and other supplies, and public areas designed with open space and consideration
of psychological factors. The proposal must depict or specify means of distributing consumables
to Argonom residents. The proposal shall include maps and/or illustrations depicting community
design and locations of amenities, with a distance scale. Medical facilities must be available for
quarantine and treatment, if necessary, of people who m_y become exposed to Martian life forms.
4.2 The proposal shall include designs of typical residential accommodations, clearly showing
room sizes. The full-time inhabitants will be Foundatiol Society members who are involved with
development of facilities for further habitation of Mars, who operate business ventures in the
settlement or elsewhere on Mars, who manage settlemznt mainentance and operations, and who
produce products and services as needed by the community and for trade. Anticipated
demographics of the original population are:
Married adults 58%
Single Men 21%
Single Women 17%
Children 4%
4.3 The proposal shall specify systems, devices, vehicles, and design characteristics as required
to enhance productivity in the Mars environment (both inside and outside the settlement).
Drawings of these items must clearly indicate their sizes. Argonom residents and visitors will
expect to have "on demand" access to work, sightseeing, and recreation on the Martian surface.
V _
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5. Automation - Contractors' proposals must specify number and types of computers,
software, network planning, and robotics applications required to support Argonom's facility and
community operations. Show robot designs, clearly indicating their dimensions. Identify
locations and sizes of support facilities and special transportation corridors for robots. Provide a
chart that identifies all anticipated computer and robotics requirements in and around the settlement,
and identifies the particular computers and robots that will meet each automation need.
5.1 Specify automation systems to sustain integrity of the settlement environment and
infrastructure, including backup systems and contingency plans for failures. The proposal must
define physical locations of computers and robots that support critical functions. Emphasize
automation support to construction, development of infrastructure on Mars, maintenance, repair,
and safety systems. Robots that operate outdoors must be capable of retaining their functionality
and appearance in the Martian environment.
5.2 Specify automation systems to enhance livability in the community, productivity in work
environments, and convenience in residences. Emphasize automation support to commercial,
agriculture, and port operation activities. Use of automation to reduce requirements for manual
labor is a high priority for the Foundation Society. Access to computer data bases and processing
must be available to every resident at any time and any place in the community.
5.3 Robot systems required for emergency external repairs must be capable of accomplishing
tasks and surviving during solar flare activity.
6. Schedule and Cost - The proposal shall include a schedule for development and
occupation of Argonom, and costs for design through construction phases of the schedule.
6.1 The schedule must describe contractor tasks from the time of contract award (16 November
2047) until the customer assumes responsibility for operations of the completed settlement. Show
in the schedule the dates when Foundation Society members may begin moving into their new
homes, and when the entire original population will be established in the community.
6.2 Specify the costs associated with Argonom design through construction in U.S. dollars,
without consideration for economic inflation.
6.2.1 Include estimates of numbers of employees associated with each phase of design and
construction in the justification for contract costs to design and build Argonom. Show separate
costs associated with the different phases of construction.
6.2.2 Describe costs that the Foundation Soceity will be expected to incur annually to operate the
settlement, including:
personnel,
maintenance,
supp.lies, and
services;
these costs will not, however, be included in the Argonom contract.
7. Business Development - Argonom must be designed to accommodate a variety of
commercial and industrial ventures. The settlement must include adequate provisions for
commercial activities to enable economic self-sufficiency for on-going operations five years after
initial full occupancy and operational capabilities are achieved. Trade will be conducted with Earth
and other space facilities. The basic design must include sufficient flexibility to accommodate
development of additional compatible business types with little configuration change. The original
configuration must, however, accommodate three major business pursuits:
• Infrastructure Development
- Argonom will serve as a staging area and headquarters for construction of roads and
other facilities to service expanding operations on Mars
- Long-distance surveying expeditions will be provisioned and serviced at Argonom
- Construction crews, their equipment, and supplies will be routed through Argonom
• Mining Operations
- Ores from potential mining sites will be assayed to determine commercial value
- Mars materials will be extracted and prepared for transportation to users
- Customers may require refining and/or separation of materials before delivery
- Customers may request delivery of manufactured parts
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• Hotel
Lodging and related facilities are required for up to 500 guests
Up to half of hotel guests are expected to be tourists
Proposals shall recommend anticipated numbers, demographics, stay times, and
itineraries of tourists
Hotel facilities must be readily expandable if justified by customer demand
Touring and excusion services to Martian points of interest must be available for guests
8. Special Studies - Plans shall be included in the proposal for emergency procedures to react
to two disaster scenarios:
• Damage to an inhabited part of the facility due to meteorite or debris penetration, or collision by
a vessel, including a 1.5 meter diameter hole that allows contained atmosphere to escape
- Describe sating plan to isolate affected volume from other parts of the settlement
- Describe provisions to maintain structural integrity during loss of atmosphere
- Provide a schedule of tasks necessary to accomplish repair activities and resumption of
full service in affected volume
• Contamination of atmosphere in connected habitable area,', due to explosion involving hazardous
chemicals
Describe provisions for relocation of affected personnel and activities during clean-up
Schedule activities to return the settlement to full Ol:eration
ADDENDA
Submitted proposals may suggest alternate names for this community, within the Foundation
Society's established naming convention that requires the name to begin with the letter "A" and end
with the suffix "om".
The proposal may suggest an alternate population for the settlement, if warranted to assure
fulfillment of Argonom business objectives and maintenance requirements.
If a proposal is submitted that has more than the allowed 50 pages, only the first 50 pages
will be provided to the judges.
Drawings and/or maps included in the proposal must show dimensions consistently in
English (feet/miles) or metric (meters/kilometers) notation.
PRELIMINARY
14 November 2047
"Argonom" Space Settlement Contract
_TRODUCTION
This is a request by the Foundation Society for contractors m propose the design,
development, construction, and operations planning of a Space Settlement Community on the
surface of the planet Mars.
STATEMENT OF WORK
1. Basic Requirements - The contractor shall describe the design, development, and
construction of the "Argonom" Space Settlement Community, and develop plans for operations
and support required to maintain the community.
2. Facilities - Argonom must accommodate a community of 12,500 furl-time residents plus an
additional transient population, not to exceed 600 at any time, of business and official visitors,
guests of residents, and vacationers; some of the visitors will be scientists studying Mars, its
environment, and ecosystem(s) (if any). Exterior design drawings must clearly show dimensions
of major structural components. The Argonom design must specify utilization of interior space;
drawings must clearly show dimensions of areas designated for specific uses.
3. Operations - The proposal shall identify a recommended location on the Martian surface,
and the reasons for its selection. Explain how searches for evidence of life on Mars could be
conducted from this location. The proposed Argonom design shall include elements of basic
infrastructure required to support the activities of the settlement's residents, including food
production, electrical power generation, communication systems, transportation systems, water
management, household and industrial solid waste management, atmosphere/climate/weather
control, and day/night cycle provisions.
4. Human Factors - Argonom communities shall provide their residents with facilities for
customary services (e.g., housing, education, entertainment, medical, parks and recreation, etc.),
variety and quantity of consumables and other supplies, and public areas designed with open space
and consideration of psychological factors. The proposal shall include designs of typical
residential accommodations, clearly showing room sizes.
5. Automation - Contractors' proposals must specify number and types of computers,
software, network planning, and robotics applications required to support Argonom's facility and
community operations. Show robot designs, clearly indicating their dimensions. Specify
automation systems to sustain integrity of the settlement environment and infrastructure, including
backup systems and contingency plans for failures. Specify automation systems to enhance
livabitity in the community, productivity in work environments, and convenience in residences.
6. Schedule and Cost - The proposal shall include a schedule for development and
occupation of Argonom, and costs for design through construction phases of the schedule.
7. Business Development - Argonom must be designed to accommodate a variety of
commercial and industrial ventures. The original configuration must, however, accommodate three
major business pursuits: Infrasmacture Development, Mining Operations, and a Hotel.
Appendix A: SUBCONTRACTORS
Major aerospace contractors and customers have access to _ vast network of non-aerospace and
smaller companies with relatively limited product lines. They are eager to make or do anything
they are capable of making or doing, for anyone who will pay. They frequently have contracts
with competitors for the same proposal. These include:
BeamBuilders, Ltd. is a European company which operates an automated manufacturing
facility on a ferro-nickel asteroid that it has placed in orbit around the Earth-Sun LA libration pOint.
The company produces triangular trusses to customer-specified dimensions, at the rate of 600
linear feet per hour. Customers are required to provide their own transportation of these
smacunes, although some limited assembly is permitted in the vicinity of this operation. The
company's standard triangular truss with 12-foot sections, suitable for zero-g installations,
typically sells for $1000 per linear foot. Custom orders are more expensive.
Efficient Software, Inc. was founded by four Bellevistat engineers who recognized that
people making their homes in space have some incentives for not wanting to constantly expand
their computer systems to accommodate increasingly complex and memory-hogging software. The
company is licensed by major software producers to convert pOpular new programs into more-
efficient versions that are compatible with files prepared using the original software, but require
less memory, bandwidth, and other resources. The company's products have also become pOpular
among some segments of the dirtside public. Efficient Software avoids a quagmire of lawsuits by
paying licensing fees to the original software suppliers.
Fusion Founders serendipitouslyhappened upon an apparentlyidealcombinationof conditions
and equipment to produce practicalfusionpower in 2013. The company has been busily
producingpower plantssincethattime,atitsmanufacturingfacilityinYukon Territory.Although
itcan assemblelargemunicipalpOwer plantsatcustomer-specifiedsites,itsmost popularproduct
isa self-containedunitthatcan be shippedon a modifiedcommercial versionofa C-19 transport
aircraft,and installedby locallaborwithsupervisionprovidedby a company engineer.The unit,
weighing 200,000 pounds, includesa 17-footdiametersphere,its80-foot-longcooling"barn",
and a support"shed".The system isshippedpre-assembled,and generatesI0 MW, appropriate
for non-industrialcommunities of about 5000 people. Fusion Founders has receivedseveral
solicitationstodevelopaversionofthisunitthatcouldbe launchedintospace,butfeelsthatithas
achievedthetheoreticallimitofsmallnessfora fusionreactor.The company has offeredtoattempt
todevelopsuchareactorifitispaida $I0billionfee,butwillnotguaranteesuccess.
Heavenly Jitneys provides regular but unscheduled wansportation services between locations in
Earth orbit, including all space stations, settlements, and major commercial sites. The service was
started by a pair of Alexandriat residents using vehicles built at Bellevistat for the company's fleet,
which is based at Columbiat. Although primarily a service for passengers and their luggage, the
company can haul some cargo either in small packages thin: fit in the passenger compartments, or
secured to a 10 by 15 foot fiat surface on the "bottom" of ea_:h vehicle. Rates average $10,000 per
person per day of travel, and $50 per pound of cargo per day of travel
Litigation Limiters is a law firm that founded a niche market which virtually eliminates conflict-
of-interest suits for its clients, who usually are companies competing for the same contracts but in
need of each others' products and/or services. Litigatioxk Limiters arranges its own convracts
between providers of products and services, and customers, then serves as a go-between to supply
the products and services to the customers. The company, has such agreements with all of the
world's diversified corporations that have significant product lines applicable to space
development. Litigation Limiters charges a 2% fee on product or service value.
Lossless Airlocks is a Bellevistat manufacturer that has developed and sells airlocks that operate
with almost no loss of atmosphere for each opening to sl_ace. Airlocks come in several sizes,
including a single-person unit, and a personnel transfer sustem that can simultaneously
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accommodate ten people in adjacent chambers; the largest is an equipment transfer chamber
designed for standard space cargo containers (15 feet square by 45 feet long). The system is
somewhat disconcerting for people to use; when outgoing, a coated kevlar tube envelops the
occupant, who is then ejected rather forcefully when the outer doors are opened. It has, however,
enabled retention of precious air in all sizes of vehicles, and is an important asset for preservation
of the fragile indigenous lunar atmosphere. In response to some serious problems with soil
contamination of machinery in lunar bases, the company has been attempting to develop an airlock
that will clean astronauts' suits as they enter controlled environments; the fine-grained, sharp-
edged, electrostatically-charged lunar dust has, however, resisted all attempts to control iL
Lunar Adventures is an Alaskol-based operation that provides spacesuits and guide-operated
vehicles for excursions on the lunar surface. The vehicles provide a shirtsleeve environment for
six passengers plus the guide, and accommodations for overnight "camping". The electric-
powered vehicles can be serf-sufficient for up to a week in sunlight with storage for two days of
power in darkness, and have a range of 200 miles per day. Passengers are charged $1000 per
person per day, or $5000 per day for charter of a vehicle and guide. Spacesuit rentals are $150 per
day.
OrbitLink Communications was established when the Alexandriat Space Settlement was under
construction, to augment standard communications channels. Individuals who insist on
Ixansmining and receiving data-hogging video and interactive real-time data with Earth-based
services do so by paying exorbitant fees to OrbitLink. The company has made arrangements to
place one of its antennas and dedicated fiber optics links on every Foundation Society settlement.
Tanks-A-Million is a Bellevistat-based manufacturer that uses lunar materials to build tanks for
all applications on spacecraft. The company has facilities that can make nearly perfectly round tank
cross-sections to any size between one foot diameter spheres and 18 foot diameter by 50 foot long
cylinders. Tanks can be specified for high pressure, cryogenic, or fuel applications, and feature an
extraordinarily reliable system for keeping contents at the exit points in zero g. The company
claims that its zero-g manufacturing techniques reduce flaws and "corners" that can serve as
starting points for stress fractures in pressurized tanks.
Totally Remote Ultimate Escapeways / Guest Requested Innerpeace Treks
(TRUE/GRIT) offers the ultimate get-away-from-it-all vacation. Guests enjoy luxuriously-
appointed small spacecraft which can accommodate up to four people for two weeks. The
company delivers each spacecraft and its guest(s) to an orbit with no hazards from known debris,
where it remains either until its occupants request retrieval or supplies are nearly depleted. Privacy
is guaranteed, although critical vehicle systems, oxygen depletion, and temperature arc monitored
to assm¢ that occupants arc not in difficulty. Guests may change the attitude of the vehicle for
different views, but have no ability to change orbits. Rates arc $9000 per person per day, or
$30,000 per day for charter of a spacecraft. Extravehicular Activity (EVA) experiences are offered
for $1000 extra per person per trip. These zero-g escapes are highly favored by designers,
authors, and artists who seek creative inspiration.
ZAP! Industries is the leading supplier of wire harnesses and fiber optics systems for
distribution of electrical power and electronic signals on spacecraft. In 2025, the company
completed development of a system for zero-g manufacturing of solar cells from materials available
in silicate asteroids. ZAP! sells each of these units for $40 million, not including transportation to
deposit it on an appropriate asteroid, where it produces 1 x 2 foot solar panels at the rate of 10,000
per day, each of which is capable of generating 40 watts of power in Earth orbit and weighs 2
pounds, at a cost of $40 per kW (not including transportation to the use site).
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Appendix B: Space Settlement Design Competition GLOSSARY
Many of the words and terms used in Space Settlement Design Competitions materials are not part
of familiar everyday usage:
air-breathing engine: a propulsion plant (motor) that acquires oxidizer from the air, rather than
eanying it in tanks on the vehicle (as required by rocket engines)
airlock: a chamber that enables people and things to move or be moved between volumes with
different pressures; like a lock in a canal, the chamber starts at the pressure that the occupant is
moving from, and changes to the pressure being moved to
attitude (of a vehicle): a vehicle's orientation relative to Earth, Sun, or other objects; typically
used to describe a desired view, observation target, or heating environment (e.g., a "sun-facing"
attitude assures that one side of the vehicle will always be hot, and the other side always cool)
avionics: literally, "aviation electronics", mostly including commanding and monitoring of
systems on aircraft and spacecraft
cargo: the reason a vehicle flies; stuff that is carried by a vehicle from its starting point (ground or
on-orbit) to the vehicle's destination; can include satellites, bulk materials, construction
components, or people
cargo container: a standard carrier in which cargo is carried for a mission; ideally, all spacecraft
cargo is containerized, because complex installations and interfaces can be accomplished to the
inside of the container, and the standardized exterior interfaces of the container can be quickly
mated to the inside of a cargo vehicle (standardized containers have been used for decades on
ships, conventional aircraft, railroad cars, and trucks)
consumables: stuff that is used up during the course of a mission or over a period of time, and
hence must be replaced; includes everything from rocket fuel to pet food to pencils
contract: a legal agreement between a customer and a company (contractor), whereby the
contractor agrees build something or provide a service wifl:in a defined cost and schedule, and the
customer agrees to pay the cost when the product is delivered (contracts may have provisions for
partial payments over the course of a long product delivery schedule)
dirtside: of or referring to Earth, people living there, and things on it
down area: in a rotating space structure, the interior surfaces through which the force due to the
rotation ("artificial gravity") appears to be vertical; conversely, surfaces inside a rotating space
structure on which a person could stand or things could be placed, as if they were on the ground
Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV): a launch vehicle which is used for only one launch;
typically, it sheds some of its components, or stages, during the launch process, with only a small
portion of the original "stack" being delivered all the way ra)orbit
Extravehicular Activity (EVA): an excursion by _, person in a spacesuit outside of any
vehicle or habitat
fabrication: manufacture; the process of making, buildit_g, and/or assembling
GEO: geosynchronous Earth orbit; objects in 22,300 nfile orbits rotate around the Earth at the
same rate that the Earth turns on its axis; when located atove the Equator, these objects appear to
be stationary in Earth's sky
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fiber optics: use of tiny, transparent strands to transmit light that represents electronic signals;
can replace traditional copper wire with less weight and expense, and greater reliability, but is not
capable of transmitting power
hypersonic flight: flight through an atmosphere at greater than five times the speed of sound
(Math 5) for that atmosphere
Lagrangian points: (see "libration points")
launch vehicle: a spacecraft that is capable of launching or flying through an atmosphere (e.g.,
Earth's) in order to get into space and achieve orbit
LEO: low Earth orbit; orbital locations above Earth's atmosphere and below the Van Allen
racliation belts
libration points: in orbital mechanics, when one large body (e.g., the Moon) is in orbit around
another large body (e.g., Earth), there are five points in orbits around the larger body where
gravitational forces balance out to enable satellites to be placed where they could not stay ff the
smaller of the large bodies were not present (also called Lagrangian points, for Joseph Lagrange,
the mathematician who developed the theory that predicts their existence)
low-g: acceleration envLronmcnt with less than the acceleration due to gravity on Earth's surface
mass driver: a device that elecu-omagnetically accelerates small objects to very high velocities;
can be utilized for efficiently launching material from airless surfaces
micro-g: an accurate description of "weightlessness", the condition experienced in space when
forces balance out and objects seem to "float"; true "zero-g" is theoretically not possible, because
there are always some tiny forces operating on all objects
on-orbit: in space, in an orbit; usually refers to an orbit around Earth
orbit: the path assumed by an object in space, due to balancing or "cancelling out" of
accelerations due to gravity and rotation; usually the elliptical path of a small body (e.g., satellite)
around a very large body (e.g., planet, moon, or star)
overhead: the part of a budget that does not show up as part of the cost of work directly on a
project, but is charged to the customer as part of the hourly charge for direct work (i.e., a
contractor is paid for each hour an engineer works on tasks directly related to the project; the
customer is billed a cost for the engineer's hours that is greater than the salary paid to the engineer;,
the difference pays for computers, upkeep of the facility, janitors, utilities, secretaries, and other
costs required to support the engineer's work)
payload: literally,"paying load";cargo carriedby a vehicle,forwhich a fee isbeing paid in
exchange formoving thecargotoitsdestination
payload capability: weight of payload(s) that a launch vehicle is capable of carrying to orbit
payload integration: the process of safely stowing a payload (usually a satellite or complex
device) on a launch vehicle and providing services (often including electrical power, avionics, and
thermal control) that enable the payload to survive the flight and accomplish its purpose; includes
design of payload services, analysis of payload's ability to survive environments it will experience,
and installation in the vehicle
profit: the difference between the price charged by a contractor for providing a product, and the
actual cost the contractor incurs to make the product
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proposal: a document prepared by a company or other entity, in order to convince a customer to
select the company as the contractor that will provide a certain product; it describes the company's
recommendation for how it could provide the product, and explains why the customer should have
confidence that the company has a superior design and can be relied upon to produce it according
to the customer's requirements and within the described cost ;rod schedule
Request for Proposal ORFP): a document prepared by _ customer, which describes features
of a product they want a contractor to produce
requirements: features that a customer requests to be included in the design of a desired product
Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV): a launch vehicle that returns from its missions intact, and
is designed to be maintained after flight and fly repeated missions
satellite: any object in orbit around another object; usually refers to human-made devices in orbit
around large natural bodies (i.e., planets, moons, stars)
shirtsleeve: an environment inside a vehicle or habitat that enables humans to operate without
protective clothing
Single Stage to Orbit (SSTO): the capability of a launch vehicle to accomplish a mission
from the ground to orbit without staging, or shedding of components during the launch process;
suchvehiclescontainallofthefuelsand oxidizertheyrequireintanksinsidetheirstructures,and
return to the ground with the tanks intact (the amount of oxidizer required can be reduced through
use of air-breathing engines during flight in the atmosphere)
solar panel: a device that converts sunlight into elecu'ical power
Solar Power Satellite: a satellite, usually very large, consisting mostly of large arrays of solar
panels producing electrical power that can be converted (usually to microwave energy) and
transmitted to users in other locations
solar sail: a surface, usually very large and lightweight, that makes use of pressure due to light
or solar wind for propulsion
spacer: of or refen'ing to people who live in space
spacesuit: a garment that provides pressure, breathing air, fluids and nutrients, waste removal,
and protection against the space environment, and that enables a human to move and operate in the
space environment
SSTO: see "Single Stage to Orbit"
Van Allen radiation belts: bands of radiation trapped in Earth's magnetic field, which both
absorbambientdeep-spaceradiationand provideprotecti(mforEarth'surface,and area hazard
for satellites and humans operating within them
zero-g: see "micro-g"
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Introductory Information
Information and resources that will be accessible for you during the Space
Settlement Design Competition include a library of books available to be checked
out, and copies of articles from technical journals and other publications.
All books and articles utilized in Space Settlement Design Competitions have been
assigned unique catalog numbers to aid participants in finding information they
need. Assigned catalog numbers indicate the primary area of applicability,
although it is possible and indeed likely that many books and some articles will
have information useful in other areas as well.
This package includes copies of articles that are considered to be of general
interest to all participants. The next page lists these articles; the notation "ALL":
in the "Dryden 97" column indicates articles that are included here. The notation
"bound" indicates articles included in a volume of "Supplementary Information"
that will be provided to each company during the Management Session.
Additional articles will be provided in Technical Sessions and the Management
Session on Saturday morning.
|
Teaching industTy sk71ts to young people since 1984.

Dryden 97 Articles
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G203
Dryden 97
bound
G293 ALL
G294 ALL
G202-M ALL
G206-M ALL
G207-M ALL
G208-M bound
G220-M ALL
ARTICLE NAME
Articles of general interest:
Making a Home in Space
The Wild Blue Ponder (Dryden Flight Research Center)
The Outer Umits (Dryden Flight Research Center)
Mars Vision
The Case for Colonizing Mars
The Significance of the Martian Frontier
The Challenge of Mars
The Once and Future Planet
G225-M ALL Is Mars Alive?
G280-M ALL
G320-M
G322-M
bound
ALL
ALL
bound
ALL
ALL
ALL
G380-M
G383-M
G420-M
G421-M
G422-M
A Colony in the Sky
Digging Deeper for Life on Mars
Mar'clans Wanted: Dead or Alivel
Can a Dead World Be Brought to Life?
Terraforming - Greening the Red Planet
IBasic Mars Information
A Coolness on Mars
Mars: Just the Facts
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Tests at Dryden Flight Research Center Have Aided Aviation for
By DAVID COLKER
TIMESSTAFFWRITER
DWARDS AIR FORCE BASE--
The most famous person ever
associated with the NASA Dry-
den Flight Research Center, which is
about to mark its 50th birthday, will
probably not be invited to speak on its
behalf any time soon.
Chuck Yeager broke the sound
barrier here in 1947, but he's made no
secret of his belief that cautious
government officialswith NASA's
precursor--the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics--delayed
theprojectunreasonably.
"NACA did not contributea hellof
a lot."said the retired Air Force
general, speaking last week from his
home in Northern California. "They
only reduced the data for us."
Yeager acknowledged in his best-
'ingautobiography,however, that
datathe committee collectedinits
--._..J-poundpayload on the X-l--the
rocket-powered craftwith which he
made history--provided invaluable
feedback..
That was the job of NACA, as itis
now of NASA, at the Dryden center,
which in characteristic,low-profile
:styleplansno publiccommemorations
,of itsgolden anniversary.Gathering
,dataforbasicresearch may not be the
sexiest part of aviation, but it has
played a vital role in landmark proj-
ects at the center, beginning with the
X-1 and including the legendary
X-15--which flew at six times the
speed of sound--the lunar landing
vehicle and the space shuttle.
These days, engineers, program-
mers and pilots at Dryden arc con-
ducting research on projects including
systems that could be used on civilian
supersonic jets, and high-altitude pi-
lotless aircraft that would have the
ability to stay aloft for several days at
a time.
It was announced this year that
Dryden will be the primary testing
site for the X-33, a prototype for the
next generation of reusable space-
craft.
Dryden has had its ups and downs
over the decades, but the need for
basic research seems un.ending.
"There is a lot we stilt don't know
about aerodynamics," said Dryden
spokesman J.D. Hunley, "even though
we have been doing it for almost a
'_tury."
Don Borchers with a model of the X- I aircraft, which was the first to break
the sound barrier. Below, aircraft on dry lake bed at Edwards In 1969.
The remote, high-desert air base
that is home to Dryden was not the
first choice for a national flight test
center. Before World War II, most of
this work was done at Wright Field
near Dayton, Ohio, according to "On
the Frontier," a NASA-sponsored
history of Dryden by Richard Hallion.
But Wright was too close to resi-
dential areas to allow for hazardous
50 Years
test flights, and the Army, which ran
most of the testing then, wanted a
more private locale where secret
aircraft could be put through their
paces. Officials also wanted a place
Iwith better year-round flying
weather than Ohio.
NACA did earlytestflightsof the
X-I at PinecastleField in Orlando,
Fla., but "they didn't have clear
enough conditions," Hunley said.
"They-wanted open skiesso thatthey
couldmonitorflightsatalltimes."
Ir.the fallof 1946,the X-I team
arrived at Muroc Army Air Field,
which became known as Edwards Air
Force Base in 1950.Yeager had been
there in 1945. "For a pilot, it was a
godsend," he said.
"You couldn't ask for better
weather, clearer' skies most of the
time, plenty of room. It's a dream
place."
At the heart of Edwards is the
largest dry lake bed in the world, a
44-square-mile area now known as
Rogers Lake. Dry lakes are not only
the flattest of alllandforms,they also
have an extremely hard surface, mak-
ing them ideal natural runways.
F.xlwards does get high winds, but
they generally come from one direc-
tion. "It's a predictable element,"
Hunley said, "so that is OK for
aviation."
The crew chief on the X-I, Jack
Russell who had come from Buffalo,
N.Y., loved more than the aroa's good
flying conditions. "I had bad enough
of that Buffalo snow," recalled Rus-
sell. who was working at the time for
the Bell aircraft company, which
manufactured the X- 1.
The fact that temperatures on the
dry lake bed can hit 115 degrees in
summer didn't raze him. And these
wcrc the days bolero air-conditioning.
"The dry heat didn't bother me,'"
said Russell, who retired 17 years ago
and lives in nearby Lancaster. "I
thought I had died and gone to
heaven."
Others believed they had gone in
the other direction,
"There was a story about an engi-
neer," said Betty Love, who began
work at the flight test center in 1952
. compiling test data. "He signed in at
administration, got his desk, and an
hour later he was gone."
The engineer, who had come to
Muroc from Virginia, found the re-
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mote,Mojave Desertlandscapeun-
nerving.
"Itwas prettydesolatecompared
to what they had come from inthe
Fast,"saidLove, who grew up in
the areaand was usedtoit.
Yet the center grew and offi-
ciallybecame known as the Muroc
FlightTest Unitin the summer of
1947.Yeager's breaking through
the sound barrieron Oct.14,1947,
stillreignsas itsmost significant
Right.In 1954,the testingunitleft
itshangars and buildingson what
isknown as Edwards' South Base,
and moved northward to buildits
own facilitieson theeastsideofthe
lakebed.The flightresearchcen-
terwas stilla tenantofthebasebut
isnow a more independentopera-
tion.
For many who worked there,it
was agreattimeintheirlives,even
though conditionscould be diffi-
cult.Swamp coolers,which made
everything damp, were the only
devices availableto cool interior
work spaces.Sandstorms were a
•frequentnuisance,and gritgot into
everything.
But the worsttimeswere when a
pilotdied during a testaccident.
'."Theonly way we could get data
was sacrificinglives,"Yeager said.
,,"It'sthatblunt."
Many streetson the base are
_named for test pilotskilled in
.crashes.One, in the Dryden com-
plex,isLillyAvenue.
-. "It was a familyatmosphere in
the old days,"saidDon Borchers,
who startedtherein 1947and was
crew chiefof an X-1. "Everyone
knew everyone. Everyone loved
Howard Lilly."
In May 1948,Lillywas flyinga
D-559-I, betterknown as a Sky-
streak,when the rocket-powered
enginebrokeup shortlyaftertake-
off and the aircraft plunged into
thelakebed and exploded.
The accident was caused by
engine failure,and the crew was
not to blame. But Borchers,who
was chief inspectorof the unit,
took it hard.
"I had to leave. I was devas-
tated," said Botchers, now 74 and
living in Lancaster. He eventually
went to work for the Postal Service
and retiredin1977.
he center was named in 1976
forthe lateHugh L. Dryden, a
pioneering aeronauticalscientist
who was the highest-ranking
NACA officialatthe timeofYeag-
er'shistoricflight.
The current staff includes about
450 full-time government em-
ployees and an equal number of
contract workers. The budget for
fiscal '95 totaled about $240 million.
Among theaircraftnow used for
testsatthecenteristhe SR-71, the
famed Blackbird spy plane that
once flew from Los Angeles to
Washington, D.C.,in68 minutes,17
seconds.
Insteadofsliderules,employees
now use computers. Because of
highlyadvanced simulators,flight
testingismore predictable.And all
thebuildingsarea/r-conditioned.
But some veteransmiss the old
days.For women, forinstance,the
center offered a rare chance to
break intonew fields.
"I was going to go to nursing
school but then likemost young
girlsat the time,Igot sidetracked
by marriage and a family,"Love
said.
A friend told her jobs were
availableat the flightresearch
center. She became what was
known asa "computer."
The jobextractingand analyzing
informationfrom testinstruments
requiredspending longhours over
a smalllightbox,measuring marks
made duringa flighton film."You
would get maybe 12 to 16 rollsof
filmfrom a testflight,"saidLove,
now 74 and a residentofLancaster.
"They would tell you the speed,
altitude,acceleration."
All the "computers" inthe days
before electroniccalculatorsand
digitalreadouts.werewomen. Love
admitted the work was repetitious
and attimestedious.
"Iimagine aman would get very
tiredofthat,"she said.
But itgave her the chance tobe
a part of an exciting endeavor, and
eventually she advanced to be-
come an aeronauticalengineering
technician.She worked atthe cen-
terfor25 years,untilshe retired.
"IjustfeelrealblessedIgot tobe
partof it,"she said."Reading the
pilotnotes,checking the testre-
suits.I was fascinatedby every-
thing."
The Dryden history,-"On the Fron-
tier," is available at no cost on a
NASA World Wide Web site on the
Internet.(http://www.dfrc.nasa.gov/
Hlstory/Pubilcatlems/SP-4303)
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• Aerospace: After'51 years,
NASA's Dryden Center still
pushes the physical-and
_onomic-envelope of flighL
By KAREN KAPLAN
TIMES STAFF WRITER
]_)WAJ_S Am POP,.CZ
n Independence Day, the
Pathfinder spacecraft landed
in an ancient flood plain and
introduced earthlings to the
rocky red surface of Mars.
The $250-million interplanetary project
also served to introduce Americans to a
new NASA--a space agency concerned
not only with the Big Bang but also with
-tting the biggest bang for its buck.
3ut that was old news to the folks at
. __jyden Flight Research Center, where
engineers are designing and testingsome
of the country's mest cutting-edge fly/ng
machines. This outpost of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration on
the southwestern edge of the Mojave
Desert is thriving on the kinds of "faster-
0etter-cheaper" projects championed by
NASA administrator Dan Goldin.
Although NASA's budget has shrunk
nearly ]0% sir_ce1991, Dryden is the only
one of the agency's nine centers experi-
encing substantial growth. With a com-
paratively trim annual budget of $154
million. Dryden's corps of engineers is
carrying out nearly 30 projects, many of
them in cooperation with private compa-
nies. In fact, the goal is for much of the
technology being tested here to reach
fruition as part of the commercial aero-
space industry.
In its 51 years, Dryden has made a
name for itself by pioneering supenonic
flight, creating the first planes' with
voice-activated controls and developing
the digital fly-by-wire flight control
systems that now substitute for mechani-
cal controls in most military planes and
some commercial aircrafL
Today, even though it behaves more
like a business and less like a government
lab, Dryden is still churning out hlgh-
tech airplanes and spaceships. This month
it will begin preliminary flight tests on a
Please see DRYDEN, DI4
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ars provides several good object
lessons in the techniques of
observation, and in how what we
,expect to see often influences
what we do see.
About 400 years ago, Danish
astronomer Tycho Brahe made the
most accurate pre-telescopic observa-
tions ever made. Among his targets was
the planet Mars. One of his goals was
to prove his own theory of the organi-
zation of the solar system: he thought
all the planets, Earth excepted, went
around the Sun in circular orbits, while
the Sun went around the Earth.
After he left his island observatory
and settled in Prague, he took on an
assistant named Johannes Kepler, who
undertook to continue the work after
Brahe's death. Using the observations
in the logs, Kepler determined the
laws of planetary motion, which gov-
ern every case of one object orbiting
another. (Kepler also spent some time
inventing a precursory version of the
integral calculus, to measure the
capacity of the imperial wine barrels,
and in defending his mother from
charges of sorcery, making him a certi-
fied son of a witch.)
Kepler used particularly the obser-
vations of Mars in his calculations.
Had he used one of the other planets,
one important detail of these so-called
Kepler's Laws might have been missed,
to be found out years or decades later
by some other astronomer. The detail
is that, in general, planetary orbits are
elliptical, not circular. The orbit of
Mars is very much more elliptical than
that of Venus, Jupiter, or Saturn. In
fact, the "inconsistencies" of Mars'
motion eventually forced Kepler to
JULY/AUGUST 1996
realize that the orbit was elliptical, not
circular, blowing apart, the ancient
notion that planets must travel in cir-
cles because they are celestial.
Much later, in the nineteenth centu-
ry, people began to believe that it
might be possible that there were liv-
ing beings on planets other than Earth,
and Mars was thought of as a likely
candidate. One of the foremost
observers of Mars was Giovanni Schia-
parelli, an Italian astronomer working
in the late nineteenth and early twenti-
eth centuries. He made many observa-
tions and sketches of Mars, and wrote
that he saw "canali" on its surface.
That word should be translated as
"channels" but the similarity to the
English word "canal" was too hard to
resist. And, whereas channels can be
natural or artificial, canals are made.
What fooled Schiaparelli was the
natural tendency of the brain, working
with the eyes, to make some sense or
pattern out of what is seen. The scat-
tering of craters, mountains, and
plains we now know exist on Mars
from close-up photographs, were at
the limits of visibility and resolution
for Schiaparelli's telescope. His visual
system made lines and patterns where
none existed in reality. And other peo-
ple who saw Schiaparelli's drawings
were predisposed to see signs of life,
so they saw what they expected to see.
Jumping forward to the 1970s, we
designed spacecraft to study Mars
closely, from orbit and on its surface.
So, naturally, we designed instruments
to observe what we thought likely,
while at the same time meeting the
constraints of weight, size, and data
gathering and transmission dictated
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by the spacecraft. Among the instru-
ments were several designed to see if
life existed or had existed there,
including a camera.
I think it was Carl Sagan who
remarked that the cameras aboard the
Viking landers were actually incapable,
under certain conditions, of detecting ff
elephants lived on Mars. The camera
worked by taking a vertical scan of its
field of view, then rotating the camera
head slighdy and making another scan.
All this was done fairly slowly. So, if an
elephant had walked by _ close to the
camera, it would have registered as either
a huge gray wall if it was walking in the
direction the camera head rotated, or as
a thin gray vertical line if it walked in the
opposite direction. In either case, we
would not have detected the elephant.
(In case you slept through the 1970s, no
elephants or other life were found there.)
There are many other cases in the
history of science where the major dis-
coveries were made because we real-
ized that there was a new way to see
something we had been looking at all
the time. It's rather like the situation
where Dr. John Watson, having exam-
ined some evidence, told Sherlock
Holmes, "I see," and the sleuth retort-
ed, "You see, but you do not perceive."
Of course it is natural to design our
experiments to observe what we are
expecting or familiar with. But we
need to keep in mind that new ways of
seeing may bring the insight we have
been looking for.
A preconceived notion often mars
progress. _"
Dr. Mark Chartrand is a consultant and
freelance writer in Baltimore, MD.
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Hats Is The New Horld
Among extraterrestrial bodies in our solar system, Mars is
singular in that it possesses all the raw materials required to
support not only life, but a new branch of human civiliza-
tion. This uniqueness is illustrated most clearly if we con-
trast Mars with the Earth's Moon, the most frequendy cited
alternative location for extraterrestrial human colonization.
In contrast to the Moon, Mars is rich in carbon, nitrogen,
hydrogen and oxygen, all in biologically readily accessible
forms such as carbon dioxide gas, nitrogen gas, and water
ice and permafrost. Carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen are
only present on the Moon in parts per million quantities,
much like gold in seawater. Oxygen is abundant on the
Moon, but only in tighdy bound oxides such as silicon diox-
ide (SiO2), ferrous oxide (Fe203), magnesium oxide (MgO),
and aluminum oxide (A120)), which require very high ener-
gy processes to reduce. Current knowledge indicates that if
Mars were smooth and all its ice and permafrost melted into
liquid water, the entire planet would be covered with an
ocean over 100 meters deep. This contrasts strongly with the
Moon, which is so dry that if concrete were found there,
Lunar colonists would mine it to get the water out. Thus, if
plants could be grown in greenhouses on the Moon (an
unlikely proposition, as we've seen) most of their biomass
material would have to be imported.
The Moon is also deficient in about half the metals of inter-
est to industrial society (copper, for example), as well as many
other elements of interest such as sulfur and phosphorus.
Mars has every required element in abundance. Moreover,
on Mars, as on Earth, hydrologic and volcanic processes
have occurred that are likely to have consolidated various
elements into local concentrations of high-grade mineral
ore. Indeed, the geologic history of Mars has been compared
to that of Africa, with very optimistic inferences as to its
mineral wealth implied as a corollary. In contrast, the Moon
has had virtually no history of water or volcanic action, with
the result that it is basically composed of trash rocks with
very litde differentiation into ores that represent useful con-
centrations of anything interesting.
You can generate power on either the Moon or Mars _x,ith
solar panels, and here the advantages of the Moon's clearer
skies and closer proximity to the Sun than Mars roughly bal-
ances the disadvantage of large energy storage requirements
created by the Moon's 28-day light-dark cycle. But if you wish
to manufacture solar panels, so as to create a sell-expanding
power base, Mars holds an enormous advantage, as only Mars
possesses the large supplies of carbon and hydrogen needed
to produce the pure silicon required for producing photo-
voltaic panels and other electronics. In addition, Mars has the
potential for wind-generated power while the Moon clearly
does not. But both solar and wind offer relatively modest
power potential--tens or at most hundreds of kilowatts here
or there. To create a vibrant civilization you need a richer
power base, and this Mars has both in the short and medium
term in the form of its geothermal power resources, which
offer potential for large numbers of locally created electricity
generating stations in the 10 MW (10,000 kilowatt) class. In
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the long-term, Mars will enjoy a power-rich economy based
upon exploitation of its large domestic resources of deuteri-
um fuel for fusion reactors. Deuterium is five times more
common on Mars than it is on Earth, and tens of thousands of
times more common on Mars than on the Moon.
But the biggest problem with the Moon, as with all other
airless planetary bodies and proposed artificial free-space
kstronautslayoutaphotovoltaicpowerarrayonthesurfaceofMars.
be rapidly manufacured and deployed, opening up large
areas of the surface to both shirtsleeve human habitation
and agriculture. That's just the beginning, because it will
eventually be possiLle for humans to substantially thicken
Mars' atmosphere by forcing the regolith to outgas its
contents through a deliberate program of artificially
induced global w_rming. Once that has been accom-
plished, the habitation domes could be virtu-
ally any size, as they would not have to sustain
a pressure differential between their interior
and exterior. In fact, once that has been done,
it will be possible to raise specially bred crops
outside the domes.
The point to be made is that unlike
colonists on any known extraterrestrial body,
Martian colonists will be able to live on the
surface, not in tunnels, and move about freely
and grow crops in the light of day. Mars is a
place where humans can live and multiply to
large numbers, supporting themselves with
products of every description made out of
indigenous materials. Mars is thus a place
where an actual civilization, not just a mining
or scier.tific outpost, can be developed. And
significantly for interplanetary commerce,
Mars and Earth are the only two locations in
the solar system where humans will be able to
grow crops for export.
colonies, is that sunlight is not available in a form useful for
growing crops. A single acre of plants on Earth requires four
megawatts of sunlight power, a square kilometer needs 1,000
MW. The entire world put together does not produce
enough electrical power to illuminate the farms of the state
of Rhode Island, that agricultural _ant. Growing crops with
electrically generated light is just economically hopeless. But
you can't use natural sunlight on the Moon or any other air-
]ess body in space unless you put walls on the greenhouse
thick enough to shield out solar flares, a requirement that
enormously increases the expense of creating cropland.
Even if you did that, it wouldn't do you any good on the
Moon, because plants won't grow in a light/dark cycle last-
ing 28 days.
But on Mars there is an atmosphere thick enough to
protect crops grown on the surface from solar flare.
Therefore, thin-walled inflatable plastic greenhouses pro-
tected by unpressurized UV-resistant hard-plastic shield
domes can be used to rapidly create cropland on the sur-
face. Even without the problems of solar flares and
month-long diurnal cycle, such simple greenhouses would
be impractical on the Moon as they would create unbear-
ably high temperatures. On Mars, in contrast, the strong
greenhouse effect created by such domes would be pre-
cisely what is necessary to produce a temperate climate
inside. Such domes up to 50 meters in diameter are light
enough to be transported from Earth initially, and later on
they can be manufactured on Mars out of indigenous
ma'terials. Because all the resources to make plastics exist
on Mars, networks of such 50- to 100-meter domes could
Interplenetorq Commerce
Mars is the best target for colonization in the solar sys-
tem because it has by far the greatest potential for self-
sufficiency. Nevertheless, even with optimistic
extrapolation of robotic manufacturing techniques, Mars
will not have the didsion of labor required to make it ful-
ly self-sufficient un'.il its population numbers in the mil-
lions. Thus, for decades and perhaps longer, it will be
necessary, and forever desirable, for Mars to be able to
import specialized manufactured goods from Earth.
These goods can be fairly limited in mass, as only small
portions (by weigl_t) of even very high-tech goods are
actually complex. Nevertheless, these smaller sophisticat-
ed items will have to be paid for, and the high costs of
Earth-launch and interplanetary transport will greatly
increase their price What can Mars possibly export back
to Earth in return?
It is this questioa that has caused many to incorrectly
deem Mars colonization intractable, or at least inferior in
prospect to the Mocn. For example, much has been made of
the fact that the M(_.3n has indigenous supplies of helium-3,
an isotope not foun:l on Earth and which could be of con-
siderable value as a fuel for second generation thermonu-
clear fusion reactors. Mars has no known helium-3
resources. On the cther hand, because of its complex geo-
logic history, Mars nay have concentrated mineral ores, with
much greater concentrations of precious metal ores readily
available than is cu'rently the case on Earth--because the
terrestrial ores have been heavily scavenged by humans for
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the past 5,000 years. If concentrated supplies of metals of
equal or greater value than silver (such as germanium, hafni-
um, lanthanum, cerium, rhenium, samarium, gallium,
gadolinium, gold, palladium, iridium, rubidium, platinum,
rhodium, europium, and a host of others) were available on
Mars, they could potentially be transported back to Earth
for a substantial profit. Reusable Mars-surface based single-
stage-to-orbit vehicles would haul cargoes to Mars orbit for
transportation to Earth via either cheap expendable chemi-
cal stages manufactured on Mars or reusable cycling solar or
magnetic sail-powered interplanetary spacecraft. The exis-
tence of such Martian precious metal ores, however, is still
hypothetical.
But there is one commercial resource that is known to
exist ubiquitously on Mars in large amount--deuterium.
Deuterium, the heavy isotope of hydrogen, occurs as 166
out of every million hydrogen atoms on Earth, but compris-
es 833 out of every million hydrogen atoms on Mars.
Deuterium is the key fuel not only for both first and second
generation fusion reactors, but it is also an essential material
needed by the nuclear power industry today. Even with
cheap power, deuterium is very expensive; its current mar-
ket value on Earth is about $10,000 per
kilogram, roughly fifty times as valu- 'P':
,..... ,.
able as silver or 70% as valuable as :'"
gold. This is in today's pre-fusion econ-
omy. Once fusion reactors go into
widespread use deuterium prices will
increase. All the in-situ chemical
processes required to produce the fuel,
oxygen, and plastics necessary to run a
Mars settlement require water electrol-
ysis as an intermediate step. As a by-
product of these operations, millions,
perhaps billions, of dollars worth of
deuterium will be produced.
Ideas may be another possible export
for Martian colonists. Just as the labor
shortage prevalent in colonial and nine-
teenth century America drove the cre-
ation of "Yankee ingenuity's" flood of
inventions, so the conditions of extreme labor shortage com-
bined with a technological culture that shuns impractical leg-
islative constraints against innovation will tend to drive Martian
ingenuity to produce wave after wave of invention in energy
production, automation and robotics, biotechnology, and other
areas. These inventions, licensed on Earth, could finance Mars
even as they revolutionize and advance terrestrial living stan-
dards as forcefully as nineteenth century American invention
changed Europe and ultimately the rest of the wodd as well.
Inventions produced as a matter of necessity by a practical
intellectual culture stressed by frontier conditions can make
Mars rich, but invention and direct export to Earth are not
the only ways that Martians will be able to make a fortune.
The other route is via trade to the asteroid belt, the band of
small, mineral-rich bodies lying between the orbits of Mars
and Jupiter. There are about 5,000 asteroids known today, of
which about 98% are in the "Main Belt" lying between Mars
and Jupiter, with an average distance from the Sun of about
Mars' complexgeology--giantvolcanoOlympus
Monsis one example--couldyield concentrated
mineraloresforexport.
2.7 astronomical units, or AU. (The Earth is 1.0 AU from the
Sun.) Of the remaining two percent known as the near-Earth
asteroids, about 90% orbit closer to Mars than to the Earth.
Collectively, these asteroids represent an enormous stockpile
of mineral wealth in the form of platinum group and other
valuable metals.
Miners operating among the asteroids will be unable to
produce their necessary supplies locally. There will thus be
a need to export food and other necessary goods from
either Earth or Mars to the Main Belt. Mars has an over-
whelming positional advantage as a location from which to
conduct such trade.
Historical flnalooies
The primary analog)' I wish to draw is that Mars is to the
new age of exploration as North America was to the last.
The Earth's Moon, close to the metropolitan planet but
impoverished in resources, compares to Greenland. Other
destinations, such as the Main Belt asteroids, may be rich in
potential future exports to Earth but lack the preconditions
for the creation of a fully developed indigenous society;
these compare to the West Indies.
Only Mars has the full set of resources
required to develop a native civiliza-
tion, and only Mars is a viable target
for true colonization. Like America in
its relationship to Britain and the West
Indies, Mars has a positional advantage
that will allow it to participate in a use-
ful way to support extractive activities
on behalf of Earth in the asteroid belt
and elsewhere.
But despite the shortsighted calcula-
tions of eighteenth-century European
statesmen and financiers, the true value
of America never was as a logistical sup-
port base for West Indies sugar and spice
trade, inland fur trade, or as a potential
market for manufactured goods. The true
value of America was as the future home
for a new branch of human civilization, one that as a combined
result of its humanistic antecedents and its frontier conditions
was able to devdop into the most powerful engine for human
progress and economic growth the world had ever seen. The
wealth of America was in fact that she could support people,
and that the right kind of people chose to go to her. People cre-
ate wealth. People are wealth and power. Every feature of
Frontier American life that acted to create a practical can-do
culture of innovating people will apply to Mars a hundred-fold.
Mars is a harsher place than any on Earth. But provided
one can survive the regimen, it is the toughest schools that
are the best. The Martians shall do well.
D_. Robert Zubrin is Chairman of the Executive Committee of
the National Space Society. His book The Case for Mars: The
Plan to Setde the Red Planet and the Reason We Must, will
be published by the Free Press, a division of Simon &
Schuster, in November 1996.
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bit more than 100 years ago, a
young professor of history from
the then-relatively obscure Uni-
versity of Wisconsin got up to speak at
the annual conference of the American
Historical Association. Frederick Jack-
son Tumer's talk was scheduled as the
last one in the evening session. A series
of excruciatingly boring papers on top-
ics so obscure that kindness forbids
even reprinting their titles preceded
Turner's address, yet the majority of the
conference participants stayed to hear
him. Perhaps a rumor had gotten afoot
that something important was about to
be said. If so, it was correct, for in one
bold sweep of brilliant insight Turner
laid bare the source of the American
soul. It was not legal theories, prece-
dents, traditions, national or racial stock
that was the source of the egalitarian
democracy, individualism and spirit of
innovation that characterized America.
It was the existence of the frontier.
"To the frontier the American intel-
lect owes its striking characteristics,"
Turner thundered, _That coarseness of
strength combined with acuteness and
inquisitiveness; that practical, inventive
turn of mind, quick to find expedients;
that masterful grasp of material things,
lacking in the artistic but powerful to ef-
fect great ends; that resdess, nervous en-
ergy; that dominant individualism, work-
ing for good and evil, and withal that
buoyancy and exuberance that comes
from freedom--these are the traits of the
frontier, or traits called out elsewhere be-
cause of the existence of the frontier."
A_
Turner rolled on, ramming his
points home, _For a moment, at the
frontier, the bonds of custom are bro-
ken and unrestraint is triumphant.
There is no tabula rasa. The stubborn
American environment is there with its
imperious summons to accept its con-
ditions; the inherited ways of doing
things are also there; and yet, in spite of
the environment, and in spite of cus-
tom, each frontier did indeed furnish a
new opportunity, a gate of escape from
the bondage of the past; and freshness,
and confidence, and scorn of older so-
ciety, impatience of its restraints and its
ideas, and indifference to its lessons,
have accompanied the frontier."
"What the Mediterranean Sea was
to the Greeks, breaking the bonds of
custom, offering new experiences, call-
ing out new institutions and activities,
that, and more, the ever retreating fron-
tier has been so to the United States di-
rectly, and to the nations of Europe
more remotely. And now, four centuries
from the discovery of America, at the
end of a hundred years of life under the
Constitution, the frontier has gone..."
The Turner thesis was a bombshell,
which within a few years created an
entire school of historians who pro-
ceeded to demonstrate that not onXy
American culture, but the entire west-
ern progressive humanist civilization
that America has generally repre-
sented in its most distilled form re-
sulted from the great frontier of global
settlement opened to Europe by the
Age of Exploration.
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Turner presented his paper in 1893.
Just three years earlier, in 1890, the
American frontier was &dared closed:
the line of settlement that had always
defined the furthermost existence of
western expansion had actually met the
line of settlement coming east from
California. Now, a century later, we
face the question that Turner himself
posed--what if the frontier is gone?
What happens to America and all it has
stood for? Can a free, egalitari_, dem-
ocratic, innovating society with a can-
do spirit be preserved in the absence of
room to grow?
Perhaps the question was premature
in Turner's time, but not now. Currently
we see around us an ever more appar-
ent loss of vigor of American society:
increasing fixity of the power structure
and bureaucratization of all levels of
society; impotence of political institu-
tions to carry off great projects; the
cancerous proliferation of regulations
affecting all aspects of public, private
and commercial life; the spread of irra-
tionalism; the banalization of popular
culture; the loss of willingness by in-
dividuals to take risks, to fend for
themselves or think for themselves;
economic stagnation and decline; the
deceleration of the rate of technologi-
cal innovation and a loss of belief in the
idea of progress itself. Everywhere you
look, the writing is on the wall.
Without a frontier from which to
breathe life, the spirit that gave rise to
the progressive humanistic culture that
America has offered to the world for
the past several centuries is fading. The
issue is not just one of national loss--
human progress needs a vanguard, and
no replacement is in sight.
The creation of a new frontier thus
presents itself as America's and human-
ity's greatest social need. Nothing is
more important: Apply what palliatives
you will, without a frontier to grow in,
not only American society, but the en-
fire global dvilization based upon West-
em enlightenment values of humanism,
reason, science and progress will die.
I believe that humanity's new fron-
tier can only be on Mars.
M_s HASWHATI TJU(eS
Why Mars? Why not on Earth, un-
der the oceans or in such remote region
as Antarctica? And if it must be in
space, why on Mars? Why not on the
Moon or in artificial satellites in orbit
about the Earth?
It is true that settlements on or un-
der the sea or in Antarctica are entirely
possible, and their establishment and
access would be much easier than that
of Martian colonies. Nevertheless, the
fact of the matter is that at this point in
history such terrestrial developments
cannot meet an essential requirement
for a frontier--to wit, they are insuffi-
ciently remote to allow for the free de-
velopment of a new society. In this day
and age, with modern terrestrial com-
munication and transportation sys-
tems, no matter how remote or hostile
the spot on Earth, the cops are too
dose. If people are to have the dignity
that comes with making their own
world, they must be free of the old.
Why then not the Moon? The an-
swer is because there's not enough
there. True, the Moon has a copious
supply of most metals and oxygen, in
the form of oxidized rock, and a fair
supply of solar energy, but that's about
it. For all intents and purposes, the
Moon has no hydrogen, nitrogen or
carbon--three of the four elements
most necessary for life. (They are pre-
sent in the Lunar soil, but only in parts
per million quantities, somewhat like
gold in sea water. If there were concrete
on the Moon, Lunar colonists would
mine it to get its water out.) You could
bring seeds to the Moon and grow
plants in enclosed greenhouses there,
but nearly every atom of carbon, nitro-
gen and hydrogen that goes into mak-
ing those plants would have to be im-
ported from another planet. While
sustaining a Lunar sdentific base under
such conditions is relatively straightfor-
ward, growing a civilization there
would be impossible. The difficulties
involved in supporting significant pop-
ulations in artificial orbiting space
colonies would be even greater.
Mars has what it takes. It's far enough
away to free its colonists from intellec-
tual, legal, or cultural domination by
the old world, and rich enough in re-
sources to give birth to a new. The Red
Planet may appear at first glance to be a
desert, but beneath its sands are oceans
of water in the form of permafrost,
enough in fact (if it were melted and
Mars' terrain were smoothed out) to
cover the entire planet with an ocean
several hundred meters deep. Mars' at-
mosphere is mostly carbon-dioxide,
providing enormous supplies of the
two most important biological ele-
ments in a chemical form from which
they can be directly taken up and in-
corporated into plant life. Mars has ni-
trogen too, both as a minority con-
stituent in its atmosphere (three
percent) and probably as nitrate beds
in its soil as well. For the rest, all the
metals, silicon, sulfur, phosphorus, in-
err gases and other raw materials
needed to create not only life but an
I
r
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advanced technological civilization can
readily be found on Mars.
The United States has, today, all the
technology needed to send humans to
Mars. If a _travel light and live off the
land" strategy such as the Mars Direct
plan were adopted, then the first hu-
man exploration mission could be
launched within 10 years at a cost per
year less than 20 percent of NASA's ex-
isting budget.
Once humans have reaclaed Mars,
bases could rapidly be established to
support not only exploration, but ex-
perimentation to develop the broad
range of civil, agricultural, chemical
and industrial engineering techniques
required to turn the raw materials of
Mars into food, propellant, ceramics,
WHYHUMANn'YNtr_ MARS
"Everything has tended to regener-
ate them; new laws, a new mode of liv-
in_ a new social system; here they are
become men."
lean de Crevecoeur, Letters from an
American Farmer, 1782
To see best why 21st century hu-
manity will desperately need an open
frontier on Mars, we need to look at
modem Western humanist culture and
see what makes it so much more desir-
able a mode of society than anything
that has ever existed before. Then we
need to see how everything we hold
dear will be wiped out ff the frontier re-
mains dosed.
The essence of humanist society is
that it values human beings--human
Firstest," none of these could be dis-
placed. Furthermore, not only had the
leading roles been chosen, but so had
those of the supporting cast and cho-
rus, and there were only so many such
parts to go around. If you wanted to
keep your part, you had to keep your
place, and there was no place for some-
one without a part.
The New World changed all that by
supplying a place in which there were
no established ruling institutions, an
improvisational theater big enough to
welcome all comers with no parts as-
signed. On such a stage, the players are
not limited to the conventional role of
actors--they become playwrights and
directors as well. The unleashing of
creative talent that such a novel situa-
V
plastics, metals, wires, structures,
habitats, etc. As these techniques are
mastered, Mars will become capable
of supporting an ever-increasing popu-
lation, with an expanding division of
labor, capable of mounting engineer-
ing efforts on an exponentially increas-
ing scale.
Once the production infrastructure
is in place, populating Mars will not be
a problem--under current medical
conditions an immigration rate of 100
people per year would produce popula-
tion growth on Mars in the 21st century
comparable to that which occured in
Colonial America in the 17th. Within a
century, an engineering capability
could be created on Mars with the ca-
pability to literally transform the planet,
if not to a fully Earth-like environment,
at least to the warm, wet conditions of
Mars'primitive past, making a desert
world into a home for a new spectrum
of descendants of terrestrial llfe.
Mars is remote and can be setded.
The fact that Mars can be setded and
altered defines it as the New World
that can create the basis for a positive
future for terrestrial humanity for the
next several centuries.
life and human rights are held precious
beyond price. Such notions have been
for several thousand years the core
philosophical values of Western civi-
lization, dating back to the Greeks and
the Judeo-Christian ideas of the divine
nature of the human spirit. Yet they
could never be implemented as a prac-
tical basis for the organization of soci-
ety until the great explorers of the age
of discovery threw open a New World
in which the dormant seed of human-
ism contained within medieval Chris-
tendom could grow and blossom forth
into something the likes of which the
world had never seen before.
The problem with Christendom was
that it was fixed--it was a play for
which the script had been written and
the leading roles both chosen and as-
signed. The problem was not that there
were insufficient natural resources to
go around--medieval Europe was not
heavily populated, and there were
plenty of forests and other wild areas--
the problem was that all the resources
were owned. A ruling class had been
selected and a set of ruling institutions,
ideas and customs had been selected,
and by the law of "Survival of the
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tion allows is not only a great deal of
fun for those lucky enough to be in-
volved, it changes the view of the spec-
tators as to the capabilities of actors in
general. People who had no role in the
old society could define their role in
the new. People who did not "fit in" in
the Old World could discover and
demonstrate that far from being worth-
less, they were invaluable in the new,
,'bether they went there or not.
The New World destroyed the basis
of aristocracy and created the basis of
democracy. It allowed the devdopment
of diversity by allowing escape from
those institutions that imposed unifor-
mity. It destroyed a closed intellectual
world by importing unsanctioned data
and experience. It allowed progress by
escaping the hold of those institutions
whose continued rule required contin-
ued stagnation, and it drove progress
by defining a situation in which inno-
vation to maximize the capabilities of
the limited population available was
desperately needed. It raised the dig-
nity of workers by raising the price of
labor and by demonstrating for all to
see that human beings can be the cre-
ators of their world. In America, from
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Colonial times through the19th cen-
tury when cities were rapidly being
built, people understood that Amer-
ica was not something one simply
lived in--it was a place one helped
build. People were not simply inhab-
itants of their world. They were mak-
ers of their world.
A Tm oFTwoWoeLos
Consider the probable fate of hu-
manity in the 21st century under two
conditions--with a Martian frontier
and without it.
In the 21st Century, without a Mar-
tian frontier, there is no question that
human diversity will decline severely.
Already, in the late 20th century, ad-
vanced communication and transpor-
tation technologies have eroded the
preceding 30 years and the 30 years be-
fore that.
Between 1903 and 1933 the world
was revolutionized: Cities were electri-
fied; telephones and broadcast radio
became common; talking motion pic-
tures appeared; automobiles became
practical; and aviation progressed from
the Wright Flyer to the DC-3 and
Hawker Hurricane. Between 1933 and
1963 the world changed again, with the
introduction of color television, com-
munication satellites and interplane-
tary spacecraft, computers, antibiotics,
scuba gear,nuclear power, Atlas, Titan,
and Saturn rockets, Boeing 727's and
SR-71's. Compared to these changes,
the technological innovations from
1963 to the present are insignificant.
Immense changes should have oc-
nological breakthroughs that will dra-
matically advance the human condition
in the 21st.
A prime example of the Martian
frontier driving new technology will
undoubtedly be found in the arena
of energy production. As on Earth,
an ample supply of energy will be cru-
cial to the success of Mars settlements.
The Red Planet does have one major
energy resource that we currently know
about: deuterium, which can be used as
the fuel in nearly waste-free the.n'nonu-
clear fusion reactors. Earth has large
amounts of deuterium too, but with all
of the existing investments in other,
more polluting forms of energy pro-
duction, the research that would make
possible practical fusion power reac-
tors has been allowed to stagnate.
healthy diversity of human cultures
on Earth, and this tendency can
only accelerate in the 21st. On the
other hand, if the Martian frontier is
opened, then this same process of
technological advance will also enable
us to establish a new branch of human
culture on Mars and eventually worlds
beyond. The precious diversity of
humanity can thus be preserved on a
broader field, but only on a broader
field. One world will be just too small
a domain to allow the preservation of
the diversity needed not just to keep
life interesting, but to assure the sur-
vival of the human race.
Without the opening of a new fron-
tier on Mars, continued Western civi-
lization faces the risk of technological
stagnation. To some this may appear to
be an outrageous statement, as the pre-
sent age is frequently cited as one of
technological wonders. In fact, how-
ever, the rate of progress within our so-
ciety has been decreasing and at an
alarming rate. To see this, it is only nec-
essary to step back and compare the
changes that have occurred in the past
30 years with those that occurred in the
curred during this period, but did not.
Had we been following the previous 60
years' technological trajectory, we to-
day would have videotelephones, solar
powered cars, maglev trains, fusion
reactors, hypersonic intercontinental
travel, regular passenger transporta-
tion to orbit, undersea cities, open-
sea mariculture and human settlements
on the Moon and Mars. Instead, today
we see important technological devel-
opments, such as nuclear power and
biotechnology, being blocked or en-
meshed in political controversy--we
are slowing down.
Now, consider a nascent Martian
civilization: Its future will depend criti-
cally upon the progress of science and
technology. Just as the inventions pro-
duced by the "Yankee Ingenuity" of
frontier America were a powerful driv-
ing force on worldwide human pro-
gress in the 19th century, so the "Mar-
tian Ingenuity" born in a culture that
puts the utmost premium on intelli-
gence, practical education and the de-
termination required to make real con-
tributions will make much more than
its fair share of the scientific and tech-
The Martian colonists are certain to be
much more determined to get fusion
on-line, and in doing so will massively
benefit the mother planet as well.
The parallel between the Martian
frontier and that of 19th century Amer-
ica as technology drivers is, ff anything,
vastly understated. America drove
technological progress in the last cen-
tury because its western frontier cre-
ated a perpetual labor shortage back
East, thus forcing the development of
labor saving machinery and providing
a strong incentive for improvement
of public education so that the skills
of the limited labor force available
could be maximized. This condition
no longer holds true in America. In
fact, far from prizing each additional
citizen, immigrants are no longer wel-
come here, and a vast "service sector"
of bureaucrats and menials has been
created to absorb the energies of the
majority of the population which is ex-
cluded from the productive parts of
the economy. Thus in the late 20th cen-
tury, and increasingly in the 21st, each
additional citizen is and will be re-
garded as a burden.
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On 21st centuryMars, on the other
hand, conditions of labor shortage will
apply with a vengeance. Indeed, it can
be safely said that no commodity on
21st century Mars wiLl be more pre-
cious, more highly valued and more
dearly paid for than human labor time.
Workers on Mars will be paid more
and treated better than their counter-
parts on Earth. Just as the example of
19th century America changed the way
the common man was regarded and
treated in Europe, so the impact of
progressive Martian social conditions
will be felt on Earth as well as on Mars.
A new standard will be set for a higher
form of humanist civilization on Mars,
and, viewing it from afar, the citizens of
Earth will rightly demand nothing less
for themselves.
The frontier drove the development
of democracy in America by creating a
self-reliant population which insisted
on the right to self-government. It is
doubtful that democracy can persist
without such people. True, the trap-
pings of democracy exist in abundance
in America today, but meaningful pub-
lic participation in the process has all
but disappeared. Consider that no rep-
resentative of a new political party has
been elected president of the United
States since 1860. Likewise, neighbor-
hood political clubs and ward struc-
tures that once allowed citizen partici-
pation in party deliberations have
vanished. And with a re-election rate of
95 percent, the U.S. Congress is hardly
susceptible to the people's will. Re-
gardless of the will of Congress, the
real laws, covering ever broader areas
of economic and social life, are increas-
ingly being made by a plethora of regu-
latory agencies whose officials do not
even pretend to have been elected by
anyone.
Democracy in America and else-
where in western civilization needs a
shot in the arm. That boost can only
come from the example of a frontier
people whose civilization incorporates
the ethos that breathed the spirit into
democracy in America in the first
place. As Americans showed Europe in
the last century, so in the next the Mar-
tians can show us the path away from
oligarchy.
There are greater threats that a hu-
manist society faces in a closed world
than the return of oligarchy, and if the
frontier remains dosed, we are certain
to face them in the 21st century. These
threats are the spread of various sorts
of anti-human ideologies and the de-
velopment of political institutions that
incorporate the notions that spring
from them as a basis of operation. At
the top of the list of such pathological
ideas that tend to spread naturally in a
dosed society is the Malthus theory,
which holds that since the world's re-
sources are more or less fixed, popula-
tion growth must be restricted or all of
us will descend into bottomless misery.
Malthusianism is scientifically ban-
krupt--aU predictions made upon it
have been wrong, because human be-
ings are not mere consumers of re-
sources. Rather, we create resources by
the development of new technologies
that find use for them. The more peo-
ple, the faster the rate of innovation.
This is why (contrary to Malthus) as the
world's population has increased, the
standard of living has increased, and at
an accelerating rate. Nevertheless, in a
dosed society Malthusianism has the
appearance of self-evident truth, and
herein lies the danger. It is not enough
to argue against Malthusianism in the
abstract--such debates are not settled
in academic journals. Unless people can
see broad vistas of unused resources in
front of them, the belief in limited re-
sources tends to follow as a matter of
course. And if the idea is accepted that
:he world's resources are fixed, then
:ach person is uhimately the enemy of
_ery other person, and each race or ha-
don is the enemy of every other race or
aation. The inevitable result is tryanny,
_¢ar and genocide. Only in a universe
_f _ted resources can all men be
:)rothers.
MARS8_0m
Western humanist dvilization as we
i_ow and value it today was born in ex-
ipansion, grew in expansion and can
only exist in a dynamic expanding state.
While some form of human society
raight persist in a non-expanding world,
that society will not feature freedom,
_:reativity, individuality, or progress, and
]:,lacing no value on those aspects ofhu-
inanity that differentiate us from ani-
mals, it will place no value on human
rights or human life as well Such a dis-
real future might seem an outrageous
prediction, except for the fact that for
1:early all of its history most of humanity
]:as been forced to endure such static
xaodes of social organization, and the
_xperience has not been a happy one.
l:ree societies are the exception in hu-
man history--they have only existed
during the four centuries of frontier ex-
pansion of the West. That history is now
over. The frontier opened by the voyage
cf Christopher Columbus is now dosed.
I f the era of western humanist society is
z:ot to be seen by future historians as
,ome kind of transitory golden age, a
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brief shining moment in an otherwise
endless chronicle of human misery,
then a new frontier must be opened.
Mars beckons.
But Mars is only one planet, and
with humanity's powers over nature
rising exponentially as they would in
an age of progress that an open Mar-
tian frontier portends, the job of
transforming and settling it is unlikely
to occupy our energies for more than
three or four centuries. Does the set-
fling of Mars then simply represent an
opportunity to prolong, but not save a
civilization based upon dynamism?
Isn't it the case that humanist civiliza-
tion is ultimately doomed anyway? I
think not.
The universe is vast. Its resources,
if we can access them, are truly infi-
nite. During the four centuries of the
open frontier on Earth, science and
technology have advanced at an aston-
ishing pace. The technological capa-
bilities achieved during the 20th cen-
tury would dwarf the expectations of
any observer from the 19th, exceed
the dreams of one from the 18th, and
appear outright magical to someone
from the 17th century. The nearest
stars are incredibly distant, about
100,000 times as far away as Mars. Yet,
Mars itself is about 100,000 times as
far from Earth as America is from Eu-
rope. If the past four centuries of
progress have multiplied our reach by
so great a ratio, might not four more
centuries of freedom do the same
again? There is ample reason to be-
lieve that they would.
Terraforming Mars will drive the
development of new and more power-
ful sources of energy;, settling the Red
Planet will drive the development of
ever faster modes of space transporta-
tion. Both of these capabilities in turn
will open up new frontiers ever deeper
into the outer solar system, and the
harder challenges posed by these new
environments will drive the two key
technologies of power and propulsion
ever more forcefully. The key is not to
let the process stop. If it is allowed to
stop for any length of time, society will
r
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crystallize into a static form that is inim-
ical to the resumption of progress. That
is what defanes the present age as one of
crisis. Our old frontier is dosed. The
first signs of social crystallization are
dearly visible. Yet progress, while slow-
ing, is still extant: Our people still be-
lieve in it and our ruling institutions are
not yet incompatible with it.
We still possess the greatest gift of the
inheritance of a 400-year long Renais-
sance: To wit, the capacity to initiate an-
other by opening the Martian frontier. If
we fail to do so, our culture will not have
that capacity long. Mars is harsh. Its set-
ders wiLlneed not only technology, but
the scientific outlook, creativity and free-
thinking individualistic inventiveness
that stand behind it. Mars will not allow
itself to be settled by people from a static
society--those people won't have what
it takes. We still do. Mars today waits for
the children of the old frontier, but Mars
will not wait foreve_ _r
Dr. Robert Zubrin is a member of the
NSS Board of Directors.
v
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Our attraction to the Red Planet is
rooted in the realm of science fact and
science fiction. The first telescopes
trained on Mars revealed polar caps
and dark splotches marring its face.
Soon thereafter, observers announced
the discovery of crisscrossing and often
straight, dark lines on the planet's surface, giving rise to
images of carefi_lly constructed canals and humanoid life.
Next came glimpses of Phobos and Deimos, Mars' two mi-
nuscule moons. But it was still Mars that held a fascination
as the home of an alien race.
Astronomers such as America's Percival Lowell pro-
posed that the planet held the most civilized of civiliza-
tions--a perfect race of perfect creatures on a dying
world. We became enamored with the Red Planet, writing
stories and tales of great Max_ian cities that resembled our
own. In 1965, Mariner 4 returned the f_t closeup photos
of a stark and cratered Mars. But, it was not until 1976,
when two Vi_ng spacecraft soft-landed on Mars that the
Martians all but disappeared.
HOME FOil LIF_.
The Red Planet certainly doesn't seem to be home to
conditions necessary to support life on the Earth. Measur-
ing just a bit more than half the diameter of Earth in size,
with a correspondingly weak gravitational field, the planet
holds only a thin blanket of atmosphere 1/10 as dense as
Earth's. It is composed of 95 percent carbon dioxide, 2.7
percent nitrogen, 1.6 percent argon, 0.13 percent oxygen
and trace amounts of water vapor. Such a thin atmosphere
allows lethal amounts of ultraviolet radiation from the Sun
to bombard the planet, making life without a spacesuit or
life support system unthinkable.
Even though surface temperatures in the equatorial re-
gions of Mars may sometimes climb to 17_C, the planet is,
in general, an icebox. Temperatures during the day near
the Martian equator may hover around 10°C, but, once the
night comes on, they plummet to around -100°C. Overall,
a Martian day is a bit warmer than a day on the Jovian
moon of CaUisto and much colder than the coldest day on
"venus.
Major wind storms, usually occurring during the change
of seasons, can obscure the view of the planet. These
storms sometimes cover the planet like a huge, red rendi-
tion of the great Dust Bowl storms of the 1930's that blan-
keted parts of the United States. Winds can race over the
surface at speeds exceeding 320 kilometers per hour, but
because the atmospheric pressure on the surface is only
about 8 millibars (1/125th Earth's surface pressure or
about what you would find at an altitude of 30,000 me-
ters), the winds seem only a tenth as strong-breezes as op-
posed to gales. Still, the winds are strong enough to sculpt
"dust devils," kilometer-high columns of dust that form
much like the smaller mini-dust tornadoes along the
Earth's deserts.
A suite of spacecraft happened to visit Mars during one
of the largest dust storms on record. The storm lasted from
November 1971 to February 1972, dates which happened
to coincide with the arrival of the former Soviet Union's
Mars 1 and Mars 2 spacecraft and the United States'
Mariner 9. Landers from the Soviet craft descended into
the maw of the storm only" to be lost. Mariner 9 leisurely
orbited the Red Planet, waiting for the skies to clear, and
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then returned a trove of data on the
planet.
HowmRUs?
Even with the less-than-hospitable
weather conditions, Mars and Earth
are not so different as one might
think. A Martian day (a "sol") is just a
half hour longer than an Earth day.
There are seasons on Mars thanks to
the 25.190 tilt of the planet's axis
(Earth's is 23.45°). However, because
of Mars' distant orbit around the Sun,
the seasonal differences are more ex-
treme than here on Earth. Ice caps at
the north and south poles track the
changes of the season as they ad-
vance and recede. And, perhaps
most intriguing, water appears to
exist in various forms. Sparse
amounts of water ice are found dur-
ing the summer at the northern polar
cap (the winter polar caps are com-
posed of mostly frozen carbon diox-
ide=--dry ice). Occasional morning
fog and isolated clouds indicate the
presence of water vapor in the atmo-
sphere.
The views of the daytime Martian
skies are like Earth, with a few wispy
clouds, haze and reflected sunlight.
But thicker terrestrial clouds have
more moisture to work with, and our
bright blue sky would contrast
sharply with the Red Planet's pink-
ish-grey sky, brought about by rust-
colored particles spread by the
winds.
The first human explorers to Mars
will find a world of physical features
in some places reminiscent of, but
dwarfing those, of Earth. Boulder
fields, chaotic terrain and large and
small craters reign in the southern
hemisphere of the planet. Toward
the north are smooth plains. Impact
craters pock the planet, some as
deep as those on the Moon, while
others have been smoothed by
countless centuries of drifting dust.
Large canyons cut across the
planet. The greatest of. these
canyons, Valles Marineris, stretches
4,500 kilometers across the face of
the planet--about the distance from
Los Angeles to Boston. It plummets
to a depth of nearly 5 km in some
spots and yawns nearly 250 km wide
in others. Many inactive volcanoes
stand two or three times higher than
the largest on Earth. Olympus Mons,
the largest volcano in the solar sys-
tem, towers some 30,000 meters
above the Martian plains. Its caldera,
the coUapsed opening to the once-
molten lava below, has often been
mentioned as a landing site, as it may
still have active vents that could hold
water, heat and, perhaps, life.
Huge dry. river beds, reminiscent
of the Channeled Scablands of North
America's Pacific northwest, scar the
Martian surface. The river-like pat-
terns carved in the Martian rock indi-
care the past pres-
ence of a liquid--
probably water--
that once flowed
during a much
warmer time in the
planet's early his-
tory. In order to
support such flows, the atmosphere
had to be thicker and warmer. But that
potentially nurturing blanket vanished;
whether dissipated into space or ab-
sorbed by the rock below is unknown.
So why go to such a different yet
similar planet? There is the need to
confirm our theories on the features
and origin of the Red Planet. But with-
out question, there are certain physical
attributes that give the Red Planet the
edge in colonization.
For one thing, there is its gravita-
tional field which, though only 38 per-
cent of the Earth's, would protect ex-
plorers from the health hazards of
zero-g. The soils are rich with oxides
of silica, iron, sulfur, magnesium, alu-
minum, calcium and titanium, and
may be used for growing plants in
greenhouses. Soils also could be
mined for building materials such as
cement or glass. Water could be ex-
tracted from the atmosphere for life
support needs. Further processing
could extract oxygen for life support
and fuel needs, and hydrogen which,
when combined with the abundant
carbon dioxide, would provide
methane fuel for both Earth-bound
rockets and high-powered jet sleds
that might one day propel humans
from Martian home to work.
Besides being the best planet to oc-
cupy short of Earth, future astro-ex-
plorers will fred the Red Planet rich in
mysteries. Will they find the evidence
for life that the V/king craft could not
detect? Will they find, hidden in the
layers of a canyon wall, fossils from a
long-gone era when water coursed
over the planet_
No matter what is found, Mars may
be the future of the human race. A
Mars settlement could become a base
for the exploration and mining of the
asteroid belt and a gateway to the
outer planets. Maybe Percival Lowell
was right after all. Mars will eventually
be occupied by civilized Martians--
who look remarkably like us. "_
Patricia Barnes-Svarney is a free-
lance science winter in New York.
v
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xploration never really ends.
But there does come a time
when you do want to see the
forest, not just the trees; a time
when the bushwacking comes
to an end and you simply want to
settle in and take the measure of a
place; a time to think globally while
scouting locally. Such is the time
for Mars, and Mars Ob-
server, the
first U.S.
spacecraft
to the Red
Planet in
nearly two
decades, is
the scout.
Researchers
from around
the world are
starting to gear
up for a new
look at Mars,
courtesy of Mars
Observer. They
are preparing for a
cascade of data that
will soak up a dozen
CD-ROM disks per
week. Designed for
the long haul, the Ob-
server will spend an
entire Martian year
showing us what
human eyes have never
seen before. It will allow
us to literally survey Mars.
KNOWING _RS
Our understanding of
Mars has come about in in-
crements, new knowledge
being delivered by new tech-
nology at each step. As first
viewed through a telescope,
Mars appeared as a featureless
world of reddish-orange hue
and little detail. But, with time,
astronomers started to record
faint details. There was a polar
cap. Dark markings on the
planet's face were seen and
named--Syrtis Major, Sinus Sabaeus
and Solis Lacus. Just a few features,
but nonetheless, they are the only
surface features of another planet
that can be seen from Earth. Then
came tantalizing hints of clouds, dust
storms, fogs and frosts.
The next step in knowing Mars
came as the Mariner and Viking
space probes beamed back photos of
craters, huge volcanoes and massive
valleys. The detail of Mars finally
started to come out. A past history of
running water and perhaps even life
was revealed.
In the realms of complexity and
sophistication, perhaps
only the Hub-
ble
Space
Telescope can com-
pare with the spacecraft of the
Viking project. Two orbiters took
tens of thousands of images and
recorded mountains of data. Two
landers tested the Martian soil for
signs of life. returned images of the
surface and tracked weather condi-
tions for as long as six years.
And then the new views stopped.
For almost a decade, the flow of data
almost entirely ceased. And it would
be almost 20 years before the United
States returned to Mars.
However, the Red Planet had cer-
tainly not been forgotten. For scien-
tists like Arden Albee, Mars Observer
project scientist, the Vikings
raised far more questions then
they answered. For years, re-
searchers from around the
world have been examining
their data. One result of all
those years of study is the
Mars Observer.
"Many of the people
working on Mars Observer
have either been using
Viking data for years or
interned on the project,"
Albee says. ° Viking was
the first time we really
explored Mars. It
taught us what ques-
tions to ask," he adds.
"We came up with
theories about how
Mars works. The
Mars Observer
spacecraft will let
us test some of
them."
Po_ OR_SARE
Bmm
Mars Ob-
server is slated
for launch this
fall atop a
Titan 3 rock-
et. Soon
after achiev-
ing Earth
orbit, a
transfer
orbit
stage will
supply
t h e
thrust
needed to escape
Earth's gravity well. During
the ll-month cruise toward Mars,
on-board thrusters will slow the
spacecraft to a point that, as it passes
Mars, the Red Planet's gravity will
reach out and snare it. Once Mars
Observer arrives on orbit, a 3.6 by
6.7-meter solar panel will power
eight instruments during a 687 Earth-
day-long mission that will collect
more data than all other planetary,
missions combined, bar the Magel-
lan probe to Venus.
If you compare Mars Observer to
Viking, the first and foremost differ-
ence between them is the orbit.
v <
v
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While the
Viking or-
biters cir-
cled near
the equa-
tor of the
R e d
Planet, Mars Observer will
loop around the poles in an
orbit not too dissimilar from
many Earth-orbiting science
and weather satellites. The
spacecraft's initial highly el-
liptical orbit will be modified
over the course of three
months by on-board
thrusters until the Observer
cruises in a nearly circular
polar orbit. In its final map-
ping orbit, the spacecraft will
be synchronized with the
Sun, meaning that from the probe's
point of view, the surface will always
be illuminated by an early afternoon
Sun.
From 380 kilometers above the
Martian surface, Mars Observer will
circle Mars every 118 minutes, travel-
ing southward on the sunlit side and
northward on the night side. A
unique aspect of Mars Observer is
that, unlike many other planetary
probes, most of the instruments are
fixed--there is no moving scan plat-
form. In its final configuration, most
of the instruments will be pointed
straight toward the Red Planet. Ob-
serving a particular spot on Mars will
require waiting for the planet to ro-
tate until the area of interest is
directly below the spacecraft.
PACKAGEDTOGO
While the spacecraft is op-
erated by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory OPL) in Pasadena,
California, it takes advantage
of modern communications
to allow scientists to stay in
touch with the spacecraft
without having to disrupt
their lives and move to Cali-
fornia for the duration of the
two-year mission.
Each Primary- Investigator
CPI," there is one for each in-
strument) has a dedicated
data line on a computer net-
work. As data from the space-
craft arrive at Earth, a com-
puter atJPL will automatically
route them to the proper re-
searcher. Once received, the
scientist will decode the data
Ofldtd kieacesCo_'s TransferOrbltStagewl provldeAtwsObserver
wflk theadlomd boostit wiheed to reachMarsh tim courseof anIi-
mathMney.
and start the process of analysis. As
the data are studied, the PIs will be
able to send commands to their in-
strument via the computer network
for forwarding to the spacecraft.
"The PIs have control over their in-
strument. Mars Observer is designed
so that the instruments don't interfere
with each other," Albee says. "A PI
can change sampling rates,, data rates
and other controls from their home
institution without bothering the
other instruments. You can't do that
if you have lots of instruments on the
same scan platform," explains Albee.
In addition, except for the Mars
Observer Camera (MOC), all of the
instruments are designed and ex-
TheIti_ prdmsset thestageforMnrsO/nc,n_r witit excllisiteimages
fromocb_andthesurface.TheObserverscienceteamhopestoimagethe
landersitesfromorbitwith three.meierrescdutiotL
pected to operate around the
clock for a full Martian year.
Since each instrument has its
own microprocessor, data
are collected in blocks and
saved on a tape recorder
until it's time for the daily
playback to Earth.
MARTIAN SNAPSHOTS
Because the MOC is the
most data hungry instrument
onboard, it isn't possible for
it to capture images, 24
hours a day. If it did so, the
spacecraft tape recorders
would fill up and not have
any room for data from other
instruments. Instead, the
camera will take pre-plarmed
pictures as part of a program
to image the entire planet during
each of the seasons with 300-meter
resolution. In addition, it will take
wide-angle, low-resolution weather
pictures on a daily basis.
Once these images are taken and
stored, along with data from other in-
struments, any leftover space on the
tape recorders will be filled up with
more pictures. It is also expected that
once every three days, realtime ac-
cess to the spacecraft via the NASA
Deep Space Network will allow
more MOC images to be taken, in-
cluding high resolution images that
will be capable of seeing objects just
three meters across---the highest res-
olution camera system ever sent to
another planet.
o_ "We want to use these small
area images to sample differ-
ent types of terrain and to
look for changes during dif-
ferent seasons," Albee says.
These areas include sand
dunes, boulder fields and the
tops of volcanoes.
But, Albee is very quick to
point out that imaging a spe-
cific area isn't going to be
easy. The narrow-angle MOC
uses a special D'pe of charge
coupled device (CCD) cam-
era that will allow it to take a
long, narrow image only 2.7
kilometers wide, but many
kilometers long. Since the
camera isn't on a scanning
platform, to take an image of
a particular location will re-
quire imaging the desired
area when it is directly below
the spacecraft during just the
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Magnetometersand
ElectronReflectometer
Study the Martian
magnetic field.
HighGain
Antenna
Communicates
with Earth and
conducts radio
science
experiments.
ThermalEmisdoaSpectrometer
Determines mineral content of rocks
and ices; maps their distribution.
Determines composition of clouds.
MarsObserverCamera
Photographs
atmosphere and surface.
PressureModulator
InfruredRadiometer
Measures atmospheric
temperature, water
vapor, dust and
pressure.
MarsBalloonRelay
French-built device receives
data from Russian probe on
Martian surface (see below).
• Once it has arrived at Mars, firings of several
small onboard thrusters will position the probe
in an almost circular polar orbit. Then the
mapping phase will begin (approximately
December 1993 to October 1995).
Sol=Array
Powers probe
operations;
3.66 x 6.71 m
array.
GammaRay
Spectrometer
Determines
LaserAltimeter elemental
Creates a global composition of
topographic map. Martian surface.
i:_ ! The Russianconnection
J , . _ Probe is still in design
.stage
"_out 1.5 m wlde_
In 1994, Russia will launch Mars '94, a
Mars probe that will include two penetrators
(device_ that plunge into the Martian surface,
recordirg geological information) and two
surface- ending scientific packages. The Mars
Observer will serve as a data relay for these
instruments.
• Uses flight-prcven
components from
commercial cc mmunication
and government weather
satellite designs.
• Willbe helpfulin
selecting landing
sites for future
missions.
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right orbit. The
length of each
strip will depend
on how much
memory is left in
the camera and
can fit on the tape
recorders. Nonetheless, Albee says
the imaging team has tentatively tar-
geted several areas of interest, in-
cluding the Viking lander sites. "We
are especially interested in [the lan-
der sites] because we have pictures
of what the terrain looks like from
the ground. That will help us under-
stand what other areas look like," he
notes.
Because of the difficulties of pin-
pointing high resolution images,
AIbee can't promise that they will be
able to image the lander sites, but he
figures they will get better at hitting
an exact location toward the end of
the mission after they have more ex-
perience with the spacecraft.
Nor can Aibee promise that they
will be able to take high resolution
images of the "face"--a curious fea-
ture that appears to resemble a
human face. "We will try to image
the face area whenever possible, but
I can't promise high resolution im-
ages," he says. But. Albee does say
that the human mug of Mars will be
imaged--like the rest of the planet--
with 300-meter resolution.
THE MISSING MAGNET
Though most people relate to
planetary' exploration through the
wondrous pictures returned from
afar, often times scientists are just as,
if not more so, interested in data
from other instruments. The Magne-
tometer and Electron Reflectometer
(MAG/ER) will be one such instru-
ment. Notwithstanding that many
spacecraft have visited the Red
Planet, humans have yet to detect a
magnetic field surrounding Mars.
"If Mars has a magnetic field, it's
very weak. Mars Observer will look
for it and measure it. The Vikings
didn't car W magnetometers, Mariner
didn't detect a field and the [Russian]
Phobos missions didn't have a
chance to complete their studies,"
Albee says.
Future explorers and settlers of
.Mars may also be waiting for the re-
suits of other instruments. The
Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) is
mounted on the end of a six-meter
boom that only weighs two kilograms
when on Earth. The GRS will be used
to determine the elements and min-
erals that make up the Martian sur-
face. In addition, GRS might provide
some insight to the amount of water
near the surface of the planet. The
Thermal Emission Spectrometer
(TES) will also help pinpoint the
makeup and location of Martian
ground resources as well as study the
chemical makeup of frosts and
clouds. TES is similar to an instru-
ment that flew on the Viking orbiters,
but is much more sensitive, accord-
ing to Albee.
The Pressure Modulator Infrared
Radiometer (PMIRR) b-ill serve as
one of Mars Observer's weather in-
struments. It will track atmospheric
temperature, the amount of water
vapor and dust in the air and collect
atmospheric pressure profiles. Like
similar instruments on Earth Observ-
ing System satellites, PMIRR will also
track the movement of carbon diox-
ide. With all of these instruments, it's
important to remember that Mars Ob-
server's 93" inclination orbit will fi-
naUv allow detailed study of the un-
expiored Martian poles.
LASERHo!
The Mars Observer Laser Altimeter
(MOLA), according to Albee, was
originally planned to be a radar al-
timeterosimilar to the one on the
Magellan Venus probe. It is is the
first such laser experiment to fly on a
planetary probe. MOLA Primary In-
vestigator David E. Smith of Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland, said that MOL-k took about
three years to build and cost about
$10 million. The decision to change
from radar to laser v-'as made in 1987
during a round of cost cutting. The
radar altimeter would have cost
about S25 million.
While the radar would have
recorded the height of an area sev-
eral kilometers in diameter--referred
to as a "footprint"--the laser has a
footprint about 120 meters across.
The pay'off is that the radar would
have been accurate to a feb- meters,
but the laser will pinpoint the alti-
tude of the footprint area to about
1.5 meters.
To do this, the laser b'ill shoot out
a beam of light, once every 10
nanoseconds. Thus, each pulse of
light will be about 1.5-meters long.
MOLA b'ilI then record the amount
of time before the flash is returned to
the spacecraft. Smith says that by the
end of the mission, he should have at
hand north to south tracks of MOLA
observations spaced out about every
1.5 kilometers with spots every 300
meters along those tracks. Because
of the polar orbit, the tracks will con-
verge near poles, providing even
better coverage in these relatively
uncharted regions. These detailed
data of the poles are vital to under-
standing the dynamics and makeup
of the polar caps and the weather
systems around them. "We are ex-
cited about the poles. If the polar
caps vary in thickness on the order
of 50 or so centimeters during the
course of the year, we will be able to
measure it," Smith says.
The last science instrument does
double duty. The high gain radio an-
tenna that sends data back to Earth
will also serve as the radio science
instrument. An ultra-stable oscillator
will allow team members to monitor
the gravitational field of Mars and
provide temperature profiles of the
Martian atmosphere. In addition, ac-
cording to Smith, who is also on the
radio science team, this experiment
will provide daily distance informa-
tion between Earth and Mars, accu-
rate to three meters, for an entire
Martian year. "Mars Observer is the
first planetary spacecraft capable of
qualitT geodetic science collection,"
he notes, adding that the orbital data
from Mars Observer will keep the
folks who study planetary motion
busy for years.
W2_ile several European countries
are supplying parts--the Electron
Reflectometer came from France--
perhaps the most noteworthy inter-
national venture is a radio relay in-
strument that will beam signals from
the Russian Mars 94/96 landers back
to Earth. Supplied by France, the
relay equipment allows Mars Ob-
server to serve as a forward de-
ployed communications satellite.
Even though it's just an orbiter,
Mars Observer is an exciting mission.
Today, the Viking data are what we
knob' about Mars. In the years
ahead, Mars Observer data will show
us a new Red Planet and perhaps
blaze a trail through the depths of
space for humans on their first trip
to another planet.
Robert Bunge is Associate Editor of
Ad Astra.
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• 1976, Viking I and Viking II
arrived at Mars anddeployed two robotic
probes on the planet's
surface. Onboard the two landers were
three small biology experiments: the
Gas Exchange Experiment (GEx), the
Pyrolytic Release Experiment (PR) and
the Labeled Release Experiment (LR). In
the days and weeks that followed, each
of these experiments displayed positive
indications for microbial life. As the data
was coming in and being reviewed,
however, controversy began to develop
among the project scientists, who were
working independently of one another.
The GEx and PR experiments failed to
repeat their initial results. Another Viking
experiment, the Gas Chromatograph/
Mass Spectrometer (GCMS), fai#ed to
detect any organic molecules in the
Martian soil. If there was no organic
matter, it was argued, how could there
be life?
Dr. Gilbert V. Levin, bioengineer and
president of Biospherios Incorporated,
was the designer of Viking's Labeled
Release Experiment. Levin maintains
that the results of the GCMS experiment
do not necessarily rule out the presence
of life on Mars. The Gas Chromato-
graph/Mass Spectrometer, he argues,
was not sensitive enough to detect the
small amount of organic matter neces-
sary for life. In fact, a 1975 test of the
GCMS failed to detect organic
molecules in Antarctic test soil contain-
ing living microorganisms.
In the following interview, Dr. Levin
recalls his experiences with the V_king
program, and discusses why it is stilltoo
soon to rule out the possibility that Mars
may be very much alive.
J
_ F1na! Fron_er, Three sophisticatedand compact biology laboratories werepacked onboard the Viking spacecraft
I into an area less than one cubic foot.Since ll thr e experim nts were
designed to detect life, how well had
they thought out, givenbeen the hostile
conditions on the surface of Mars?
Gilbert Le_n: Whether it was hind-
sight or foresight, NASA said that the
three instruments selected were chosen
based upon probable scenarios for life
on Mars and the environment in which it
lived. NASA officials published state*
ments to the effect that if there was life
on Mars, then probably only one of the
three instruments sent there would
detect it, because they each looked at
such different possibilities for living
systems.
The rationale for the Gas Exchange
Experiment was to look for changes in
atmospheric gases in an enclosed
space where a portion of Mars soil was
firstexposed merely to water vapor. This
tested the "dry mode" concept of life on
Mars. Next, a portion of the soil was
exposed to a liquid nutrient containing
many different sugars, amino acids,
organic compounds and supplements.
It was so complex we called it "chicken
soup".--a name that has since stuck to
it. With this "wet mode" test, it was
hoped that the microorganisms would
react to one or more of the components
in the chicken soup and alter the com-
position of the atmosphere. The GEx
experiment was conducted in the dark.
It was not looking for photosynthetic
microorganisms, which require light.
The Pyrolytic Release Experiment did
look for photosynthetic microorganisms
in the soil. It supplied redioactive c_..arbon
dioxide and carbon rnonoxJde---both ol
which are present as gases in the Mars
atmosphere--to a sample oi soil
exposed to a "sunlamp." If there were
photosynt_tic organisms present they
would incorporate some of the radioac-
tive gas. The excess or not-incorporated
radioa_ve gas was then blown from the
chamber. Next, the soil was heated to a
high temperature to release any
radioactive gas that had indeed been
fixed by these organisms.
The Labeled Release Experiment
used radio microbial metabolism tech-
nology, which I had invented years
earlier...[It] revolves about providing
radioactive compounds to media sus-
pected of containing microorganisms
and watching for radioactive gas to
come off as evidence of their pres-
ence...Rve compounds were selected
for use in the LR experiment, two of
which could be made as "left-handed"
or =right-handed" molecules. Such
molecules are chemically identical, but
all life on Earth uses only right-handed
carbohydrates and leff-handed amino
acids. Since we didn't know whether
Mars life would prefer one form or the
other, both Sell-handed and right-
handed forms of those molecules were
included. The LR experiment was
carded out in the dark and was imple-
mented by squirting a drop of the
radioactive nutrient solution onto the
center of a small sample. Water vapor
immediately became available all over
the surface of the soil. The center of the
sample was wet and as the water
moved out on the soil, the portions away
from the center became moist and then
wet. Thus, at some point, the microor-
ganisms, if present, were subjected to
humid, moist and dry modes. Since we
were not looking for photosynthetic
organisms in this experiment, the test
chamber was in the dark.
The control, the same for all three
designed the Labeled
Release Experiment, which
flew aboard the Viking
landers that arrived at Mars
in 1976. The exaeriment
displayed positive indica-
tions for microbial life.
mcolor shifts on the Martian landscape. The one on the left was taken on Sol 28
a Sol is one solar day on Mars), the one on the right was taken on Sol 615.
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Viking life-detection experiments, was to
heat a portion of any sample, producing
a positive result to 160 degrees centi-
grade, let it cool, and then test it again.
Organisms should have been killed, and
a negative result would occur. A positive
response would indicate a chemical in
the soil.
FP What types of simulations did you
run to be sure your LR experiment
would work on the surface of Mars?
I.,e_n; Did we run simulations! We ran
pure cultures of microorganisms, wild
cultures, mixed cultures and we ran
tests on soils that we obtained from all
over the world. We took LR instruments
out to Death Valley, California, and ran
tests on the sand dunes and readily
detected living organisms under the
heat of the noontime summer sun under
very dry conditions. We ran tests at the
top of White Mountain, California, at
about 12,000 feet and above the timber-
line, and found microorganisms thriving
on the rocky surface. We got soil
samples from Antarctica, the Gobi
Desert and all kinds of places_.As a final
test, the LR instrument was put into a
"Mars Box" at the NASA Ames Research
Center, where it could be run under the
same conditions it would experience on
Mars. NASA scientists put a sample of
California soil in the LR instrument, and
let it sit for three days under Mars condi-
tions before the test was done. The
organisms withstood the Mars environ-
ment and produced a strong response.
Throughout our extensive test
program over the years, the LR never
produced any false positive or false neg-
ative results. The experiment proved to
be extremely sensitive, having detected
as few as ten colony-forming microbial
units in a sample.
None of the other life-detecting instru-
ments aboard Viking was nearly as sen-
sitive, and the LR instrument was
approximately one million more times
sensitive than the GCMS Thus, the
minimum amount of organic matter, alive
or dead, detectable by the GCMS
needed to be one million times larger
than the amount of living organic mate-
rial detectable by the LR
_; Could you describe the events that
took place when you first received the
initial data from your LR experiment on
the surface of Mars?
Le_n-" When we first saw the data from
our experiment we were extremely
excited and so was the group of people
who were in the room that night. As a
matter of fact, we rushed out and
ordered a bottle of champagne and
then all present signed that data strip
attesting to the positive reaction, which
was thought to be history in the making.
The data came in diagram form, several
hours at a time, and when we first saw
the radioactivity measurement on Mars
take off, we didn't dare believe it would
continue...probably just a fluke. But the
next piece of data showed a strong
continuous outpouring of gas and it
seemed to follow the same pattern that
microorganisms in soil produced in LR
tests on Earth.
FF: How many times were you able to
repeat the LR experiment?
Le_n" All in all we ran nine LR experi-
ments on Mars. We ran a test and
control at each landfng site and all were
successful. On the basis of pre-mission
criteria, the data showed the presence
of life. However, after the GCMS failed to
detect organics, many scientists sus-
pected the LR results were due to active
chemicals--oeroxides-.-rather than life.
Others said the results were induced by
the ultraviolet light activating the Mars
soil. So we modified some of the LR
experiments to distinguish between
living organisms and chemicals. One
such experiment took a soil sample from
under a rock in the pre-dawn hours on
Mars. The rock had been in place for
hundreds of thousands--even mil-
lions--of years so that no ultraviolet light
had hit the sample. Also, it would have
been difficult for hydrogen peroxide,
thought to be formed by sunlight, to get
under the rock. The sample from under
the rock produced a strongly positive LR
response and a negative control.
[Next] the ground control engineers
were able to meet a request to send a
signal to our LR instrument on Mars to
raise the temperature to 50 degrees
centigrade on a fresh portion of a
sample previously shown to be "active."
The sample was allowed to cool, and
then the LR experiment was run. The
result was a nearly 70 percent reduction
in the response, firmly supporting the
presence of living organisms over chem-
icals. Hydrogen peroxide decomposes
about one percent each hour at 50
degrees centigrade, so heating it for
three hours should not have caused the
70 percent reduction that we observed.
Finally, two Mars soil samptes were
stored at seven to ten degrees centi-
grade in the soil hopper for two and
three months respectively. Portions of
both samples had bean tested prior to
storage and produced positive
responses. After storage, each pro-
duced a "zilch" response. What was
happening to the hydrogen peroxide or
the chemical that was stored in the dark
box? Was it somehow disappearing? If
so, why was it there in the first place,
since the surface of Mars approaches
the temperature at which the samples
were stored? Or is it more likely that
microorganisms in the soil, sequestered
from their environment and kept in the
dark for a couple of months, had died?
FF: You spoke briefly about the non-bio-
logical experiment that was sent on
Viking called the Ga._ Chromatograph/
Mass Spectrometer or GCMS. This
experiment was designed to detect
organic molecules, the building blocks
of life, and apparently the GCMS found
no carbon-based compounds. Was the
data from the GCMS in error?
Levin: I don't think the GCMS should
have flown to Mars. Several years after
Viking, I learned that, in the develop-
ment of the GCMS, a number of _tests
were run on various soils supplied by
NASA. I found in the GCMS archives
that the instrument did not detect any
organic matter in Antarctic soil sample
#726. When simultaneously tested for
organic matter by standard chemical
analysis, 300 parts per million of organ-
ics were found in that soil. The GCMS
was purported to be sensitive to several
parts per billion. Well, it might have
been sensitive to several parts per
billion for chemicals in the "vapor
phase," but apparently some organics
are not vaporized by the abbreviated
GCMS version sent to Mars. When I
found that the GCMS had not been able
to detect organics in this particular soil
sample, I looked into the records of the
LR experiment and found that we had
been sent the same soil sample by
NASA--Antarctic #726. Our records
showed that the LR had clearly
detected living organisms in it. So here
we have an explanation that could
accommodate both sets of results: The
LR detected living organisms, but they
were not numerous enough to provide
the amount of organic matter required
for detection by the GCMS.
There are good reasons to believe
that organics do, indeed, exist on Mars.
First, Mars is covered with craters from
meteor impacts. Meteors carry organics
and are important sources of organic
input for the planets in our Solar System.
Secondly, thousands of tons of
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organic matter contained in tiny inter-
planetary dust particles fall on Earth and
also on Mars each year. Thirdly, small
meteorites determined to have come to
Earth from Mars contain organics. In
addition, Dr. Norman Horowitz (designer
of the Viking PR experiment) proved that
organic matter must be made on Mars
when the Sun shines through the Mars
atmosphere. When he tested his PR
experiment in a simulated Mars atmo-
sphere on Earth, organic matter kept
forming, giving him a false positive for
life detection. Moreover, even though he
kept his sunlamp on in his experiment,
its ultraviolet light did not prevent the
organic matter from accumulating.
Horowitz published his findings before
the Viking mission and said that it was
likely that biologically significant
amounts of organic manet had accumu-
lated over the ages on Mars.
It might be worthwhile pointing out
that the Moon samples brought back by
the Apollo missions, when analyzed by a
full GCMS, were shown to contain
organic matter. It's hard to imagine that
the Moon has organic matter, but Mars
does not. The truth is that the instrument
that tested the Moon material was far
more sensitive than the miniature GCMS
sent to Mars. The real question should
be, "Why wasn't organic matter detected
on Mars when all indications are strongly
positive for it?"
FF: Later on in the Viking program you
made some fascinating observations
regarding the Mars rocks---namely, that
some of them appeared to have green-
ish and other-colored areas that
seemed to alter over time. Just how did
you make this remarkable discovery
and what is its significance?
Levin; Stymied by not being able to
get an answer that everyone could
agree to on the LR results, I went back
to JPL a couple of years later and spent
some months, I guess in about two or
three separate trips, looking at all ten
thousand images that the two Viking
landers took on Mars. I was hoping to
find some kind of evidence that might
help in the interpretation of the LR data.
I found one thing very quickly--Mars is
not uniformly orange-red in color as
had been advertised after the first
images were obtained...The colors
ranged from ochre to yellowish, to olive,
and even greenish.
In the course of looking at these
images, I decided to compare images
of the same rocks taken years apart. I
was startled to find that the colored
areas on some of the rocks seemed to
have changed their patterns over a
period of one Martian year, which is
about two Earth years. Some colored
areas seen on a rock shortly after the
time of landing looked different one
Mars year later. This was particularly
true of some greenish spots.
I then got the color expert from the
Viking imaging team and we performed
a spectroanalysis of those images and
the spots in question. We published this
information along with pictures of these
rocks. We also published the results of
an experiment I performed by taking ter-
restrial rocks that had lichen growing on
them and placing them in the JPL Mars
lander area. This area had been struc-
tured to simulate the Viking I lander area
and a Viking lander was placed in the
center of it. t used the lander camera on
the rocks under the simulated Mars light.
"he results produced by the Viking
::amera and imaging system looked very
_nuch like the spots on the rocks in the
actual Mars images. This doesn't prove
anything and t never said it did, but I
:hought it would at least result in a more
objective evaluation of the Mars LR data.
-Iowever, what happened was that many
:scientists blatantly stated they did not
_etieve the colors reported.
When t was at JPL, I showed these
,.'olored images to a NASA-supported
..scientistand he studied them. Subse-
,_uently, he published on the subject,
,:onfirming that there were indeed
, ,ellow,olive and even greenish spots on
_;;omeof the rocks. He even found that
_he spots were elevated above the
surface of the rock. Instead of dis-
cussing biology, he attributed these
unusual findings to some type of weath-
ering process on Mars. I think it would
be an unusual sort of weathering that
produces elevated spots of a different
q:otor than the rock. Normal weathering
:.palls or cracks the rock and the weath-
_red material falls off. I am still working
(_n these images and might have some-
l ning further to report.
FF. ff there is a possibility that Martian
microorganisms exist, wouldn't it be irre-
,;ponsible to send a crewed mission to
Mars before making certain?
I.e_n. Yes, I think it would be irrespon-
,' ible to send men and women to Mars if
there is a possibility that there are living
c,rganisms there. This would expose
I_umans to potential hazards, possibly
t)ringing the hazard back to Earth upon
l neir return. If we even bring samples of
blars back to Earth before we send
l_umans, in opening those samples we
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could expose ourselves to the hazard.
We should follow plans which have been
made to deal with this possibility, but the
plans are being largely ignored by the
missions being readied by the U.S. and
Russia.
FP In 1674, Microscopist Anton van
Leeuwenhoek claimed he saw strange
"animalcules" (microorganisms), and it
took science 200 years to prove finally
that his observations were correct and
not the exotic soil chemistry his col-
leagues claimed them to be. This
sounds remarkably similar to the situa-
tion you appear to be in. How do you
view this analogy?
I.evin: I don't know if rm in the same
position as Leeuwenhoek or other sci-
entists who made discoveries that were
not readily accepted. I certainly hope it
won't take 200 years for an objective
evaluation of my data! Eventually, there
will be trips to Mars that will determine
the truth. But since NASA and the
National Academy of Sciences said
that the discovery of life on Mars would
be one of the most important discover-
ies in the history of science, how can
we wait? There should be a deter-
mined, objective evaluation of the Mars
LR data by the science community.
The truth is that life on Mars has
become a political issue rather than a
scientific issue. No objective scientist
looking at the data can deny that the
LR produced strong evidence for life
on Mars. They may legitimately
express caution, as I do, over an abso-
lute conclusion, but to say as they do
that there was no evidence for life on
Mars flies in the face of the scientific
method.
However, science is not a democratic
process and I don't believe that
Leeuwenhoek, Copernicus or Galileo
ever had a majority opinion to support
them...One of the problems with peer
review is that it will never approve of any
experiment or conclusion that is far
away from the center of the knowledge
of the peers. To do so would be for the
peers to admit that they have been
wrong or unobservant.
NASA officials and NASA-supported
scientists may say that the "majority of
scientists" believe Viking detected "no
evidence for life," but after all these
years to have avoided any symposium
where those who had experiments on
Viking could produce and discuss their
data in the presence of peers and other
scientists shows just how political the
situation is. Yet, when people meet to
discuss programs for future flights to
Mars, they never a_low for the possibility
that there might be life on Mars and
they are preparing to bring samples
back to Earth.
The natural path of science is that
when you discover something through
the use of some tool, you refine that tool
and use it to elucidate further on that
discovery. The next logical step, with
respect to the LR experiment, would be
to separate left- and right-handed iso-
topes and apply them individually to a
Mars sample. I believe this would imme-
diately settle the issue of life on Mars. If
the left-handed and right-handed
molecules of the same compound give
different responses, unquestionably the
source of the response is a biological
one. If both types of molecules respond
equally, the chemical theory gains the
ascendancy.
Perhaps the most indefensible
approach to the Mars life issue is that
some "exobiologists" now say it is quite
likely that life did originate on Mars
when flowing water existed there, but
that certainly life cannot exist under the
present conditions. Therefore, instead of
looking for living organisms they
propose to look for the fossil remains of
organisms...They flatly contend that, at
some point, Mars organisms could no
longer cope and became extinct. On
Earth, there was a dramatic and rather
sudden change in the environment of
life, a change more severe than any
known to have occurred on Mars. Life
on Earth began as anaerobic organ-
isms, which are poisoned by oxygen.
Then photosynthetic organisms evolved
and produced oxygen. Somehow, not
only did the anaerobic organisms
evolve to survive in this blanket of
oxygen, they mutated to utilize the
oxygen to their advantage and, voila,
here we are today.
J think a scientific symposium should
be convened to review all the Mars life
data, to hear scientists express their
varying conclusions, and to render a
"verdict." I predict that verdict would find
in favor of sending an advanced version
of the LR experiment back to Mars as
soon as possible to settle this major
issue tantalizing humankind. I further
predict that, more likely than not, we wilt
find that we are not alone in the uni-
verse. =
Dr. Gilbert Levin is currently preparing
an updated version of the LR experi-
ment to fly aboard Russia's proposed
Martian rover in 1996. He has also been
named to the NASA Mars Soil Oxidant
Team.
Barry E. DiGregorio's interview with
Skytab Astronaut Ed Gibson appeared
in our July August 1992 issue.
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A Colony in the Sky
After humans get to Mars, they'll start doing what comes naturally--
turning it into another Earth. BY KIM STANLEY ROBINSON
NE DAY EA.RLY IN THE NEXT CENTURY, SEVE1LKL PEO-
ple will land on Mars. They will put on spaeesuits
and leave their vehicle, bounding over red rocks un-
der a pink sky. After this exhilarating day, seen on
Earth by billions, they will move into a duster of
habitats already on site. They will spend a year living there making
scienti_e studies, and then they will return to Earth. Another team
will cycle in. Back at home we will start to take the base for grant-
ed. Nevertheless, something very, big will have begun.
The initial crossing to Mars will be made for a great number
of reasons, some of them solid (to see ff there really are fossil
bacteria there), some of them not (to look for Elvis). Most of the
reasons will be scientific and practical: the more we know about
the solar system's other planets, the better we will understand
Earth, and the safer we will be. It's not heroic but it makes sense,
and it is important. Even ff
these were the only reasons,
they would be good enough
to send us.
But Mars will never remain
just a research site to sharp-
en Earth management skills.
We've been fascinated by the
red wanderer ever since our
days on the savannah, and even
ff life at the research station
proves to be quite ordinary, the
videos they send back will show
us a magnificent world of volca-
noes and canyons, icecaps and
sand dunes, wind and weather.
These wild new landscapes will
also look somewhat familiar, es-
pecially in comparison to the Practice for SINCe: NASA scientists build a mock colony
bone-white moon. This familiar
quality is not just superficial, for Mars does resemble Earth in
several important ways--general size, presence of water, length
of day, range of temperatures--so many similarities, in fact, that
some people are beginning to ask if it might be possible to make
Mars even more like Earth than it is now. And that's the question
that will shift us to the next level of our fascination with the
place: the idea that we could live there, that Mars could be
"terraformed."
To terraform means to alter a planet's surface until Earth's life
forms can survive there. It's a hypothetical discipline at this point,
born in science-fiction stories. But in the last 30 years a number of
scientists have taken up the concept. Their studies make it clear
that the process would be somewhat slower than the cork-popping
transformations seen in some recent sci-fi movies: in reality, it
would take centuries. But it is an idea that operates within physical
reality as we know it. It's possible to do it.
The recipe is simple. Add nitrogen and oxygen to the atmos-
phere; pump water to the surface; cook for decades, spicing first
with cyanobacteria, then with all the rest of Earth's plants and an-
imals, adding them in the order they evolved here. Mars is
blessed with all the ingredients called for in the recipe; indeed,
Mars turns out to be perfect for terraforming. So, because we
have all the life forms here at hand, we can try replaying evolu-
tion at extreme fast forward.
Of course it will be more complex than the recipe--it always is.
And the process will certainly spiral out of our control. Eventually,
however, if all goes well, we will have helped to start a new bio-
sphere. Think of that! It's hard to know how even to characterize
such an activity. It would be something like growing a garden, or
creating a wilderness, or building a cathedral, or flying seeds over
an ocean to drop them on a new island. It would be unlike anything
else, a new thing in history.
Some people may believe that such a project is too large or
slow or presumptuous for humanity to undertake. But consider
our current situation on Earth. There are nearly 6 billion of us
now, and the number may double, though we have no good idea
how many of us the Earth can
support. Many larger species
are in danger of extinction un-
less we protect them from us.
We have rearranged much of
the land, and we have altered
the atmosphere to the point
where the global climate in the
future will be a matter of legis-
lation and industrial practice.
In other words, we are already
starting to terraform Earth by
necessity to keep it livable.
Given this situation, the at-
tempt to terraform Mars does
not look so outlandish. Doing
it could be regarded as a valu-
able experiment, with Mars
as a giant lab or university, in
which we learn how to steward
a planet's biosphere for long-term sustainability.
Long term indeed! Terraforming Mars would take 300 years at
least. It's not a time scale we often think about, and it does seem un-
likely that any society could persist in anything for so long. Luckily,
the process will not depend on our consistent backing, but on the
people who settle there and pursue it as their own closest interest.
As for us, here on Earth in the age of the quarterly statement,
it is probably a good thing occasionally to contemplate a really
long-term project. Humanity's existence on this Earth is a long-
term project, after all, and it's important to remember what that
means. People will be living here 500 years from now, and they
will all be our relatives. These distant children of ours deserve to
be given a livable planet to care for in their turn. For their sake
we need to work out a sustainable way of life on Earth. Going to
Mars win be part of that larger environmental project, and ter-
raforming it will be an education that we will apply at home as we
learn it-pausing, from time to time, to look up at our wilderness
garden in the sky.
ROBINSONiS the author of"Red Mars, Green Mars, Blue Mars," a prize-
winning science-fiction trilogy about Mars.
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Martians Wanted:
Dead or Alive!
by Christopher P. McKay
istorically, Mars has been
the focus of the search
for life outside our own
Earth. It was on Mars
that astronomer Percival
Lowell imagined a dying civilization
building global water works and it was
from Mars that the invaders of H.G.
Wells came. Why Mars? Why not
Jupiter, Venus or, even more close to
home, the Moon?
The straightforward answer: Mars is
the most Earth-like of the other plan-
ets. Even through a 19th century tele-
scope, Mars can be seen to have polar
caps that wax and wane with the sea-
sons, and more suggestive, it has large
dark areas that change through the
Martian year in a manner reminiscent
of vegetation to the predisposed ob-
server. Viewed from Earth, Mars
looked like we would have expected
Earth to look like viewed from Mars.
But the illusion of a hospitable Mars
was crushed forever in 1965 when
Mariner 4 flew by that planet and re-
layed a set of pictures of a cratered
lunar-like surface. The flybys of
Mariner 6 and 7 confirmed the story:
Mars was no Earth. But then Mariner
9, the first successful Mars orbiter, re-
vealed a "new Mars," with towering
volcanos, ancient river beds and flood
channels--all dead. The prospects
were still grim for extant life, but what
a place it must have been in its day!
The Viking missions to Mars con-
firmed the verdict of Star Trek's cellu-
loid character, "Bones" McCoy--"It's
dead,Jim." There was some activity in
the Viking biology experiments, but
the absence of organic material at the
parts per billion level argued strongly
against a biological explanation. Fur-
Chris McKay. "Antarctica astronaut/
thermore, it appears that water does
not exist in the liquid form anywhere
on Mars at any time of the year---not a
good sign since one essential require-
ment for all life on Earth (to grow and
reproduce) is liquid water. But Viking
also confirmed the evidence that Mars
had been a "kinder, gender" place, al-
beit many years ago.
"Many years ago" was probably
about 3.8 billion years. That seems to
be the age of the ancient river net-
works. The presence of these den-
dritic drainage features indicates that
liquid water was fairly stable on the
surface of Mars for extended periods
of time. Where there is liquid water,
there is the possibility of life. Hence, it
is that period 3.8 billion years ago on
Mars that is of most interest biologi-
cally. This was the time when Mars
was indeed like the Earth.
On Earth, the period from about 4
billion years ago to 3.5 billion years
ago was the critical period for iifeJ
these were the "formative yeats" for
searchesfor clues to lifeon Mars question.
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planet/lifeinteractions.Wehavedirect
evidenceforlifeonEarthat3.5billion
yearsandsuggestiveevidenceforlife
at3.8billionyearsago.Lifecouldactu-
allyhaveoriginatedmuchearlierbut
thefossilrecordofthatearlyperiod
hasbeendestroyed---bytheverytec-
tonicactivityandbiogeochemicalcy-
clesthatkeepstheplanetalive.Our
studiesofMars'earlyclimateand
studiesofEarth'searliestbiosphere
suggestthatliquidwaterhabitatsper-
sistedonMarsforaslongasittooklife
toevolveonEarth.Perhapsthen,life
alsoevolvedonMars.
Thetaskbeforeusthenistosearch
forfossilevidenceoflifeonMars3.5to
4billionyearsofage.Theobvious
placestolookforfossilremnantsof
earlylife are the locations where there
were standing bodies of water on Mars
3.8 billion years ago----dry lake beds.
lakes are good places for life to flour-
ish, but more importantly, when an or-
ganism dies in a lake its remains have a
good chance of being preserved in the
sediments on the lake bottom. There
are several sites on Mars that have
been identified, based upon photoge-
ological data, as lake beds dating back
to 3.8 billion years ago.
Three and a half billion years ago,
life on Earth was microscopic. In fact,
larger multicellular organisms didn't
originate until billions of years later.
Thus we would expect that the life-
forms on early Mars were also micro-
scopic. It is hard to find microscopic
fossils. However, one of the most im-
port,ant forms of fossils on Earth are
stromatolites. These are large struc-
tures, often many meters in size, built
by the successive phototactic (toward
The thickclumps in theforeground are
stromatolites produced by algae, one
of the earliestforms of life on Earth.
Early life on Mars may have
developedsimilar structures in the
planet's channels or lakes.
light) movement of layers of microor-
ganisms through sediment. On Earth,
stromatolites are a key to determining
the date of the earliest life. Given a
similar phototactic response of Mar-
tian life, stromatolites may have also
been built there. Searching the shore-
line of an ancient Martian lake for stro-
matolites may be possible with an au-
tomated rover mission to Mars.
If Mars did have liquid water, and
life, what happened to it? Clearly,
there have been some drastic changes
in the climate of that planet. Current
theories of planetary evolution sug-
gest that the fundamental problem
with Mars was not its increased dis-
tance from the Sun (compared to the
Earth) but its lack of plate tectonics.
In the presence of liquid water, atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide is depleted
due to the formation of carbonate. On
the early Earth, subduction of car_n-
ate-containing sedimentary material
at plate boundaries provided a mech-
anism of recycling carbon dioxide
back into the atmosphere, maintain-
ing the essential greenhouse effect.
On Mars, without plate tectonics to
recycle the carbonate, the atmo-
sphere would rapidly be depleted and
the planet would have become too
cold to sustain life. Estimates based
upon the Antarctic dry valley lakes
o_
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Mars _xp_ilion membercollects
:;amplesfrom an arroyo.
suggest that life could have persisted
for about 700 million years after the
mean temperatures fell below freez-
ing. After that, it would have been "all
,;he wrote" for life on Mars.
But maybe not. Everything needed
to make Mars a habitable planet may
still be there: carbon tied up as car-
bonate, water frozen into the soil, and
nitrogen tied up as nitrate. If so, it may
be possible someday to restore the at-
mosphere and bring back life to the
Red Planet. There may still be another
chapter to write on the story of life on
Mars. Our studies of the early climate
of Mars will provide the blueprint for
the future revitalization of that planet.
Searching for fossil evidence of
early life on Mars will surely be a key
science objective for human explo-
ration of that planet. Martian paleon-
tology is inarguably one of the science
areas in which the presence of hu-
mans is required to do the job. Biolo-
gists will not just search Mars for fos-
sils. They will also determine if life
there really is extinct, or if it has sur-
vived in some special localized niche.
Because of the paucity of the fossil
record on Earth, and the fact that over
two thirds of the Martian surface
dates back to 3.8 billion years ago--
having spent the time preserved in
deep freeze--it may well be that we
must go to Mars to really'learn the ori-
gin of life on our own planet and
begin to answer THE question: are we
alone?
Chr_opher McKay is a research sci-
entist in the space science divi_'on of
NASA's Ames Reseamb Center. He spe-
cializes in the life on Mars question,
frequently vim'ting Antarctica as part
of his audies.
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BASIC Y2_RS INFORMATION
O'ALJ t ---
Frank Palluconi
!. Distance from sun: Mars minimum
maximum
207 million h_
249 million km
Earth average 150 million
The amount of energy from the sun falling on a given area
changes with distance as one divided by the distance s_aared. As
a result when Mars is furthest from the sun only 36% as much
sunlight falls on a given areas as for earth.
2. The rotation axis of Mars is inclined 24 I/2" from the orbit
plane, nearly the same as the earth.
3 Mars rotates a little more slowly than the earth taking 24
hours and 39 _inutes on average to rotate with respect to the
sun.
4. Because the Mars orbit is more eccentric than the orbit of
the earth the seasons are not of e_aal length. The table below
gives the length of each season in Mars days and earth days.
SEASON
NO. HEMISPHERE SO. HEMISP_RE
LENGTH OF SEASON
.... .
M3_RS DAYS EARTH DAYS
S_ring Autumn 194 199
Surm, er Winter 178 183
Autumn Spring 143 147
Winter Sum_er 154 158
TOTAL 669 687
5. The atmosphere of Mars is much less dense than the atmosphere
of the earth. The surface pressure is only 6 _illibars compared
to 1013 millibars for the earth. In addition some of the
atmosphere condenses on the surface as snow in the winter
hemisphere so the pressure changes by ± 20% during the year.
6. The atmosphere of Mars is almost all carbon dioxide (95.3%)
with 2.7% Nitrogen, 1.6% Argon and 0.13% of Oxygen. The earth's
atmosphere has 21% oxygen. There are also small amounts (less
than 0.1%) of carbon monoxide, water vapor, neon, krypton, xenon,
and ozone.
7. Although there is only a small and variable (less than .03%)
amount of water in the Mars atmosphere the temperature of the
atmosphere is low so the relative humidity can often be high
(near 100%) and water clouds as well as carbon dioxide clouds do
form in the atmosphere. The permanent polar cap covering the
North pole is known to be composed of watez ice. The permanent
cap in the south may contain water but it could be all carbon
dioxide. Because of the low surface pressure at the surface of
Mars, liquid water cannot exist at the surface. If you introduce
li_aid water it will freeze and sublime into the atmosphere.
Most of the water on Mars is likely frozen beneath the surface.
Chances of finding this frozen water get better the higher the
latitude.
8. The composition of the Martian surface is not well known, but
there are ample amounts of silicon, alumimum, iron, magnesium,
and ca!ciu_._. There is also some titanium, sulfur and chlorine.
Yor use in construction it would be useful[ if sand and gravel
were present. There are large dunes on Mars but their
composition is not km_wm. No gravel is kno%_ to exist, but only
a small area of the surface has been seen at high resolution.
9. There are many types of terrain on Mars including volcanoes,
plains, river valleys, canyons, craters, and dust deposits. In
the areas seen at high resolution there are abundant rocks.
i0. When Mars approaches its closest to the sun in Southerm
spring, strong winds lift dust fro_ the surface and sonnetises a
global dust storm occurs. When such a storm occurs it can be
dusty for months greatly reducing the amount of sunlight reaching
the surface.
Ii. Because the atmosphere is thin, the daily range of surface
temperatures is very large (100"Cl so the temperature ev4n near
the e_ator can gc from room temperature (20"C) to - 80"C in less
than twelve hours. In the winter hemisphere where the sun does
not rise all day, the temperature can fall to -123"C and carbon
dioxide snows out of the atmosphere. The average surface
temperature is about -50_C.
12. Mars is a smaller planet than the ea_cth. Its equatorial
radius is 3394 km and the polar radius 3375km. The surface
gravity is only 38% (371cm. Sec -2) that of earth due to the
smaller mass of Mars compared to earth.
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A Coolness on Mars
UCH OF WHATWE KNOW ABOUT
Mars' climate is shaped by reports
from the two Viking missions of the mid-
1970s. But evidence collected over just a
few years can give a misleading impres-
sion ofa planet_ long-term climate. Re-
cently the Hubble Space Telescope
helped confirm what some astzonomers
susp_ed: the_ladvely warm planet seen
by the Viking probes was in only one
phase of a complex weather cycle.
The Hubble found wispy Martian
clouds, a sign that water is freezing out
of Mars' air. This fits nicely with seven
years' worth of radio astronomy work by
Todd Clancy at the Space Science Insti-
tute in Boulder, Colorado. By looking at
global temperatur_ and atmospheric wa-
ter content, Clancy has found that Mars
has two profoundly distinct seasons: a
warm, dusty southern summer and a
cold, dust-free northern one.
Like Earth_,Mars'
axis of rotation
MA_TJX,FOI_C,_ST: _:,i
aoudy,coo_, achs'_ _
is tilted _Sth respect to the sun, so when
it's summer in Mars' southern hemi-
sphere, it's winter in the north. But un-
like Earth, which receives about the same
amount of sunlight year-round, Mars, be-
cause of its more elliptical orbit, gets rad-
ically different doses of solar energy in
different seasons. During the southern
summer, Mars is 36 million miles closer
to the sun than it is during the northern
summer. The planet receives more solar
energy during the southern summer and
it also retains more: the extra sunlight
drives storms that often blanket the
planet with dust. The dust absorbs sun-
light, further warming the atmosphere.
That has a big effect on Mars' water
cycle. The atmosphere can become so
warm during the southern summer that
water vapor rises into the upper atmo-
sphere without condensing into ice
crystals. High-altitudewinds then
spread the vapor around the planet.
During the cooler northern summer
that follows, however, the storms abate
and the dust settles. Without a heat-
trapping blanket, the tem-
perature plummets
and water freezes
out of the up-
per atmo-
sphere---
forming the clouds that the Hubble sag'.
This water cycle, says Clancy, may be
the solution to a long-standing puzzle
about Mars: Why is the permanent ice
cap on the south pole smaller than the
northern one? The reason may be that
the northern ice cap steals water from the
southern hemisphere. During southern
summers, when frost in the soil or ice at
the pole vaporizes, a little bit of the vapor
reaches the upper atmosphere and gets
carried to the northern hemisphere--
where it freezes out of the atmosphere.
Because the northern summer is cooler,
says Clancy, the water never makes the
return trip: water coming off the north-
ern ice cap condenses in the lower atmo-
sphere and never reaches higher altitudes
where winds might carry it south.
The Viking probes never saw a typi-
cally cool northern summer. They landed
during a freakperiod when two straight
years of intense southern dust storms--
which normally happen only every other
year or so-had left a pall that made the
northern summer unusually warm. "Ev-
ery time I've measured the temperatures
in that season, it's been 20 to 30 degrees
colder than what Piking measured," says
Clancy. And because the dust created the
salmon pink skies in the Viking photo-
graphs, an observer on Mars would now
see a _g difference. Says University
of Toledo aswonomer Philip James, who
worked on the Hubble images, _It would
be a dark blue, almost violet in colorm
something like what you'd see on top of
a high mountain."
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Mars: Just the Facts
by Dr. Mark Chartrand
Ares to the Greeks, Mars to the Ro-
mans-the planet voted most likely
imagined to sustain life. Although
none has been found thus far, three
decades from now humans may estab-
lish permanent settlements on the
Red Planet.
The average distance of Mars from
the Sun is 141.6 million miles (227.9
million km), 1.524 times the size of
Earth's orbit. Mars, however, has the
third most elliptical orbit of the plan-
ets, which means that it can get as
close to the Sun as 128.4 million miles
(206.7 million kin) and as far away as
154.7 million miles (249.1 million
km). At its mean distance, Mars re-
ceives only 43 percent of the Sun's en-
ergy we get on Earth. At this average
distance, Mars takes 686.98 Earth
days, or 1.88 Earth years, to complete
one orbit.
Mars has an equatorial diameter of
4,218 miles (6,787 km), about 53 per-
cent that of Earth, making it the third-
smallest planet in the Solar System.
The planet is tilted over, compared to
a line perpendicular to its orbital
plane, by 25.2 degrees. (For compari-
son, Earth is tilted 23.4 degrees.) This
produces seasons on Mars, but corre-
spondingly longer than those on
Earth. On Mars, spring in the north-
ern hemisphere lasts 198 days, sum-
mer is 184 days long, autumn is 147
days long and winter lasts 158 days.
Mars rotates on its axis in 1.0260
Earth days, about 24 hours, 37 min-
utes Earth time. The northern end of
the rotational axis of the planet does
not point to the same place in the sky
as does Earth's axis (which we call the
North Star, Polaris). There is no bright
star close to Mars' north pole. The
nearest is Deneb, in the constellation
Cygnus, about 10 degrees away; a
fainter star, Mu Cephei, is a bit closer.
With a mass only 11 percent that of
the Earth's, given Mars' size, the grav-
ity on the surface is only about 38 per-
cent that of Earth making Mars unable
to hold on to as thici$ an atmosphere.
The atmospheric pressure on the
surface of Mars is .007 atmospheres,
too little to allow humans to go out-
side unprotected, even if they could
breathe the air. The major ingredients
of the Martian atmosphere are: car-
bon dioxide, 95 percent; nitrogen, 2.7
percent; argon, 1.6 percent. Oxygen is
only about a 0.1 percent of the Mar-
tian air.
Because of the thin atmosphere
and distance from the Sun, it never
gets very warm on Mars. Average tem-
peratures are around 60 Fahrenheit
degrees below the freezing point of
water; at noon on the equator it may
get up to freezing. The thin atmo-
sphere means that there is little
greenhouse effect warming, and that
the night cools offquicldy to far below
zero. Mars' atmosphere shows all of
the large-scale movement phenom-
ena seen on Earth, and one unique to
Mars: "condensation flow" caused by
the dry-ice polar caps alternately con-
densing and subliming. Winds reach
several hundred miles an hour, but
lack the power of Earth storms be-
cause the air is so thin.
Mars' two small satellites move
through the Martian sky in usual ways.
Phobos, the inner satellite, is only 13
miles (21 km) across and is shaped
like a lumpy potato. Orbiting 5,800
miles (9,400 km) from Mars' center,
and thus only 1,600 miles (2,600 kin)
above the surface of Mars, it takes less
than one-third of a Martian day to
orbit once. Seen from the surface of
Mars, Phobos would rise in the west
and set in the east, usually a couple
times a day! Even so, it lacks bright-
ness because of its small size, the re-
duced sunlight and Phobos' very dark
surface.
Deimos, 7.5 miles (12 km) in size, is
14,600 miles (23,500 kin) from Mars'
center and takes 1.3 Martian days to
orbit once. Seen from Mars, Deimos
would rise, hang in the sky for clays
before setting, and then set for several
days. It, too, would be hard to see by
Mars settlers.
The brightest object by far in the
evening and dawn skies of Mars
would be Earth, never seen more than
about 41 degrees from the Sun (simi-
lar to how Venus is viewed from
Earth). Venus viewed from Mars is al-
ways seen within 35 degrees of the
Sun, and Mercury would be hard to
spot, never more than 15 degrees
• from the Sun.
Many of these facts will serve as cru-
cial "basics" needed to transform Mars
into humankind's second planetary
niche in the Solar System. _r
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